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A PORTFOLIO OF SMALL SCALE

AGRO ALLIED INDUSTRIAL PROJECT PROFILES

BACKGROUND

For many of the developing countries particularly those in

Africa, industrial development prospects depend to a large extent

on the promotion of small-scale industries (SSIs). In many African

countries, the domestic market is relatively small. There is an

acute shortage of investment resources. Although there is a
surplus of unskilled labour, the quality and quantity of skilled

manpower is quite inadequate. In the light of such development

constraints, the potentials for small-scale industries seem better

than for large-scale industries as the former are more adapted to

the conditions of developing countries particularly in Africa.

In the short run, it can be argued, therefore, that industrial

development policies of African countries should focus on the

development of SSIs. This, however, is not to suggest that large-

scale industries should be ignored or that SSIs should remain
permanently dominant in the industrial set-up of African countries.

For a balanced development and also to support the small-scale

industry development programmes, selected core industries and

large-scale consumer and intermediate goods production units need

to be developed simultaneously. However, the question of

efficiency, the adequacy of the internal demand within each country

to sustain such large-scale productions as well as the adequacy of

the financing arrangements need to be thoroughly considered in

advance.

For most African countries, particularly for developing and

expanding consumer and intermediate goods production, the promotion

of small-scale enterprises seems to be relatively feasible. As may
be learned from the experiences of the developed and Newly Indus

trialized countries (NIGs) most small-scale industries have a

tendency to develop into large-scale industries. Indeed most of the

very large-scale industries in the developed countries generally

started as small-scale industries. Hence, although small-scale

industries are primarily intended to meet the consumer demands of

today, they may be viewed, as laying the foundation for large-scale

industries of tomorrow.
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The correct recognition of the role of SSIs in economic

development, including their strengthes and weaknesses and the

creation of a favourable environment for their growth is,

therefore, quite important at the initial stage. Favourable

environment, however, could not be created by mere promulgation of

laws on SSIs, although this may be important, but also by the

elaboration of an integrated and balanced economic development

policy that has permanence and stability. Policies on, for

instance, agriculture, construction and transport, etc. as well

social policies such as ,those related to education and housing

etc., have been found to have influences on promoting investments

in the SSI's sector. A workeable and realistic agricultural

policy, in particular, could have a strong influence on the

development of SSIs in many African countries.

It is also important to realize that industrial development

in Africa will only be meaningful and lasting when the indus

trialization process is based on the full participation of the

indigenous people. As long as the indigenous people are

marginalized in the industrialization process the latter will be

based on weak foundations. A sound foundation of a lasting

industrialization process must, of necessity, consider the parti

cipation of the indigenous population in the form of entrepreneurs,

financiers, investors, risk takers etc., as one of its main con

stituent elements.

While great efforts have been and are being made to involve

indigenous entrepreneurs and business communities in the operation

of medium and large-scale industries in a number of African

countries, experience of the recent past clearly demonstrates that

success has been very limited. Indigenous participation had been

so far marginalized. Instead, foreign participation is

fast encroaching in small scall-scale industries particularly in

the urban areas. The encroachment is very selective as it covers

activities with high and quick profit margins in strategic consumer

goods mainly agro- and agro-allied small-scale industries.

The development and expansion of small-scale manufacturing

activities may embrace such industrial subsectors as basic

engineering industries, metallurgical industries, chemical

industries, agro-based industries, non-metallic mineral industries,

building materials and construction industries etc. However

dissipation of efforts through all industrial branches during the

initial efforts may not yield the expected results. A gradual step

by step approach should be adopted whereby the development of

small-scale industries is based on familiar production processes,

and known raw materials.

It is in the above context that the preparation of project

profiles on agro- and agro-allied small-scale industries is of
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particular relevance to the African conditions. Indeed these

industrial subsectors, use such raw materials, as fruits and veget

ables hides and skins, wood and pulp, cotton and wool, cereals and

tubers etc. First and foremost, these raw materials are being pro

duced in African countries. Secondly, technology for enhancing the

production of these raw materials is now readily available and

accessible to all African countries.

The present set of a portfolio of project profiles on agro-

and agro-allied small-scale industries represents a number of

possible projects that could be established by indigeneous

business communities in African countries. The profiles were

prepared by consultants drawn from many African countries and were

based on national experiences. They have been, however, edited so

as to make them applicable to more countries. The profiles are

intended to provide basic information to private investors and

investment promotion organizations (public and private) and are

presented in a self-contained detacheable forms for a wide

distribution to potential users.

In view of the low level of industrial entrepreneurial skills

in most African countries, national Governments, are expected to

play a greater role in industrial promotion , particularly for

small-scale industries where nationals are likely to come forward.

This role should entail the creation by the Government of a minimal

set of infrastructures and facilities to the benefit of small-scale

entrepreneurs. These facilities should include, inter-alia.

industrial estates with public facilities (roads,electricity,

water, telephone etc.); financial schemes for the purchase of

industrial equipment; working capital; etc. The government should

also provide engineering consultancy services for the choice and

procurement of equipment and technology, marketing arrangements

etc.

It is wel 1 known that African entrepreneurs face a host of

difficulties in a situation where most of economic instruments are

controlled by foreign interests. Hence, unless Governments provide

the minimum infrastructures and facilities, the growth of small-

scale industries would be greatly constrained.

Governments are also expected to advise on the opportunities

for setting up small-scale industries. The present portfolio of

project profiles is intended to assist governments in providing

such assistances to African entrepreneurs. The profiles are,

intended to provide general information that potential

entrepreneurs would have to modify or complement to suit their

requirements in a national context. To assist in making the

necessary adjustments a check-list of cost elements is provided.

Other relevant information on the possibilities of financing and

assistance to small-scale industries are also provided.
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(A)

PROCESSING OF CEREALS
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THE MANUFACTURE OF SIFTED MAIZE FLOUR

Al

milled maize flour is as follows:
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Packing: involves the weighing and sacking of the flour into
' appropriate size packets for distribution.

The process produces two by-products: bran and maize germ
The bran may be used for animal feed while the germ may be sold to

cooking oil producers.

3. Description of Raw Materials and other inputs

Maize is grown on both subsistence as well as commercial
scales in many countries in Africa. Some of the maize production
fs consumed directly, cooked or roasted, alone or nxed with beans
and other cereals. Increasingly maize is being processed into
Sour both sifted and unsifted types. It is also an export item
for some countries.

Maize is a seasonal crop unless cultivated on irrigated farms
It is also perishable if it is not properly dried and stored. For
the project under consideration an adequate supply of mize is
beuJUd possible in many countries of Africa. The P^ility of
increasing maize production in many countries is also quite good.

The other input required is packing material. Such materials
could be bags, made from paper or plastics. In certain cases Dute

bags may be also used.

4. Market Study

The effective market for sifted maize flour is expected to be
mainly in urban areas and rural townships. Rural inhabitants may

tend to prefer the ordinary unsifted flour.

Appropriate market study need to be carried out locally to
determine the extent of the effective demand. Although the flour
could be marketed throughout a country due to the size of the plant
envisaged and because of the high cost of transport, it would be
best to market it in regional and local markets. Accordingly the
size of the population in the expected marketing zone, including
the existence of boarding institutions, hospitals, hotels and
restaurants etc. need to be assessed. The existence of
competitors and the extent of the competition should also be

evaluated.

5. Location Requirement

The criteria for selecting the location for the project should
include the availability and adequacy of transport, communication,

water and power supplies.
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The project would require about one acre of land for

constructing buildings for the factory, offices and storage

facilities.

6. Technology

6.1 The production capacity envisaged for the project is
30,000 tons/year. The major machinery and equipment

necessary for the project include:

S/N Description Quantity

1 Hammer mill with a 40 H.P.

Electric motor 1
2 Maize Huller 1
3 Auxiliary Equipment

- Electric fans Assortment

- Wire guazes

- Magnets

- Heaters

- Pans

- Measuring scales

6.2 Possible suppliers of machinery and equipment

1. Buhler - MIEG Ltd.

CH. 9240 UZWIL

SWITZERLAND

Telex 883132 gbu Ch,

2. Kamsons Ltd.

Kenya

7. Manpower Requirement

A total of 21 workers are estimated to be required for
operating the plant on one shift basis. The details are given in

the table below. The salary levels are expected to be determined

in each country by considering local conditions.

S/N Position Number

Administration

1 General Manager 1

2 Secretary/typist 1
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3 Guards 2

4 Driver 1

Production

6 Production supervisor 1

7 Plant mechanic 1

8 Operators 2

9 Auxiliary staff 12

Total 21

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries and such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each
country. For estimating the investment, a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for the major components of a plant with the same

capacity is provided based on cost factors in Kenya.

Cost Elements Estimated Investment

Cost

(US$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months) 30,000

- Inland transportation (ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (for 2 years)

- Office equipment & vehicles 24,000

B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 10,000

- Built-up area (building) 23,800

- Waste treatment/disposal
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C. Operating Cost

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 2,000

- Direct materials (for 2 months) 16,000

- Overheads (fuel, telephone post,

electricity) 1,200

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite
advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest
payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one's own source is found inadequate various
financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development
banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many
countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such
institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of
detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long
time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many
countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in
relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)
schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or
banks could make financial contributions towards raising the
investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management
of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be other possible

sources of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could be

possible sources of finance and the relative advantages of each to

the entrepreneur. Small-scale promotion agencies could provide
useful information regarding financing possibilities and their
advice should be sought before decisions are made to take loans.
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10. Assistance available for small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as'exemption from duties and taxes, tariff
protection, loans at subsidized interest rates infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, the

Economic Community of West African States, ECOWAS, in Lagos,

Nigeria, could provide certain valuable information on trade,

industrial opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The

Continental organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry

project profiles such as this one which are intended to provide
basic information for further investigation in each local

condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services we provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found in each

country.
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MAIZE DEGERMING PLANT

1. Product Description

Deqermed maize is maize grain from which the germ and cortex
have been removed. It is a raw material for various industries
such as beer brewing, flour, semolina and corn flakes. The beer
industry uses degermed maize broken into grits.

2 . Process Description

The process of the production of degermed maize involves the

removing of the germ and cortex from the maize grains. The
remaining pith is then broken into small pieces called grits. The
by-products of the process are maize bran and maize germs.

3. Description of the raw material

The major raw material for the plant is a good quality maize
grain. The acceptable quality is that of maize with moisture
context not more than 14 per cent and free from _ insect
infestations. Maize is extensively produced in many countries both
for food as well as for industrial purposes. It is a seasonal crop
unless grown on irrigation. After harvesting maize intended for

food need to be kept with moisture content of 12-14% and is
perishable unless appropriate care is taken. Maize for the brewing
industry ideally should be dried in a dryer within 24 hours after
harvesting so as to stop enzyamic and microbal build-up.

4. Market Study

Degermd maize is mainly used as a raw material by the brewing
industry. Such industries in many of the African countries
currently use imported maize, and it is believed that the product
of this project could substitute such imports. Detailed
feasibility study, however, need to be undertaken before an
investment decision is made. The possible impacts of degermed
maize substitutes such as sorghum and rice should also be carefully

considered in the market study.

5. Location Requirement

The plant could be located in urban or rural areas. It is
generally advantageous for small-scale industries to be located in
areas where public power and water supply is available. Where
there is no public power supply, independent generator is required.
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The site to be selected should be quite accessible at least
for lorries A total land size of half a hectar is regarded

sufficient for this plant.

6. Technology

Various types of technologies are available for maize
deqerming. The technology envisaged for this plant is quite simple
and Til the machines are electrically operated. Due to the
simplicity of the process, sophisticated skills are not required
to operate the plant.

The recommended production capacity is 1.5 million tons (or
750 kg/hour) per year and this quantity could yield:

Degermed maize grits for breweries - 1

" Maize Germ - 300 000 «
Maize bran Juu,uuu

The maize bran could be used as animal feedstock. ^ Oil could
be extracted from the maize germ but for the project under
consideration this has not been included.

6.1. Manor machinery and equipment required

S/N Description Quantity

Precleaning Section

1 Precleaner 1
2 Elevator 1

Decorticating Section

3 Augur 1
4 Holding hopper 1
5 Maize decorticator 1

Packing System

6 Augur x
7 Mobil automatic sack weigher 1

8 Control panel 1
9 Generating set (optional) 1

10 Spares
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6.2. Possible machinery suppliers

1 Alvan Blanch Development Co. Ltd.

Chelworth

Malmesbury (SN16.9 SG)

Witshire

U.K

2 H.F. Schule

Federal Republic of Germany

7. Manpower Requirement

A total of nine workers could be required to operate the

plant. The type and number of personnel required is given below.

Salary and wage levels are expected to be determined locally based

on local conditons.

S/N Position Number

1 Manager 1

2 Semi-skilled workers 2

3 Unskilled labour 4

4 Guards 2.

Total 9

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each
country. For estimating the investment, a check-1ist of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for the major components of the plant with the same
capacity is provided based on cost factors in Nigeria-

Cost Elements Estimated Investment
Cost for major components

(US$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

Equipment with guarantee

(12 months) 98,286

Inland transportation (ton/km)
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Customs duties nd taxes

Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (for 2 years)

Office equipment

B. Land and Construction cost

Land and site preparation 2,857

Built-up area (building) 21,430

Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

Salaries and wages (for 2 months)

Direct materials (for 2 months)

(at 100%) 429,000

Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity) (for 1 month) 5,000

Depreciation and finance charges/month 3,430

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own saving would be an

ideal situation strengthening the viability of the project and
speeding-up its implementation. Whenever full own financing is

difficult, however, various sources could be approached for loans.

In most countries long-term loans for investment are given by

development banks and/or Development Finance Corporations. In some

countries part of the required investment may be covered by

Government equity participation. All long-term financing, however,

will require detail economic study to ascertain the project's

ability to repay the loan and this could take time. Government

equity participation may additionally entail the involvement of

Government bodies in the management decisions making process of the

enterprise.

Commercial banks are generally for short-term loans such as

for working capital. Such loan generally are paid back in one year

and are relatively more expensive. Short-term loans should not be

used for financing investments. In some countries cooperatives may

be another sources of finance and accordingly could be useful to

explore what they may have to offer. Share holding could be
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another method for raising investment funds but restricting it to

relatives and close friends could be advantageous in many African

countries. Joint-ventures and technical partnership are also

possible but are quite rare for SSIs.

10. Assistance available to Small-Scale Industries

In most African countries there are a number of programmes and

institutions for the support of small-scale industries. Existing

small industries contemplating expansion or new enterpreneurs

desiring to go into small industries should first identify local

bodies that may be sources of information or support. For

instance, Chambers of Commerce provide information, advice and

management consultancies. National small scale development

organisations could extend project identification and feasibility

study services, training, technological information etc. services.

Development banks could also be sources of projects and may assist
in carrying out market studies and in management training. An

increasing number of private consultants are surfacing in many

countries some of them with a rather high professional standard and

adequate experience. These could be engaged in carrying out

certain studies for SSIs.

Regional bodies such as the Eastern and Southern Africa

Management Institute in, Arusha, Tanzania, and continental

organizations such as the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia could provide various assistances in terms of

training and project identification.

Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have been assisting small-scale industries for

many years now. The Vienna based UNIDO has a technological

information inquiry service through which solutions for many

technical problems may be easily secured. It also has various

training programmes and enormous quantity of studies and
publications. The ILO has been involved for over twenty years in

small enterprise development. Its services range from information

supply to training. Assistance from these agencies may be

requested by directly writing to them or through the office of the

UNDP in each country.
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RICE MILLING

1. Product

The milled rice from this project is intended for human
consumption and has the following characterises.

- white and creamy in colour

which may be injurious to

health

2. Process

The process envisaged for this project involves the following
stages as may be seen in the process flow chart.

Cleaning Hulling

or

Husking

Whitening Bagging

(Milled

Rice)

Foreign

matter

removed

Rice hulls Rice bran

■

of the grain
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Whitening: This operation involves the removal of the bran and germ
in order to produce clean/creamy/white rice kernels. The brans

toqether with the germs are separated as by-products and these make
up about 10% of the paddy. A mixture of whole white gram (head
rice) large and small broken pieces of grains are obtained from
the whitening stage or process. The whitened yield of this mixture

is about 70%.

Bagging: Both the milled rice and the bran are separately bagged
in jute or plastic bags in weights such as lOOkgs, 50kgs etc.

for wholesale distributions.

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

Rice is increasingly becoming a staple food in many African
countries. It is cultivated in many countries. The total output
as well as the total acrage under cultivation is steadly
increasing. The reasons for the increase in the popularity of rice
lies in its durability which makes it easy to store in the home.
The ease of its preparation into a variety of staple dishes and
its readily acceptable flavour (taste and aroma) to most consumers

makes it quite popular.

Rain-fed rice farming is seasonal but with the introduction
of irrigation it is possible to harvest, at least, twice a year.
Thus, the expansion of irrigation is further increasing the
production of rice in many countries. However, both paddy and
milled rice are highly susceptible to deterioration during storage

due to infestation caused mainly by rodents, insects and moulds.
Proper storage is quite important. Paddy is generally stored at
a moisture content of about 12% after sun drying it for 2-3 days.

4. Market study

In many countries the traditional processing method of paddy

tends to lower the quality of the rice and consequently the demand
for it. Modern milling processes produce clean rice of higher
quality devoid of any form of odour and the demand for such type

of rice is expected to continue to rise.

The milled rice to be produced in this project is intended for

the consumption of the middle income group. However, with the
addition of some equipment for a parboiling process a higher grade
could be produced for a more sophisticated market if the demand for

such quality so indicates.
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There could be competition from such cereals as maize,
sorqhum mi?Lt etc. but the preparation of meals for human
consumption from such product is quite laborious and time consuming

compared with rice.

At any rate a thorough study is expected to be made locally
to determine the demand for milled rice, the possible impact of
substitutes etc. before an investment decision is made.

5. Location requirement

Basic infrastructural facilities such as adequate roads, water
and electricity must be available at the site where the plant is
to be located. However, in most rice growing areas electricity
could be difficult, in which case diesel engine generators may have

to be installed.

A land size of one hectare is estimated to be sufficient to
Dut-up the plant. If rural industrial estates are available the
total land requirement could be much less than what is indicated

here.

6. Technology

6.1 Technological options for rice milling range from pounding
of the paddy by hand to fully automated milling. The technology
to be selected should meet the product quality that the market
demands. Unnecessary investment could be avoided by a care u
matching of the technology with the market demand. The less
sophisticated the market, the simpler and less expensive the

technology.

As indicated earlier, the technology on which this project is
based aims at a product quality that meets the market <**£"*Jor
the low to middle income groups. However, if the demand for a
higher grade milled rice increases, through the addition of
paraboiling equipment, such grades could be produced at a latter

stage.

The machinery and equipment envisaged for this plant will have
a capacity of ten tons a day. There are also smaller equipment
with 5 tons a day capacities. The technological package includes
a rice mill comprising of a rubber roll huller and a steel roll
whitener with the necessary electric motors and accessories.
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6.2 Possible suppliers of machinery and equipment

1. Leroy International Corporation

P.O.Box 58071

Taipei, Taiwan

Republic of China

2. Alvan Blanch Development Co. Ltd.

Chelworth,

Malmesbury (SN 16-. 9 SG)

Wiltshire, U.K.

3. Rajan Trading

P.O.Box 250

Madras, 600 001

India

4. Satake Engineering Co. Ltd.

Ueno Hirokoji Building

Ueno 1-19-10

Taito - Ku

Tokyo, Japan

5. Henry R. John & Co. Inc.

140 Cedar Street

New York

N.Y. 10006

U.S.A

7. Manpower requirement

For the mill to function properly, adequately trained mill
operators, fork lift drivers, mill attendants, technicians of

different catagories, such as electrical, mechanical etc. are

required. A tentative list of positions and the number of workers

required to fill each position is given below. Remuneration level,

however, is expected to be locally determined on the basis of

prevailing conditions in each country.

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

Position

Manager

Accountant

Sales clerk

Typist

Mill operators

Mill attendants

Mechanic

Number

1

1

1

1

2

9

1
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8 Electrician

9 Guards

10 Unskilled labour

Total

8. Investment requirement.

21

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such
schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost
elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the major

components of the investment for a plant with the same capacity is

provided based on cost factors in Nigeria.

Cost elements Estimated investment

cost

(US$)

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months)

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (For 2 years)

- Office equipment

B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation

- Built-up area (building)

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (For 2 months)

- Direct materials (For 2 months)

- Overheads(Fuel,telephone,post,electricity)

(2 months)

- Depreciation and finance charges

Total

531,460

49,315

82,190

1,
15,

9,

500

000

500
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9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporation are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

**"" Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries
by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding

financing possibilities and their advice could be sought before

^** decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc... Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection loans at subsidized interest rates , infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc... could be also

available.
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Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial

opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa,

>#*■*■ Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could seek solutions to

technical problems or lool for cooperation with small-industries

in other countries. Various training and consultancy services are

provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these agencies

directly or through the UNDP offices found in each country.
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LIVESTOCK FEEDS PRODUCTION

1. Product description

th, zzsrj?sz:
different feeds using the same equipment

^-!?SrJ^uS-'3SS %£
planned for them. Common feed types are given below
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Requirements for poultry feed

Characteristic

Crude protein %

by wt. (min)

Lysine % by wt.

min.

Methionine by wt

min.

Crude fat % " "

Crude fibre " "

Moisture % by wt

max

Calcium by "

min.

Available phosph

rous by wt. min.

Acid insoluble

ash by wt. max.

Metabolizable

Energy cal. per

kg.

Starters

18

0.80

0.40

3 max

7

12

1

0.5.

4

2650

Requirement

Grower

15

0.70

0.30

3 max

9

12

1

0.5

4

2400

Layers

17

0.60

0.30

3 max

10

12

3

0.5

4

2600

Broiler

Starter

22

1.20

0.45

3 min

10

12

1

0.5

4

3000

Broiler

Fini

sher

20

1.00

0.40

3 min

10

12

1

0.5

4

3200
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Manor nutrients ^nd quality factors
in Pig Rations

Moisture content (max)

Crude protein (min)

Crude Fat

Crude Fibre (max)

Acid Insoluble Ash

Total Ash

Calcium (min)

Phosphorus (min)

Sodium chloride

Lysine (min)

Digestible Energy*

(mega joules/kg)

p Feed

12

17

2-6

6

4

8

0.7

0.5

0.3-0.6

0.8

13.5

Grower and

Breeder

12

16

2-5

8

4

8

0.7

0.5

0.3-0.6

0.65

13.0
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Vitamins and minerals used to prepare

pre-mix for poultry feed

Vitamin or

mineral

Manganese,mg/kg

Iodine, ing/kg

Iron,mg/kg

Copper,mg/kg

Vitamin A,IU/kg

Vitamin D,AOAC chick

units/kg

Thiamine mg/kg

Riboflavin mg/kg

Pantothenic acid mg/k

Nicotinic acid mg/kg

Biotin mg/kg

Vitamin B12 mg/kg

Alphatocopherol mg/kg

Layer &

broiler

starter

55

1

20

2

4 000

600

6

5

10

20

0.1

15

10

Grower

feed

55

1

20

2

4 000

600

6

5

10

20

0.1

15

10

Layer &

broiler

finisher

55

1

20

2

4 000

600

6

5

10

20

0.1

15

10
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Raw material requirements in different feed rations

Raw material Chick

Start

er

Quantities in different rations (%)

Grower Layer Broiler Broiler Creep Pig
mash mash Start- Finisher feed Growers

er &
Breeders

Maize

Wheat Bran

Fish meal

Soya bean

meal

Oyster shell

grits

Dicalcium

phosphate

Common salt

Premix

56

17

9

14

3.5

-

0.3

0.2

52

31

4

47

28

5

11

58

13

10

51

28

4.5

45

40

10

15

3.5

13

1.5

50

36

9

1.6

-

0.

0.

5

5

—

0.

0.

5

5

—

0.

0.

3

2

—

0.

0.

3

2

0.

0.

0.

5

5

5

0.

0.

0.

5

5

4

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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2. Process description

A typical process flow chart for animal feed production

resembles the following.

Raw materials

storage

Weighing Grinding Mixing

Pelletizing

(optional)

Bagging

(packing)

Storage: All ingredients are to be stored in a cool dry and well
ventilated storage facility. Maize, for instance, has

to be stored in an environment with less than 13%

moisture content to prevent mould development.

Weighing: Correct proportion of feedstuffs are weighed for accurate
mixing with platform weighing scales.

Grinding: Ingredients such as maize whose particle sizes need to
be reduced are milled using electrically operated hammer

mills.

Mixing: Weighed proportions of all ingredients are mixed
thoroughouly into a homogenous mash.

Bagging : Final products are packaged in polypropylene bags at the

weights selected for marketing.

Pelleting;This is not a primary requirement. But, if the market

demands it, the final mix could be pelletized into
cylindrical pellets in sizes measuring approximately 6

mms in diameter and 20 mm in length.

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The most important raw materials for the project are maize,

wheat bran, fish meal, soya-bean meal (soya meal, ground nut meal,
palm kernel meal), Vitamin and mineral premix. (dicalcium

phosphate, ground oyster shells and common salt)

7
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ana"

wheat bran.

: Dried anchovies could be ground into fish meal.

feed^f^^b^Sed ^d^
X Where such shells are unavailable white lime or
other sources of calcium could be substituted.

Phosphate: In most African countries this may be an

import item.

the plant will be small and as such they may not affect
the smooth operation of the unit.

4. Market study

The animal resource potentials of many African countries is
quite extensive. However, this agricultural• subseetor^has not been

Properly developed resulting :« *^ L £ it* ffl
quite extensive. Howev, g^

Properly developed resulting :« *^te fLt £ its* anffl
Cr°esourcees-SiFZ°er, bSf^^SJS1^^-^^ from this vast
resource base is quite insignificant.

in many countries deliberate efforts are being made to change
the situation. Such steps are, therefore, expected to ^r

which type of animals development is foreseen in each country.
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The existence of competition and the extent of already
installed capacTty in a country need to be verified. In some
countries maize being directly consumed by the human population,
i?s availability for the preparation of feeds must be ascertained.

in short the market study should indicate the animal
resources development lines in a country, the availability of the
balic raw materials such, as maize or its substitutions such as
sorghum, the possible competitors and the purchasing power of the

animal raisers.

5. Location requirement

The plant should be located at a site which permits easy
access to raw materials and markets for the finished products.
Electricity is also required. Generally it is not recommendable
for small-scale industries to generate their own electricity but
to use the national supply whereever possible. The site shoud
therefore, be located preferably within the national electricity

supply network.

Since some of the raw materials such as fish meal could
generate foul odour, it may be desirable to locate the plant
outside of major population centers.

A total land area of approximately 15,000 m* may be required,
out of which about 3,200 m* will be built-up area, the warehouse

area taking the larger space.

6. Technology

6.1 Types of equipment

The plant is envisaged to have a production rate of 1.5
tons/hr. The major machinery and equipment is the following.

S/n Description Quantity

1 Platform weighing scale 1
2 Hammer mill 50 HP motor and

1.5 tons/hr 1
3 Feed mixer 5.5 kw with 1.5 tons/hr 1

4 Pick-up truck 1
5 Carts and wooden pallets(assorted)
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6.2 Possible suppliers of machinery and Equipment

1. Balton b.v. Backershagen 97c

108 2 GT Amsterdam,

P.O.Box 71166, 1008 BD Amsterdam,

Netherlands

2. A. Kisluk & Sons Ltd.

Agricultural Machinery

Jerusalem street

Afula, Israel

3. Dizengoff (Nig) Ltd.

IWO Road

Ibadan, Nigeria

7. Manpower requirement

A tentative list of manpower is provided below. But the
remuneration level need to be determined in each country depending

on the local conditions.

S/N Position Number

1 Manager 1

2 Machine operators 2

3 Packing operators 2

4 Crushing " 1

5 Feeder " 1

6 Maintenance supervisor 1

7 Pellet operator(optional) 1

8 Pre-mixer 1

9 Electrical engineer 1

10 Mechanical engineer 1

11 Labour 7

Total 2 5

8. Investment requirement

The details of the investment requirement need to be

determined locally by considering various cost elements and

available incentive schemes. A check-list of cost elements is
provided below. Also a tentative investment size is given for

major components of the investment based on cost factors in

Nigeria.

10
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Cost elements to be considered Estimated^ investment

in estimating investment size size in—Nigeria
~^ (US$)

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months) 14,000

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection and commissioning

- Spares ( for 2 years)

- Office equipment

- Vehicle

B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 2,500

- Building and civil works 13,500

- Sewage (waste) disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months)

- Direct materials (2 months)

- overheads(Fuel,electricity,telephone etc)

- Depreciation and finance charges

1/
940,

250

000

15,000

10, 000

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings or borrowings

from close relatives could be an ideal solution ensuring the

healthy start-up of the plant without the burden of debt. However,

when such an alternative proves difficult, various sources could

be approached for credits. In most countries long-term or

investment credits are provided by development banks or Development

Finance corporations. In some countries government equity (venture

capital) programmes could be also available.

Credit from financing institutions, however, is secured when

the institutions ascertain the loan repayment internal strength of

the project through a feasibility study. Equity participation by

government institutions is also based on a study but additionally

it could entail management participation in the running of the

enterprise and also the sharing of profits.

11
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For this project a minimum of 30% own equity is recommended

for better results.

Commercial banks credits are mainly short-term credits such

as for working capital. Such loans are paid back in about a year

and generally carry higher interest rates. Commercial banks' type

short-term loans, therefore, should not be used for financing

investments.

In some countries cooperative societies may be sources of

finance and accordingly it could be useful to explore what they may

be able to offer. Share holding is another method for raising

capital in many countries but restricting it to only close

relatives and friends could be a better approach in some African

countries.

Joint ventures and technical partnership are possible but are

rare for small-scale industries.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

There are quite a number of programmes in many countries

designed to assist individuals intending to start-up small-scale

industries or to help established ones in difficulties. It could

be very useful for individuals planning to make investment in new

projects or to expand established units to first identify and

consult local SSI support core institutions.

Chambers of commerce could provide information, advice

management and marketing trainings etc. Core small-scale promotion

institutions could extend, project identification, study, training,

technological information, etc. services. Development banks may

also be involved in assisting SSIs in carrying out feasibility

studies, training etc.

The number of private consulting houses are gradually

increasing in many African countries. If one is quite selective

and the fees are reasonable, such consulting firms could be quite

handy for performing some tasks.

Regional bodies such as the Management Institute for Eastern

and Southern African Countries, Continental organizations such as

the Economic Commission for Africa could provide assistances in the

areas of project profiles or schemes, training etc.

12
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Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have developed various programmes x.o assist SSIs.

UNIDO, for instance, operates a global technological information

inquiry service through which solutions to many technical problems

could be secured or international firm to firm cooperation

developed. ILO has various programmes and a number of publications

on small enterprise development. Assistance from these agencies

may be requested by directly writing to them or through the local

offices of the UNDP found in every African country.

13
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PREPARATION OF CONCENTRATED VEGETABLE PROTEIN FLOUR

1. Product description

The cowpea (Vigna Sinensia; Vigna Unguiculata) , popularly-

known as the bean, is a tropical herbaceous short term annual grain

legume which is cultivated in many tropical and sub-tropical

countries.

The grains (beans) are used for human consumption, while the

herbage is used for green manuring and as fodder for animals. Some

farming or rural and urban communities use the oncculent leaves as

green vegetables.

The beans form important source of high percentage protein

(about 25% protein) and are used in the preparation of several

relished recipes.

The aim of producing the bean flour is to remove the outer

skin which is supposed to cause indigestion and gas generation in

the body system after consumption as well as to prepare a cheap

concentrated form of protein powder suitable for enriching most

carbohydrate staple foods taken mostly by the rural and urban poor.

The flour is prepared traditionally by soaking of the beans,

manually dehulling (removal of outer skin), drying and milling.

The aim of this project is to prepare the flour mechanically

and package it for sales in supermarkets so as to be used for the

preparation of many dishes such as for the thickening of soups,cake

additives and so on.

2. Process description

The mill consists of a cleaner, dehuller and hammer mill.

The cleaner consists of a series of cylindrical perforated

holes, the size of the seed of a cowpea. The unclean bean (cowpea)

is fed into the cleaner which rejects large grain particles. The

dust is trapped in a dust bag and any metallic material is removed

by a magnetic separator as the grains pass over the separator. It

takes about 10 minutes to clean about 100 kilos of the bean with

an average of 95% recovery rate.
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minimize losses and to obtain the best results.

The dehulled beans pass over into, the ^^

Briefly, therefore the milling process includes the following

operations.

" ~~\ _ which removes stones and other
A Precleaner ) foreign matter from the grain

A Dehuller \ " which remove seed coats from the
J grains

7^—^^ - which grinds the dehulled cereal

J into flour

\ Flour Sifter ) - which separates the flour into
A Flour Sitter j different sized particles

3 Description of raw materials

etc...It also serves as a cash crop

4. Market study

saSS
traditional foods based on cowpea beans

before investment decision is made.
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The husKs that are the by-product, of the milling process
could be used for animal feed preparations.

5. T.nc:atior -requirement

In choosing the site for the mill, the following criteria
should be borne in mind, namely:

d, The land should be flat so that costs are minimized and
building is facilitated;

(2) The site should be slightly away from a city or town;

(3) For hygienic reasons, a reliable and clean water supply
should be available;

(4) Provision of good ventilation inside the mill building
using prevailing winds;

strong odours that may flavour the flour,

(7) The site should have good drainage;

(8) The amount of land should be sufficient to allow for
future expansion;

purposes;

(10) Total land requirement is about 250 square metres.

6. Technology

600 microns
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6.1 Machinery and Equipment required are

1. Dehuller complete with aspirating fan

2. Pulverizer complete with screens and fan

3. Diesel engine 20-25 hp (optional)

4. Auto-weighing scale (electro-pneumatic)

5. Heat sealer for plastic bags (220v)

6. A/C generator 220V, 50 Hz, 8000 watts (optional)
7. Air compressor, 220V motor-driven with air tank to suite

Auto-weigher

8. Spares (for 2 years)

9. Accessories such as, pipes, cooling system stands, Y-

valves, cyclons pushcart, fire extinguishers, Am/Vo meters

etc.

6.2 Possible Suppliers of Machinery and Equipment

1. Kason Centri-Sifter,

Separator Engineering Limited,

810 Ellingham Street,

Pointe - Claire

Quebec, Canada.

2. Jacobson Pulverator

Jacobson Machine Works Inc.

2445 Nevada Avenue North

Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.

3. Lister Diesel,

Canadian Lister-Blackstone Limited,

56 Chauncey Avenue, Toronto,

Ontario, Canada

4. Cyclone, Fan, Cleaner

Simon-Day Limited,

P.O. Box 488,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

5. Hanser Machinery Limited,

Packaging Equipment,

45, Nantucket Blvd.

Scarborough, Ontario, Canada.

6. PRL/RIIC. Dehuller,

IDRC, Postproduction Systems,

Suite 304,

10454 Whyte Avenue,

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
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7. Rural Industries Innovation Centre,

Rural Industries Promotions

Tsholetsa House,

P.O. Box 18

Gaborone, Botswana.

7. Manpower requirement

A total of seven workers are required for running the plant.

Salaries and wages levels are to be determined in each country

based on the local conditions.

S/N

1

2

3

Position

Mill manager

Mill mechanic

Mill labour

Number

1

1

5

Total

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such
schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accrodingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-1ist of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for major components of a plant with the same capacity

is provided based on cost factors in Nigeria.

Cost elements

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months)

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Vehicle

- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (For 2 years)

- Office equipment

Estimated investment

cost

(US$)

89,500

15,000
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B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 20,000

- Built-up area (building) 30,000

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (For 2 months) 500

- Direct materials (For 2 months)* 2,400*

- Overheads(Fuel,telephone,post,electricity) 2,483

(2 months)

- Depreciation and finance charges 3,02 0

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings or borrowings

from close relatives could be an ideal solution ensuring the

healthy operation of the plant without the burden of debt.

However, when such an alternative proves difficult, various sources

could be approached for credits. In most countries long-term or

investment credits are provided by development banks or Development

Finance corporations. In some countries government equity (venture

capital) programmes could be available.

Credit from financing institutions, however, is secured when

the institutions ascertain the loan repayment internal strength of

the project through a feasibility study. Equity participation by

government institution is also based on a study but additionally

it could entail management participation in the running of the

enterprise and also the sharing of profits.

For this project a minimum of 30% own equity is recommended

for better results.

Commercial banks credits are mainly short-term credits such

as for working capital. Such loans are paid back in about a year

and generally carry higher interest rates. Commercial banks1 type

short-term loans, therefore, should not be used for financing

investments.

In some countries cooperative societies may be sources of

finance and accordingly it could be useful to explore what they may

* may not be necessary if only milling service is to be given

6
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be able to offer. Share holding is another method for raising

capital in many countries but restricting it to only close

relatives and friends could be a better approach in some African

countries.

Joint ventures and technical partnership are possible but are

rare for small-scale industries.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

There are quite a number of programmes in many countries

designed to assist individuals intending to start-up small-scale

industries or to help established ones in difficulties. It could

be very useful for individuals planning to make investments in new

projects or to expand established units to first identify and

consult local SSI support core institutions.

Chambers of commerce could provide information, advice

management and marketing trainings etc. Core small-scale promotion

institutions could extend, project identification, studies,

training, technological information, etc. services. Development

banks may also be involved in assisting SSIs in carrying out

feasibility studies, training etc.

The number of private consulting houses are gradually

increasing in many African countries. If one is quite selective

and the fees are reasonable, such consulting firms could be quite

handy for performing some tasks.

Regional bodies such as the Management Institute for Eastern

and Southern African Countries, Continental organizations such as

the Economic Commission for Africa could provide assistances in the

areas of project profiles or schemes, training etc.

Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have developed various programmes to assist SSIs.

UNIDO, for instance, operates a global technological information

inquiry service through which solutions to many technical problems

could be secured or international firm to firm cooperation

developed. ILO has various programmes and a number of publications

on small enterprise development. Assistance from these agencies

may be requested by directly writing to them or through the local

offices of the UNDP found in every African country.
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SORGHUM PROCESSING

1. Product description

The proposed products are polished white sorghum and brown

sorghum meals. The polisTied white sorghum is a rice-like product,
cooked and eaten more or less like rice but more nutritious than
rice. The brown sorghum meal is essentially sorghum flour used for

making traditional porridge foods.

2. Process description

The process of polished white sorghum and brown sorghum meals

production starts with the weighing of the raw materials to

determine extraction rates in subseguent stages. The grain is then
cleaned on an air screen to remove vegetable contaminants such as

stalks, leaves and other impurities. The cleaned grain is then

destoned using a dry destoner. Simultaneous cleaning and destoning
operations could also be carried out in some processes. Through

cleaning, shrivelled and under-developed grains are also removed,

which are then used for animal feeds.

After cleaning and destoning the grain is dehulled. The

dehuller envisaged for this project utilises a dry abrassive

dehulling principle. It consists of 13 grinding wheels rotating
on a horizontal shaft enclosed in a steel barrel. The wheels

rotate at 1700-2000 rpm and in the process abrade the outer layers

of the sorghum grains. The extent of the abrasion depends on the

residence time. The dehulling process produces dehulled grain bran

which could be used for animal feed. The dehulled grain is then
weighed and the further segregation of the whole grain from the

broken pieces is made on a vibratory seperator. The route to be

taken hereafter depends on the product to be produced.

For producing polished white sorghum suitable for rice - like

dishes, the broken grains are separated and ground. For producing

brown sorghum meal, the dehulled grain is passed through the

vibratory separator to remove any sticking bran and then milled

with a hammer mill fitted with a sieve of appropriate mesh size.

The produced meal is then packaged into paper or plastic bags and

stored in cool rooms until distributed.
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The process flow chart is given below:
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development areas for increasing production. Sorghum is a seasonal
produce and is perishable if proper care is not taken on time.

For the production and marketing of the envisaged products,
no other inputs would be required other than packing materials
The products could be packed in paper or plastic bags. Plastic

bagging is especially prefered.

4. Market study

Sorghum is consumed in many countries in different ways. The
products for this project are rather new and are based on a limited
experience in Kenya. The Kenya Industrial Research and Development
Institute (KIRDI) did introduce the products into the Kenya market
on a limited scale and the result achieved was found to be quite
encouraging. The pearled sorghum meal marketed under the name
"Supa Mtama" was found to be quite popular with the low and middle
income groups. The brown sorghum meal was tried as a substitute for
tea or coffee in boarding schools. The product marketed as "Udi
was made from sorghum and fingermillets and was found to be more
cheaper and nutritious than coffee or tea. Based on the results
achieved sorghum flour is expected to do well in the market with
the important consumers being boarding schools, hospitals, colleges

and similar institutions.

From the nutritional point of view as well as the
diversification of products that could be made from sorghum, the
products selected are quite useful. But, it could take sometime
to convince people to buy them for consumption in large quantities.
It is therefore, assumed that initially a series of products
promotional activities such as demonstrations, giving out samples,
advertisments through the mass media etc. need to be carried out.

5. Location requirement

A location with good transport, communication, power as well
as water supply is required for this project. It is recommended
to use public power supply sources rather than to generate one s
own electric power using diesel engines unless it is inescapable.

A land area of an acre and half is sufficient for the plant.
If buildings in industrial estates are available the total land

requirement could be much less.

6. Technology

The technology available is quite efficient and could be
operated with a few skilled workers. The bran which could be
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generated as a by-product could be sold to manufacturers of animal

feeds.

The main machine and equipment required are:

S/N Description Number

1 Weighing device 2

2 Destoner and magnetic drum 1

3 Dehuller - 1

4 Vibratory separator 1

5 Hammer mill 1

6.2 Possible suppliers of equipment

1. UMS A/S 8 Gamble Cresberg VEJ

DK-2500 Vlaby Copenhagen, Denmark

2. Natuna Machine Ltd.

2615 1st Ave.

North Saskatoon, Sask. STK GE9

Canada

3. Richard Sizer Ltd.

Hull HU8 8AW

UK

4. SWECO Inc.

Los Angeles, California

U.S.A.

7. Manpower requirement

About fifteen workers are envisaged to be employed in the
plant. The following is a tentative list of the positions and the

estimated number of workers required to fill the positions.
Salaries and wages are not given as these are expected to be

decided locally on the basis of local conditions.

S/N Position Number

1 Manager 1

2 Chief accountant 1

3 Sales chief 1
4 Secretary/receptionist 1

5 Cashier/bookeeper 1

6 Store keeper 1
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7

8

9

10

11

12

Salesman

Accounts clerk

Machine operators

Semi-skilled labour

Watchmen

Driver

1

1

2

2

2

15

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment size a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose an investment

estimate for the major components of a plant with the same capacity

is provided based on cost factors in Kenya.

Cost elements

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months)

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (For 2 years)

- Office equipment + vehicle

B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation

- Built-up area (building)

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (For 2 months)

- Direct materials (For 2 months)

- Overheads(Fuel,telephone,post,electricity)

(2 months)

- Depreciation and finance charges

Total

Estimated investment

cost

(US$)

60,000

16,667

9,523

23,800

476

4,762

2,762
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9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings or borrowings

from close relatives could be an ideal solution ensuring the

healthy operation of the plant without the burden of debt.

However, when such an alternative proves difficult, various

sources could be approached for credits. In most countries long-
term or investment credits are provided by development banks or

Development Finance corporations. In some countries government

equity (venture capital) schemes could be available.

Credit from financing institutions, however, is secured when

the institutions ascertain the loan repayment internal strength of

the project through a feasibility study. Equity participation by

government institutions is also based on a study but additionally
it could entail management participation in the running of the

enterprise and also in the sharing of profits.

For this project a minimum of 3 0% own equity is recommended

for better results.

Commercial bank credits are mainly short-term credits such as

for working capital. Such loans are paid back in about a year and

generally carry higher interest rates. Commercial banks' type

short-term loans, therefore, should not be used for financing

investments.

In some countries cooperative societies may be sources of

finance and accordingly it could be useful to explore what they may

be able to offer. Share holding is another method for raising

capital in many countries but restricting it to only close

relatives and friends could be a better approach in some African

countries.

***" Joint ventures and technical partnership are possible but are
rare for small-scale industries.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

There are quite a number of programmes in many countries

designed to assist individuals intending to start-up small-scale

industries or to help established ones in difficulties. It_could

be very useful for individuals planning to make investment in new

projects or to expand established units to first identify and

consult local SSI support core institutions.
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Chambers of commerce could provide information, advice

management and marketing, trainings etc. Core small-scale

promotion institutions could extend, project identification, study,

training, technological information, etc. services. Development

banks may also be involved in assisting SSIs in carrying out

feasibility studies, training etc.

The number of private consulting houses are gradually

increasing in many African countries. If one is quite selective
and the fees are reasonable, such consulting firms could be quite

handy for performing some tasks.

Regional bodies such as the Management Institute for Eastern

and Southern African Countries, Continental organizations such as

the Economic Commission for Africa could provide assistance in the

areas of project profiles or schemes, training etc.

Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have developed various programmes to assist SSIs.

UNIDO, for instance, operates a global technological information

inquiry service through which solutions to many technical problems

could be secured or international firm to firm cooperation

developed. ILO has various programmes and a number of publications

on small enterprise development. Assistance from these agencies

may be requested by directly writing to them or through the local

offices of the UNDP found in every African country.
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MANUFACTURE OF SOYA MILK

Protein

Lipoids

Glucid

Iron

Calcium

Magnesium

Potasium

Vitamin Bl

Vitamin B2

Vitamin B6

Vitamin Pg

3.52 g/ioo g

2.16 g/100 g

2.20 g/ioo g

0.62 mg/100 g

58.20 mg/ioo g

56.20 mg/ioo g

213.40 mg/100 g

0.027 mg/ioo g

0.025 mg/100 g

o.iso mg/ioo g

0.19 0 mg/ioo g

cools the milK

cardboards.

from Soya

.earated one that

The process ,1a.
resets the
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Dosage

Grinding

Soya flour

Water - - - -
Milk extraction

Draff

Soya Milk

Addition of sirop and aroma

Aromatized soya milk

100% pasteurization

Pasteurized soya milk

Cooling at + 4°C

Packaging

, 1

j Soya milk ) (in bags or boxes)
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ption of raw materials and other inputs

beans constitutes the main raw material. Such beans are

production could be expected.

Other inputs required include the following:

Sugar at the rate of 80 grammes/litre of milk
Aroma at the rate of 1 gramme/litre of milk
Polythene bags or cardboard

4. Market study

Traditionally, protein for human

SSS&2! rnTa^SarrntAera ££ ^o «,
population could not afford such products on account of their
relative scarcity and expensive prices.

milk is an important source of nutrients, and the

.

nur.fn, ISLS: »o».n r.pr.s.nt n.«l, 50% of th.
most countries.

An investment decision should, however, be based on a thorough
market studyoTtiie local conditions. The availability and prices
or substitute products such as meat, fish, cow milk should be
properly assessed for such a purpose.

5. "Location requirement

The following factors should be considered when selecting the

location of the plant.

An easy and regular access to the soya beans production

An^adequate availability of electricity and water,
Proximity to potential consumer centres,

The availability of an estimated 1,000 m3 of land
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6. Technology

The technology proposed for soya milk production is one that

is fully automatic to ensure an adequate production level as well
as the sanitary condition of the milk. The operation of the

technology is quite simple and does not require a high level of
skill. The economic scale production envisaged is 4,200 hecto

litres of soya milk per annum. The envisaged technology consists
of the following type of equipment.

casting and cleaning vat,

ultra-violet water sterilizer

grain grinding mill
filtering element to separate the draff from the soya

milk

pasteurizing equipment (hot waer)

product exchanger/recuperator

tubular flash exchanger/cooler

electric heater and water regulator for use by the

pasteurizing unit
container fitted with dosage pump for the preparation of

sirop or aroma

air cooled compressor

circulation pump

packing unit

Possible Equipment Suppleir

Societa Actimonde

10 Avenue de Secheron

12 02-Geneve

Suisse

7. Manpower requirement

The following is a tentative list of the manpower required to

effectively operate the plant.

S/N Position Number

1 General manager 1

2 Production manager 1

3 Commercial manager 1

4 Accountant 1

5 Electro-mechanic 1

6 Secretary 1

7 Laboratory assistant 1

8 Skilled workers 3
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9

10

11

Unskilled labour

Drivers

Watchmen

Total

3

2

2

17

Remuneration level is expected to be set locally.

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are
various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such
schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each
country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for a plant with the same capacity is provided based on

cost factors in Benin.

Cost Elements Estimated Investment

Cost

(U.S.$)

143,500

A. Machinery and Equipment

Equipment with guarantee (12 months)

- Inland transportation (ton/km)

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (warehouse to wae hosue)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (for 2 years)

Office Equipment and vehicle

B. Land and Construction Cost

Land and site preparation 26,670

- Built-up area (building) 50,000

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating Cost

Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 5,000

Direct materials (for 2 months) 19,055

Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity/month) 1,500

Depreciation and finance charges/month

Total
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9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions cquld be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in_ many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in
relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be other possible

sources of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could be

possible sources of finance and the relative advantages of each to

the entrepreneur. Small-scale promotion agencies could provide

useful information regarding financing possibilities and their

advice should be sought before decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for small-scle industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should
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approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka Zambia, the
Economic Community of West African States, ECOWAS, in Lagos,

Nigeria, could provide certain valuable information on trade,

industrial opportunities, resource availabilities etc. ^ The

Continental organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry

project profiles such as this one which are intended to provide

basic information for further investigation in each local

condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for
many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found in each

country.
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BISCUIT FACTORY

1.. Product description . . ■

The proposed unit aims at the manufacture of cream biscuits,

crackers, wafers and aperitif-biscuits. Such products are

increasingly becoming popular as snacks by both children and

adults.

2. Process description

The manufacturing process of biscuits is rather simple. It

involves operations such as the mixing of dough, kneading, casting,

baking, cooling, collection and packing. The recipe used and the

baking technique applied as well as the packaging methods used to

preserve the freshness of the biscuits while remaining attractive

to the customer, however, are quite critical.

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The main raw materials for biscuit-making are flour, sugar and

edible oil. These raw materials are locally available in many

countries.

Other inputs include powdered milk, malt, sodium bicarbonate,

tartaric acid, citric acid, salt, liquid vanilla, glucose syrup.

Most of these inputs may have to be imported in many countries.

4. Market study

Biscuits consumption in many countries is increasing. The

maj or consumers in many countries are students in high schools,

colleges and boarding schools, as well as soldiers in barracks and

individual households. In Gabon, for instance, the demand for

biscuits for 1989 is estimated to be 680 tons.

The substantial portion of the demand in many countries is met

through imports. European countries account for a large portion

of the export of biscuits to the African region.

With the gradual betterment of the standard of living in many

African countries, the demand for biscuits is bound to increase and

the local manufacturing of such products are expected to be quite

viable. Biscuits production could also lead to the expansion of
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The possibility

quite good. .

The local demand in each country need to be ^J^
however? before .« in^t-j^^^^^,. affordability of

SSSrS ^rafethePPotentials of the export .arKet

The availability of adequate i
electricity, water etc- aremqulktetsbasolrc t ucts are expected

process section. Most of the ^f»«O1^ the baking techniques to
?o most people. .However, theJ^^^ ly it may be useful to

few people in advance in these areas.

S/N

Ra.in eauir™0"^ T-ftauired

Quantity

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Vertical axis kneading
- trough, 150 kgs capacity
Dough container (stainless steel

or aluminium)

Rotating caster, 800 mm wide
fitted with a cylinder

oven, 800 mm wide
Collection table

Polythene bag making m/c
Aluminium box packing m/c

Biscuit grinder, 200 kg/hour

Su^afgrinder, 50 kg/hour capacity
Sieve
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7. Manpower requirement

A total of 34 persons are required to operate the plant. The

details are given below.

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Position

General manager

Sales manager

Secretary

Production supervisor

Accountant

Qualified mechanic

Qualified electrician

Production workers

Driver

Watchmen

Total

Number

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

24

1

2

34

The remuneration level is expected to be determined locally.

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such
schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for the major components of a plant with the same

capacity is provided based on cost factors in Gabon.

Cost Elements

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months)

Inland transportation (ton/km)

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (for 2 years)

Office Equipment and vehicle

Estimated Investment

Cost

(U.S.$)

920,000
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B. Land and Construction Cost

Land and site preparation 100,000

- Built-up area (building) 520,000

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating Cost

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 24,638

- Direct materials'(for 2 months) 85,500
Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity/month) 19,000

Depreciation and finance charges/month r_

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many
countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in
relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be other possible

sources of finance in some countries.
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It would be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could be

possible sources of finance and the relative advantages of each to

the entrepreneur. Small-scale promotion agencies could provide
useful" information regarding financing possibilities and' their

advice should be sought before decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for small-scle industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff
protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka Zambia, the
Economic Community of West African States, ECOWAS, in Lagos,

Nigeria, could provide certain valuable information on trade,

industrial opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The

Continental organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry

project profiles such as this one which are intended to provide

basic information for further investigation in each local

condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been
involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found in each
country.
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WEANING FOOD PRODUCTION PLANT

1. Product Description -

The objective of the project is the local production of baby-

weaning food from local raw materials. Two types of weaning food

are envisaged. The first type is intended for children aged

between 3 and 6 months and the second is for children over 6

months. Both foods are cooked types and their compositition is

varied in accordance with the age of the children.

2. Process Description

The production process generally include the following

operations. Sorting, cleaning, soaking, steam cooking, drying,

roasting, crushing and grinding, cooling and packing. Soaking and

steam cooking operations are peculiar to soya beans only.

The raw material is sorted out and cleaned before it is dried

and roasted in an oven. Soya bean in particular is soaked in water

for about four hours after it has been cleaned. It is then steam

cooked before drying and roasting.

Cereals, leguminous and/or oil seeds are mixed together and

crushed in a smasher followed by grinding with a millstone. Sugar

is added to the flour which is then packed in polythene bags after

cooling .
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A typical production flow chart is shown as follows.

Mai ze
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Cleaning
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Cleaning

J 4 J

Cleaned maize Cleaned sorghum Cleaned soya bean

Drying

Dried maize

-I

Grilling j

Drying

Dried sorghum

i

Grilling

Soakina

i

Soaked soya bean

1

Steant cooking

Grilled maize Grille sorghum Cooked soya bean
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F 1 our

Drying

Dried soya bean

Grilling

Grilled soya bean

Cool ing
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3. Description of Raw Materials and other inputs

The most important raw materials for the manufacture of

weaning foods include sorghum, maize, millet, soya bean, ground

nut, niebe and rice. The project could accommodate a wide range

of raw material combinations. The choice of combination is

governed by the availability of the type of raw materials and the

market preferences.

Most of the raw material inputs are assumed to be locally

produced in many African countries. The possibility of the

expansion of production is also assumed to be good if the
industrial and commercial processing of the raw mateials is

increased.

These raw materials are seasonal crops in that they are

produced annually. Though perishable by nature, with adequate

storage facilities they could be preserved for a long time.

The other important input is packing material. Plastic or

paper bags or tin cans could be used for this purpose depending on

the market preferences and cost.

4. Market Study

In most African countries three types of weaning foods are

assumed to be used. Traditional local cereals-based weaning food

that is prepared by mothers themselves is the most widely used baby

food after mothers' milk. This type of food lacks the nutritional

balance and is regarded as the major cause of protein/calory

malnutrition among children during the weaning period.

Imported weaning foods are extensively marketed in many

countries. The price of these type of products is quite high and

that only the economically strong families could afford to use

them.

In some countries improved weaning foods, such as the one this

project aims at, are being produced to a limited extent. These

types of foods could be quite affordable by the masses of the

people and a large market is assumed to exist in many countries.

The market size, the possible impact of substitute and

competitive products as well as the purchasing power of the target

groups should, however, be properly assessed in a detailed market

study before investment is made.

3
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5. Location Requirement

The major factors that need to be considered for selecting the

location for the plant should include:

the ease of access to the raw materials source

the adequacy of water and electricity supplies

the proximity to the major consumer centres

the availability of an area of about 1,800 m2 of land

A general sanitary condition need to be maintained both in the

factory and the compound due to the sensitive nature of the

product.

6. Technology

The technology envisaged for the proejct is not a complicated

one. The minimum annual production for a profitable operation is

estimated to be 175 tons. There is no by-product of any economic

importance resulting from the processing.

6.1 Equipment Required

The major equipment required for the plant include the

following.

S/N Description Quantity

1 Winnowing m/c 1

2 Electric dryers 2

3 Electric ovens 2

4 Cooling steel vat 1

5 A crushing m/c 1

6 Millstone 1

6.2 Possible Equipment Suppliers

1. Institut Royal des Tropiques

Programme du Development Rural

Division de Nutrition et d1 Agrotechnologie

63 Mauritskade

1092 AD Amsterdam (Holland)

2. SECA ARGOUND

Le Motteer - 38260

La Cote Saint Andre

France
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3. Deboffles

Abbecourt - 02 3 00 Chauny

France

4. THIMONNIER

79, Rue de Bourgogne

69 3 38 Lyon

France

7. Manpower Requirement

The following is a list of an indicative number of workers

required to man the plant effectively. Remuneration levels are

expected to be determined locally by taking into account local

conditions.

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for the major components of a plant with the same

capacity is provided based on cost factors in Benin.

Position

General manager

Administrative assistnat

Production manager

Accountant

Secretary

Sorters/cleaners

Roasters

Millers

Packing/bagging workers

Store keeper

Drivers

Watchmen

Total

Number

1

1

1

1

1

12

6

2

12

1

2

_2

42
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A. Machinery and Eauiment
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Estimated Investment

Cost

(U.S.S)

Equipment with guarantee (12 months) 100,000

Inland transportaiton (ton/km)

Customs duties ,and taxes

Insurance (warehouse to ware house)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (for 2 years)

Office Equipment and vehicle

B. Land and Construction cost

Land and site preparation 10,000

Built-up area (building) 133,300

Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating Cost

Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 8,500

Direct materials (for 2 months) 20,000

Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity/month) 1/500

Depreciation and finance charges/month

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payment could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.
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Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in

relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be other possible

sources of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could be

possible sources of finance and the relative advantages of each to

the entrepreneur. Small-scale promotion agencies could provide

useful information regarding financing possibilities and their

advice should be sought before decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for small-scle industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, the

Economic Community of West African States, ECOWAS, in Lagos,

Nigeria, could provide certain valuable information on trade,

industrial opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The

Continental organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry

project profiles such as this one which are intended to provide

basic information for further investigation in each local

condition.
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UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found in each

country.
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ROOTS AND TUBERS
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MANUFACTURE OF MANIOC CHIPS

1 Product description

it ssit Ssistlz
before processing it into final products

2 Process description

i
pieces, sundrying and packing it m bags.

A typical production flow charts is as follows.

Cassava tuber Chipping machine Wet chips

Sun drying Dried chips bagging Storage

„

to two days to bring down the moisture content of the

desired level.

to

3. D<
•iption of raw materials and other inputs

The most important raw material and input for the manufacture
of manioc chips are cassava tuber and jute or polypropylene bags
respectively^ Cassava is a tropical produce and is grown in many
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countries around the world. It is an annual crop and the improved
varieties could mature and be ready for harvesting in 6-8 months
after planting . It is not a seasonal crop and thus may be planted

and harvested all year round. But chipping may be possible only

during the dry season.

Recent world production figures for casavas are as follows:

World total

Asia

Africa

Latin America

Million tons

1984

131.1

49.9

53.3

27.6

1985

136.1

50.1

56.0

29.7

1986

143.0

52.0

60.0

31.0

As may be observed from the table Africa is a leading region
in the world for cassava production. Accordingly it is assumed

that adequate cassava supplies could be available in many of the

tropical African countries for processing into chips.

The bags may be

countries.

4. Market study

purchased from domestic sources in many

The highest percentage of cassava production is processed for

human consumption in various forms. The best known cassava food

types in Africa are Garri, Cassava flour, fufu (edible starch),

cassavita etc. There is no substitute for it in the cassava food

processing industries but as a livestock feed it may be replaced

by maize or sorghum.

Accordingly as foodstuff and animal feedstock there could be

a big market for manioc chips in most African countries. There is
also a possibility of export. Cassava is becoming a world trade

commodity. For instance in 1986 the EEC countries are estimated
to have imported 5.6 tons of chips equivalent to 16.8 tons of fresh

tubers. Although import figures were not available countries such

as China, Japan, Korea, the U.S.S.R. and others are known to be

importers of manioc chips.

For making specific investment decision, however, a thorough

market study need to be done in each country. Such study must
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establish the demand size both for the internal as well as the
export market and should also consider the possible impact of

competitor or substitute products. -

5. Location requirement

The first consideration for deciding the plant location must

be the availability of cassava. Another consideration must be the

adequacy of access roads, bridges and culverts to carry, at least,
ten ton lorries. The transportation of fresh cassava for long

distances is not advisable as this may be too costly and may also

lead to the shrotening of the allowable processing time for fresh
cassava. The cassava will loose nearly 40% its weight when it is
finally converted into manioc chips and as such the fresh cassava

should be transported the minimum^ distance possible before

processing to cut down on transportation costs.

The chipping factory will require half a hectar of land. The

cassava will not require special stores as it may be stored and

handled in the open within the time limit of 3-4 days. It is
envisaged that the chipping plant will operate as a processing unit
for its own chips production as well as providing chipping services
to farmers against payment (subcontracting).

For the production of chips by the plant, it is envisaged that

cassava procurement is made at the gate of the factory as well as

at the farms. Factory gate procurement refers to a situation where

farmers or traders bring the crop to the factory to sell whereas

farm procurement entails the travel of the processor from farm to

farm to purhase the fresh cassava and transport the same to the

factory at his/her own expenses. For such and similar reasons the

proximity of the factory to the supply sources of fresh cassava is

quite critical.

The chipping machines could be operated on electricity or by

the use of diesel engines depending on the local conditions. If

running the machines by electricity is preferred, one may have to

ensure the availability of an adequate power supply and its
dependability. For running the plant on diesel engines one must

bear in mind the need to have easy access to fuels and lubricants.

There are no by-products from the process and environmental

pollution is negligible and accordingly special arrangements are

not necessary. Such plant could be located in industrial estates

or rural industries development centers if they exist.
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6. Technology

6.1 The most important component of the technology for manioc

chips production is the chipping machine. Such machines are

available in various capacities with possibilities of running on

electricity or diesel engines. The capacity of the machine to be

selected is dependent on the volume of production envisaged.

There are, for instance, chipping machines that can produce

5-80 tons an hour. In deciding the capacity one should consider
the average volume of the supply of cassava, the weather

conditions, the space requirement for spreading the chips for sun-
drying, the transportation situations as well as the proportion of
the processing capacity to be subcontracted to farmers and traders.

Considering such relevant factors a 5 tons per hour (t.p.h.)

capacity chipping plant is considered to be an economic size for

small-scale entrepreneurs in most African countries. All

projections are, therefore, based on this capacity.

6.2 Possible sources of chipping machines

1. Choaburi casting and machines company

Thailand

2. Alvan Blanch Development Co. Ltd.

Chelworth

Malmesbury (SN16.9SG)

Witshire, U.K.

3. Projects Development Institute (PRODA)

Enugu, Nigeria

7. Manpower requirement

For running a 5 Tph plant the following type and number of

workers are envisaged to be required. The remuneration levels,

however, need to be decided locally taking into account the labour

market situations and legal requirements, if any.

S/N Position Number

1 Manager 1

2 Clerk/typist 1

3 Machine operator(skilled) 1

4 Labour 2
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Driver/purchaser

Security guards

Total

■8. Investment requirement

The investment requirement for this project could vary from

country to country depending on the local conditions and also

depending on the type and magnitude of incentive schemes available

to small-scale industries. Accordingly a list of cost items are

indicated below for consideration during the feasibility study

stage of the project. For comparison purposes, however, an

estimate of the investment requirement for the major components of

the plant in Nigeria in 1989 is given on the right-hand column of

the table.

Cost items for estimating

investment requirements

A. Machinery and Equipment

Estimated Investment

Cost of major components

(Nigeria,1989)

(US$)

- Equipment cost with 12 months guarantee 10,500

- Inland transportation (ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes(% on landed cost)

- Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)(% total cost)

- Erection and Commissioning (% cost of equipment

or lumpsum)

- Spares (2 years or 20% of equipment cost)

- Office Equipment

- Vehicle(s)

B. Construction cost

- Land and site preparation ($/m2or sq. ft) 2,860

- Built-up area ($/m2) 5,000

- Sewage (garbage) collection/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries (min. of 2 months) 3,570

- Direct materials (min. of 2 months) 130,386

- Factory overheads (power, water,telephone etc.) 12,400

- Depreciation and finance charges 10,600

Total
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9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings would be an

ideal situation strengthening the viability of the project and

speeding-up its implementation. Whenever, full own financing is

difficult, however, various sources could be approached for loans.

In most countries long-term loans for investment are given by

development banks and/or pevelopment Finance Corporations. In some

countries part of the required investment may be covered by

Government equity participation. All long-term financing, however,

will require detail economic study to ascertain the project's

ability to repay the loan and this could take time. Government

equity participation may additionally entail the involvement of

Government bodies in the management decision-making process of the

enterprise. Whatever source is used for financing, it is

recommended that the promoter's equity for this project should not

be less than 30% of the total investment.

Commercial banks are generally for short-term loans such as

for working capitals. Such loans generally are paid back in one

year and are relatively more expensive. Short-term loans should

not be used for financing investments. In some countries

cooperatives may be possible sources of finance and accordingly it

may be useful to explore what they could offer. Share holding

could be another method for raising investment funds but

restricting it to relatives and close friends could be advantageous

in some African countries. Joint-ventures and technical

partnership are also possible but are quite rare for SSIs.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In most African countries there are a number of programmes and

institutions for the support of small-scale industries. Existing

small industries contemplating expansion or new entrepreneurs

desiring to go into small industries should first identify local

bodies that may be sources of information or support. For instance,

Chambers of Commerce provide information, advice and management

consultancies. National small scale development organizations

could extend project identification and feasibility study services,

training, technological information etc. Development banks could

also be sources of projects and may assist in carrying out market

studies and in management training. An increasing number of

private consultants are surfacing in many countries some of them

with a rather high professional standard and adequate experience.

These could be engaged in carrying out certain studies for SSIs.
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Regional bodies such as the Eastern and Southern Africa

Management Institute in Arusha, Tanzania, and continental

organizations such as the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis

Ababa could provide various assistances in terras of training and

project identification.

Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have been assisting small-scale industries for

many years now. The Vienna based UNIDO has a technological

information inquiry service through which solutions for many

technical problems may be easily secured. It also has various

training programmes and enormous quantity of studies and

publications. The ILO has been involved for over twenty years in

small enterprise development. Its services range from information

supply to training. Assistance from these Agencies may be

requested by directly writing to them or through the office of the

UNDP in each country.
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MAKUFACTURE OF MANIOC PELLETS

1. Product description . .

Manioc pellets are homogenized hard cassava chips that are
Mause°d blessing industries for the producer> ocassava

materials. Fresh cassava has a very short shelf-life making
industrial processing into various products extremelly difficult.

Accordingly, fresh cassava may be chipped and sun-dried into

countries. Manioc pellets could also fetch better

2. Process description

There are many types of processes available. The followng is
a description basL *Sn a Tnai process, *™^\rf^/£
^Pm.atlv dried manioc chips are stored in silos. From the sno
tte^hips are passed through a magnetic separator and a sieve where
al! metallic and other unwanted inclusions are removed. The
cleaned chips are further pulverized by a hammer mill. The
pulverized pieces are then thoroughly mixed with the ^plication
of steam. This mix is then pressed into pellets by a press, ine
pelleS? after cooling may, be stored in silos or may be bagged
into bags.

A typical process flow chart for pellet manufacturing may be

as follows:

Storage silo Magnetic separator Hammer mill

Hopper Screw conveyor team mixer

r i
•+ Press

i i

Swing sieve Cooler Storage/bagging
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3. DescriEtion^^^

,oH,-, for the production of manioc pellets
The basic raw material for _tne-. y ioc chips. The other

is properly chipped and ade^ately dried wni 0Pviously the

requirement is jute or ,^Y^°^rtainJ before a pelletizing
availability of chips need to be'^a Material generally could be

^a?LbleUldinbemoesttabcornhtrts SrtLless this also need to be
verified.

4. w^rkftt study

Manioc pellets are^J^^ggg^ ^
derivate foods. As such theaain Pur£° ease of transportation,
storage life before Processing and the .* ± as well as the
Such pellets could be in demand bo^ ^ ^e d therefore, to
external fleets. The extent of both «: decision is made

^urLTs^-tuIy^to^S points are expected to be tacKled

adequately.

5 Location rpguirement

Pellets are dependent , -ips^inputs^and a^s
as

the question of

xu^a^j.^*^- -- - , ^1^^4-T-in nower supplies would have
developing maepenaent wdi-ci an** «i«a4-^rtTi network, especially
ucvcj. f ^ . , _, ,_ Tdeauate communication neuwui^.; r *

,een the chipping and the pelletizing plant

quite indispensable.

There are no by-products fro. the proce^s^and^its ^

the environment is quite negligioJ^^ However, if developed

is estimated to be between^ ±-^ -ndustries center could be made

be significantly less
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6. Technology

Thailand is the worlds1 largest producer of manioc pellets and

obviously one of the important source of the technology. The

capacities available from Thailand range between 40-80 tons per

hour(tph). Such large capacities may be too big for most small-

scale industries. A 10 tph is regarded an economic size and most

appropriate to small entrepreneurs in many African countries.

The production flow sequence is as given under process

description. The basic machinery of the Thai process includes the

following machines and equipment. It will be useful to bear in
mind that other processes could be slightly different.

6.1 Item Description Quantity

1 Rotary lock 1

2 Elevator (chips) 1

3 Swing sieve magnetic(chips) 1

4 Hammer mill 20" 1

5 Hopper(chips)/MT capacity 1

6 Screw conveyor (speed controlled) 2

7 Steam mixer 2

8 Press with 21" die and 2 rollers 2

9 Swing sieve (pellets) 2

10 Vertical cooler 2

11 Fan 2

12 Cyclone 2

13 Boiler (2 Mt steam) oil or wood

fired 1

14 Steel structure (set) 1

6.2 Possible sources of pelletizing machinery and equipment

1. Chonburi casting and machine works company

Thailand

2. Alvan Blanch Development Co. Ltd

Chelworth

Malmesbury (SN16.9SG)

Witshire, UK

3. Project Development Institute (PRODA)

Enugu, Nigeria
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7. Manpower

The plant requires a few skilled technicians for its operation

and maintenance. The following are the estimated type and number

of persons required for a successful operation of the plant.

Remunerations are to be locally fixed by taking into account the

prevailing labour rates and legislation, if any. • •

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Position

Manager

Secretary/typist

Accounting clerk

Production supervisor

Skilled workers

Unskilled labour

Drivers

Security guards

Number

1

1

1

1

3

6

3

2

18

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement could vary from country to

country where such plant is to be established depending on the

local conditions and also depending on the type of Government

incentive schemes available to small-scale industries. Accordingly

a list of cost items are indicated below for consideration during

the study of the project. For only comparison purpose, however,

an estimate of the investment size for the major components of the

plant in Nigeria is given.

Cost items for estimating

investment requirements

A. Machinery and Equipment

Estimated Investment

Cost of major components

(Nigeria, 1989)

(US$)

- Equipment cost with 12 months guarantee

after commissioning

- Inland transportation (ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes(% on landed cost)

- Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)(% total cost)

- Erection and Commissioning

- Spares (2 years or 20% cost)

- Office Equipment

- Vehicle(s)

61,657
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B. Land and construction cost

- Land and and site preparation ($/i2'or sq. ft) ;?5 ?00

- Built-up area ($/m2) 53,570
- Sewage (garbage) collection/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries (min. of 2 months) 11,486
- Direct materials (min. of 2 months)
- Factory overheads (power, water,telephone etc.) 2, /4b

2/months)

- Depreciation and finance charges/month i

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own saving would be an
ideal situation strengthening the viability of the project and
speeding-up its implementation. Whenever, full own financing is

difficult, however, various sources could be approached for loans.
In most countries long-term loans for investment are given by
development banks and/or Development Finance Corporations. In some

countries part of the required investment may be covered by
Government equity participation. All long-term financing, however,
will require detail economic study to ascertain the project s
ability to repay the loan and this could take time. Government
equity participation may additionally entail the involvement of
Government bodies in management decision making process of the
enterprise. Whatever source is used for financing, it is
recommenced that the promoter's equity for this project should not
be less than 30% of the total investment.

Commercial banks are generally for short-term loans such as
for working capitals. Such loans generally are paid back in one
year and are relatively more expensive. Short-term loans should
not be used for financing investments. In some countries
cooperatives may be sources of finance and accordingly it may be
useful to explore what they could offer. Share holding could be
another method for raising investment funds but restricting it to
relatives and close friends could be advantageous in some African

countries. Joint-ventures and technical partnership are also

possible but are quite rare for SSIs.
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10 Assistance available to small-scale industries

In most African countries there are a number of programmes and

institutions for the support of small-scale industries. Existing

small industries contemplating expansion or new entrepreneurs

desiring to go into small industries should first identify local

bodies that may be sources of information or support. For

instance, Chambers of Commerce provide information, advice and

management consultancies. National small scale development

organizations could extend project identification and feasibility
study services, training, technological information etc.

Development banks could also be sources of projects and may assist
in carrying out market studies and in management training. An
increasing number of private consultants are surfacing in many

countries some ofthem with a rather high professional standard and

adequate experience. These could be engaged in carrying out

certain studies for SSIs.

Regional bodies such as the Eastern and Southern Africa

Management Institute in Arusha, Tanzania, and continental

organizations such as the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis
Ababa could provide various assistances in terms of training and

proj ect identi fication.

Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies as

UNIDO and ILO have been assisting small-scale industries for many

years now. The Vienna based UNIDO has a technological information

inquiry service through which solutions for many technical problems

may be easily secured. It also has various training programmes and

enormous quantity of studies and publications. The ILO has been

involved for over twenty years in small enterprise development.

Its services range from information supply to training. Assistance

from these Agencies may be requested by directly writing to them

or through the office of the UNDP in each country.
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GARI PRODUCTION UNIT

1. Product Description

Gari, a derivative of cassava, is a staple food in many
countries. It is consumed by all catagories of people irrespective

of their level of income.

Fresh cassava is a perishable product. But cassava paste that

has been dried after fermentation, compression and sieving could

be preserved easily for several months due to its low level

moisture content ranging between 6-10%.

The aim of this project is the industrial scale production of

gari to meet local demands and possibly for export.

2. Process Description

The manufacturing process is as follows:

The fresh cassava brought to the processing plant is manually

sorted out, washed, peeled, sorted out again and graped in a way

as to obtain a paste with a 70% water content. The paste is then

stored in a brick fermentation vat. After fermentation, the paste

is compressed until the water content is brought down to around

50%.

The mass is then put in a smasher where it is broken up,

fragmented and sieved, producing a semolina that is grilled in a

roaster. The semolina is ground and later put on a sieve to

separate the tiny grains from the big ones. The gari thus obtained

is packed in small bags of 1 or 2 kgs.

The process flow chart is given below.
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i
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after compression

Paste obtained after compression
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I
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Fine Gar;

1
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3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

Cassava (cassava roots) is the main raw material for the

production of gari. Cassava is widely cultivated in many countries

especially in West African countries such as Nigeria, Togo, Ghana,

Benin etc. ' ■ • ■

The production of cassava is quite substantial in many
countries and the possibility of increasing the output is quite
good. Where cassava is the sole crop cultivated in a field, the
production output varies between 10 to 20 tons per nectar. The
output drops to 6 - 8 tons/hectar, however, if it is cultivated

together with other crops.

Cassava is cultivated and harvested manually by private
farmers and in some countries also by cooperatives. The farmers

sell their produce to gari manufacturers or processing co

operatives.

The unit under consideration is envisaged to procure its raw

cassava from farmers. The availability of an adequate supply of
cassava tubers would have to be therefore, ascertained before an

investment decision is made.

4. Market Study

Cassava and its derivates in some countries account for up to

95% of the national food consumption. Cassava is consumed in
various forms. The most widespread derivative is gari.

The average per capita daily consumption of gari, for

instance, in Benin is estimated at 350 grammes corresponding to a

local demand of an estimated 500,000 tons per annum. High demands

are also assumed to exist in Nigeria, Togo, Ghana etc. as well as
even, in Europe offering favourable market conditions which is far
from being exploited. Yearly demands for gari in Nigeria and Togo
is estimated at about 2,000,000 and 90,000 tons respectively.

The market for gari is thus believed to be quite big in many

countries. This, however, need to be verified through a market

study in each country. The competition from traditional gari
producers need also to be appropriately appraised.

5. Location Requirement

The following points should be considered when selecting the

location for a gari processing plant.
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proximity to the cassava production zones to ensure a

regular supply of raw materials and to cut down on

transportation costs, . ■

availability of sufficient quantity and quality of water,

a dependable transportation network,

availability of about 2,000 m2 of land to accomodate the

plant.

6. Technology

The technology recommended for the project allows for the

mechanization of the various traditional processing methods except

the fermentation. It is a relatively cheap technology suitable to

the technical reuqirements of the product. The equipment includes:

hand-propelled rotating washer/peeler

a carriage for transporting the peeled and washed cassava

roots for inspection

an inspection table

a grater

a brick vat

a rotating roaster with revolving blades

a whirlwind smasher fitted with interchangeable

perforated sieves for various grain sizes

a diesel engine

an alternator

Possible suppleir of the machinery and equipment

Industries MaQuine D1Andreas Sa

Rue Central Jardin, 645

01223 - Sao Paolo

Brazil
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7. . Manpower Requirement

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

The remuneration level is expected to be determined locally.

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on te size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for a plant with the same capacity is provided based on

cost factors in Benin.

Position

Manager . ' ..- . ■: . ■ : .

Production supervisor

Secretary/typist

Accounts clerk

Supply officer

Production workers

Mechanic

Electrician

Driver

Store keeper

Watchmen

Total

Number

1

1

1

1

1

13

1

1

1

1

2

24

Cost Elements

A. Machinery and Equipment

Estiamted Investment

Cost

(U.S.$)

Equipment with guarantee (12 months)

Inland transportation (ton/km)

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (for 2 years)

Office Equipment and vehicle

73,300
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B. Land and Construction Cost

Land and site preparation 83,300

Built-up area (building) . 66,700

Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating Cost

Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 5,670

Direct materials (for 2 months) 5,970

Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity/month) 720

Depreciation and finance charges/month

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payment could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one•s own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in

relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be other possible

sources of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could be

possible sources of finance and the relative advantages of each to
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the entrepreneur. Small-scale promotion agencies could provide

useful information regrding financing possibilities and their

advice should be sought before decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for small-scle industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka Zambia, the

Economic Community of West African States, ECOWAS, in Lagos,

Nigeria, could provide certain valuable information on trade,

industrial opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The

Continental organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry

project profiles such as this one which are intended to provide

basic information for further investigation in each local

condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found in each

country.
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VEGETABLE AND FRUIT PROCESSING
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VEGETABLE OIL PRODUCTION

1. Product Description

The main product of this project is vegetable oil for use in
the preparation of foods. The oil is to be extracted from such oil

seeds as cotton seed, simsim, ground nuts and soya beans. As a by

product oil cake will be produced which may be further processed

in solvent extraction unit to yield more oil or it may be directly

used for the preparation of animal feeds.

2. Process Description

Physical inclusion such as stones, iron particles, soil etc.

are removed by hand. In the case of cotton seeds and ground nuts

the the hard shells are decorticated. Then, the dried seed is
crushed into small fragments by seed crusher. The crushed seed is
further dried to bring its moisture level to the accepted standard

by seed scorcher or dryer. The crushed and dried seed is, then fed

into a worm screw oil expeller to press out the oil. The extracted

crude oil is then filtered using filter cloths, filter paper and

a pump to convey it through the filtering unit.

The basic flow-chart is as follows:

Storage Seed

cleaning

Decortication Breaking &

Flaking

Drying Pressing Filtering Packing Storage

3. Description of Raw materials and other inputs

The important raw material required for the project is oil

seed. There are a variety of oil seeds cultivated in many

countries. The oil seeds suitable for edible oil extraction are

cotton seed from ginneries, simsim, ground nuts and soya beans.

The production of these types of seed is envisaged to be

substantial in many countries. The scope for the expansion of
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production is also believed to be quite high, at least, for sub-

Saharan African countries.

The other inputs required are filtering elements and packing

materials.

4. Market Study

The vegetable oil industry in many of the developing countries
is still at a rather low level of development. Although oil seeds
and oil fruits form the natural raw material basis for such

industries, the great potentials of such seeds are not yet,

adequately exploited, in many countries.

In most African countries the demand for edible oil is quite

big. In fact the continent's average per capita oil consumption
is still too low. Accordingly major marketing problems for oil are

not expected in many countries. A high quality oil also has export

potentials.

There may be, however, some possible competitors and

substitute products such as ghee and twined animal fats. The extent

of the competitive threat from such products need to be verified

during the feasibility study phase. Furthermore the possibility
for export and the affordability of intended target groups for the

product need to be appropriately assessed.

5. Location Requirement

The best location for the plant would be rural towns or the

outskirts of big towns. The primary consideration for deciding the

location must be accessibility to the important raw materials
source and the availability of adequate infrastructure such as

electricity, roads/rails etc. The plant need to be hygienically

maintained. The likelihood of fire hazards both from the burning

of the refined oil or the oil cake is high and the location to be
selected should take such factors into account.

For the plant capacity envisaged a total land area of 5,000m2

is estimated to be required. Accommodation in an industrial estate

could lower the net land requirement provided the factors of

environmental hygiene and fire hazards are adequately provided for.

6. Technology

6.1 The basic essence of the technology is as described under the

process section. The important equipment include:
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1) Seed crusher 1

2) Seed dryer 1

3) Worm screw oil expeller 1

4) Filtering unit 1

" 5) Oil pump 1 set

6.2 Possible machinery suppliers

a) M/S CECOCO

P.O. Box 8

Ibaraki city, Osaka

Japan

b) Kumar metal Industries

50 Nesbit Road, Mazagaon

Bombay - 400 010

India

c) Simon Rosedowns Ltd.

Canon Street

Hull, England

d) Maneklal and Sons

Al-Akbar 237/239

Perim Nariman Street

Bombay - 400 001

7. Manpower Requirement

Supervisor (production) 1

Skilled operator

Sorting and weighing 1

Oil expelling 2

Unskilled labour 2

The salary and wage levels need to be set locally based on

prevailing conditions.

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement varies from country to

country depending on the transport cost, available incentive

schemes for small industries etc. The details of the investment

need to be carefully worked out during the local study stage. For

conducting an adequate study, a check-list of cost elements to be

considered are given below.
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Cost Element

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment with guarantee

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Custom duties & taxes

- Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection and cominissioning

- Spares

- Office equipment

B. Land and Construction Cost

- Land and site preparation

- Built-up area (building)

- Waste treatment

C. Operating Cost

- Salaries and wages

- Direct materials

- Overheads (Fuel, electricity, telephone etc.)

- Depreciation and Finance charges

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one•s own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporation are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of
detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in

relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally to be used for investments.
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In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes Government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding
financing possibilities and their advice should be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or

studies, training, advice on technology, marketing etc...

Government incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and

taxes, tariff protection, loans at subsidized interest rates,

infrastructural facilities such as industrial estates etc... could

be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional organizations such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and
the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial
opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.
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UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could use to find

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

scale industries in other countries. Various training and

consultancy services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could

contact these agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found

in each country.
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VEGETABLE DEHYDRATION UNIT

1. Product description

The products envisaged in this project are dehydrated or dried
cabbage, rape and onions with moisture contents of not more than

5% at the time of packing.

2. Process description

Dehydration is a useful means of preserving agricultural

produces for distribution to wider markets, or for keeping those

produces that are seasonable for year round supply.

The process of the dehydration of vegetables involves three

main operations. These are:

- preparation

- drying

- packaging

Raw materials Preparation Drying

Packaging Distribution

Preparation: The outer leaves of the raw vegetables are manually

removed before the vegetables are washed in a potassium

metabisulphite solution of cold water. For 95 kgs of

raw vegetables 1 kg of potassium metabisulphite is

added. The washed vegetables are then trimmed on a

trimming table which may be 2x2x4 meters. The trimmed

vegetables are then sliced on slicing tables, 3x2x5

meters. The slicing could also be carried out using

motorized slicer or dicer if uniform or consistent

product qualities are desired. The final stage in the

preparation operation is the blanching of the vegetables

on a blancher before drying.

Drying : The dryer is the most expensive part of the equipment

used in dehydration and thus the whole operation is built

around it. Two stages are involved in the drying
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operation - viz: the primary drying, in which the

moisture content of the vegetables is brought down from

85% to about 10% and the secondary drying where the

moisture is further reduced from 10% to around 5%. The

latter drying is carried out in a bin dryer outside the

main dryer and is necessary to make savings in the energy

. requirement of the process. The primary drying is

carried out in a tray dryer.

Packing: This operation involves the weighing, packing and sealing

of the dehydrated vegetables.

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The raw materials selected for dehydration are cabages, raw

rape and onions. Such products are grown commercially as well as

by peasants in all African countries. The potentials for

increasing production is believed to be immense especially with the

expansion of irrigation.

The raw material could be seasonal if based on rain fed

cultivation or could be available all year round through

irrigation. It is, however, perishable if it is not properly

treated and dehydrated.

The other inputs required are the chemical potassium

metabisulphite, packaging materials, and some lubricants.

4. Market study

A considerable demand is believed to exist for dehydrated

vegetables in both local and export markets. In countries where

vegetables are seasonal, big shortages are experienced during off

seasons. Dehydration is, therefore, used as a means of preserving
such perishable agricultural produces for supply during off

seasons.

In the export market, countries such as the United Kingdom,

Federal Republic of Germany, Netherlands etc. account for about

two-third of the worldfs import trade in dehydrated vegetables.

Especially dehydrated vegetables such as onions, carrots, cabbages,

are in great demand in these countries and could be developed into

large-scale foreign exchange earning commodities for many African

countries.

The general market condition for dehydrated vegetables is,

thus, believed to be quite good both in local as well as export

markets. Specific conditions, however, need to be determined on

the basis of an appropriate market study in each country.
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5. Location requirement

For best results, the plant should be located on vegetable

farms. This will have positive impact on reducing transportation

costs. Raw vegetables contain in excess of. 80% moisture (water)

while dried vegetables contain around 5%. One could"easily imagine

the magnitude of the saving to be made if only dried vegetables are

to be transported to urban areas for distribution rather than raw

vegetables.

The location to be selected, should have adequate water

supply, electricity etc. The estimated land requirement for this
unit is 1,500-2,000 square meters.

6. Technology

The technology selected for this unit is highly labour
intensive. The plant will have one electrically heated stainless

steel tray dryer with four trunks each with 24 trays. It shall

thus, have a total of 96 trays.

The production capacity technically possible at full (100%)

capacity utilization is estimated to be 5,000 kgs of vegetables a

week which after processing could come to a rate of about 180 kgs

of dehyrated vegetables a day. A loss of about 2% is expected in

the process.

6.1 The equipment required are the following:

S/N Description Number

1 Dryer with 96 trays 1

2 Trimming table (2x2x4m) l

3 Slicing table (3x2x5m) 1

4 Stainless steel trays 10

5 Weighing scale (250kg capacity) 1

6 Galvanized iron tanks 3

7 Water blancher 1

8 Plastic bags sealer 1

9 Knives

6.2 Possible sources of equipment supplies

The dryer and water blancher may have to be imported. The UK,

FRG and the Netherlands could be possible sources. The rest of the

equipment could be easily fabricated locally.
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7 - Manpower requirement

The labour requirement for the unit is estimated to include

the following:

S/N ' Position Number

1 Manager 1

2 Production foreman 1

3 Preparation line workers 20

4 Packing line workers 2

5 Accounts/sales clerk 1

6 Secretary/receptionist 1

7 General purpose workers 2

Total 2 8

The salary and wage levels should be determined locally taking
into consideration local conditions.

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are
various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for the major components of a plant with the same

capacity is provided based on cost factors in Zambia.

Cost Elements Estimated investment

cost

(US$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment with guarantee 28,600

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Custom duties & taxes

- Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection and commissioning

- Spares (for 2 years)

- Office equipment 1,300
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B. Land and Construction Cost

- Land and site preparation

- Built-up area (building) .22,000

- Waste treatment

C. Operating Cost

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 1,800

- Direct materials (for 2 months) 7,000

- Overheads (Fuel, electricity,

telephone etc.)

- Depreciation and Finance charges/month 1,200

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one * s own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever onef s own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporation are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in

relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes Government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be another possible

sources of finance in some countries.
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It would be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding

financing possibilities and their advice should be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or

studies, training, advice on technology, marketing etc...

Government incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and

taxes, tariff protection, loans at subsidized interest rates,

infrastructural facilities such as industrial estates etc... could

be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) in Lagos,

Nigeria could provide certain valuable information on trade,

industrial opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The

Continental organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry

project profiles such as this one, which are intended to provide

basic information for further investigation in each local

condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could seek solutions to

technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-industries in

other countries. Various training and consultancy services are

provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these agencies

directly or through the UNDP offices found in each country.
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PALM OIL PRODUCTION

1. Product description

Palm oil is a type of vegetable oil extracted from the

mesocrap of the palm fruit (Elaeis Guineensis). It is edible and
is mainly used for cooking and in the preparation of foods. It
also has industrial applications mainly in the manufacturing of
soaps. A refined bleached and deodorized palm oil is yellowish red
in color and contains some water that tend to separate into layers

if kept for a long time.

2. Process description

Palm oil is extracted from fresh oil palm fruit. Palm fruit
is a seasonal produce and is perishable. For best results it needs
to be processed as soon as it is harvested, The project objective

is the production of oil from the pulp of the oil palm fruit,

excluding the palm kernel.

There are quite a number of processing options available.
Although there may be slight variations between different

techniques, most of them involve the following.

Sterilization of the Fruit bunches: the fruit bunches are boiled
or steamed to destroy or stop microbial and enzymatic
activities that are responsible for the deterioration of the

quality of the oil.

Mechanical separation of the fruit from the bunch: the fruit
bunches are treshed and the bunch stalks separated.

Digestion of the Fruit: consists of steaming the fruit whilst
maintaining a high temperature. This renders the^ mass

homogeneous, detaches the pulp from the nut and facilitates

kernel removal.

Recovery of oil: the pulp is pressed with a screw press in which
pressure is continuously applied or using a discontinuous

pressure press - a cage press, to release the oil.

Clarification: this process involves of neutralizing, bleaching and

deodorizing of the oil to render it suitable for human

consumption.
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Packing: the refined oil is packed appropriately in drums or
bottles for storage and marketing.

The press cake, the mass .of nuts and fibers, are separated

into nuts and fibers. The nuts are dried and bagged for sale to
palm kernel oil millers while the fiber is burned in boilers. The
waste water resulting from clarification is released into fatpit
where the residual oil is recovered and purified. The recovered

oil is mainly used for the manufacturing of soaps.

A typical palm oil production flow chart

following:

resembles the

Fresh Fruit

Bunches

Sterilization of

Fruit Bunches

Digestion of

Fruit

Recovery of oil

with press

Mechanical separa-

ation of Fruit from

Bunch (threshing of

bunches)

Clarification

neutralizing,

bleaching &

deoderizing

Packing Storage/Sale

3. Description of Raw Materials and Other Inputs

Oil palm grows in the rain forest belt of Africa.
Particularly in the West African States of Nigeria, Ghana, Cote

d'lvoire etc. it is cultivated extensively. Oil palm development

is a rather long-term process. The plant starts giving fruits only
after 3-4 years from transplanting reaching its maximum yield in
the 9th-12th year. A properly maintained farm could yield 4,500-
11,000 kgs bunches per hectare, 7,000 kgs being taken as the normal

average.

Due to the rather long time it requires to develop an oil

palm plantation and due to the consequential high investment cost
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the small-scale industry project under review deals only with the
production of palm oil by procuring the fruit bunches from growers

or by securing it from the natural wild forests. The development

of plantation is not foreseen. ■

Wild oil palms are harvested by farmers regularly and sold to
oil mills. In plantation, palms are harvested regularly and

transported to plantation-mills or to central sales point for those
plantations which do not have mills, or have surplus fruits to

sell.

The fruit for processing needs to be fresh or should not

exceed 14 days after harvesting before it is processed. If it
stays longer than 14 days it becomes dry and moldy and could

contain free fatty acid in excess of the standard set by FAO and
accordingly could not be processed for human consumption. It may,

however, be made into Technical Palm Oil, which is a cheaper grade

for industrial use such as in the making of soaps.

4. Market Study

The per capita oil consumption in many African countries is

still far below the world average. There is, therefore, more scope

for the expansion of oil production in many countries. For making
a specific investment decision, however, market study should be

carried out locally.

Such a study should clearly establish the demand for this type

of oil. The impact of competition from other type oils and fats

such as groudnut oil, coconut oil, palm kernel, soya bean oil etc.

needs to be properly assessed. The purchasing power of the

consumer and the best ways of marketing the product should also be

considered. Export possibilities to regional markets and the

status of the transportation system as well as the transportation

cost need to be carefully examined.

5. Location Requirement

An adequate supply of oil palm fresh fruit bunches is critical

for the successful operation of the oil mill thus the most

important locational consideration is this matter. The oil
production mill must be located within the oil palm growing areas.
A second major consideration must be the availability of

transportation infrastructures such as access roads, bridges and

culverts to carry lorries of 10 tonnes capacity. Further more

adeguate supply of water, either from boreholes or streams, must
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be ascertained. The availability of a dependable electricity
supply for those plants operating on electric power or fuel and

lubricants for those using diesel engines must be ensured in

advance before decisions on location is finalized.

The by-product from oil palm processing plants are press cakes

and palm nuts. The press cakes are generally used for heating

boilers while the nuts are sold to other plants with kernel
crushing capacities. Accordingly the environmental impact of such

a plant is quite minimal. But, the product being food item, a

general sanitary environment should be maintained including the

avoidance of dusts.

For accommodating the recommended plant a total land area of

h-1 hectare may be sufficient. The plant could also be

accommodated in urban industrial estates or rural industries

centerif the possibilities exist. The size of built-up area or

building required to house the plant will be dependent on the type

of machinery selected and such information could be readily

provided by machinery suppliers.

6. Technology

A small-scale oil palm milling plant with a capacity of 1-1.5

tons of Fresh Fruit Bunches (FFB) an hour is regarded an economic
size. As indicated earlier there are a variety of technologies

available in such ranges. Slight variation in the components of the

technology could exist between different sources but to give an

idea of the type of machinery and equipment that may be required
the following is provided. The prices of European technologies

could be very high compared to African or other sources. The

following estimate is based on a European source.

6.1 Quantity

1 unit

1 unit

4 set

1 unit

1 set

1 set

1 set

1 set

Description Estimated price

(FOB European ports)

in US $ 1989 price

Weighing bridge(optional) 13,000

Bascule, 250 kg 2,000

Materials for on-site

assembly of sterilizer 6,000

Boiler,350 kg steam/hour 33,750

12.5 kVA Electric generating

set (optional) 9,500

Electric bunch stripper 7 000

Digester,1 ton FFB/hour 26,000

Screw press,1 ton FFB/hour 41,000
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1 set

2

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

set

set

set

set

set

set

unit

unit

unit

set

set

set

Materials for clarification

tank assembly 1,500

Oil pump (electric) . . 2,750

Wing pumps 650

Material to assemble oil drier 3,500

Material to assemble water tank 6,000

Material,to assemble 2 oil

storage tanks 6,000

Material to assemble incinerator 3,250

Complete steam distribution

system 5,000

Complete waste water system 1,500

Complete electrification system 4,000

Working tools 1,500

Maintenance tools 11,000

Spares 6,000

Total 189,400

6.2 Possible sources of Machinery and Equipment

1. Western Nigeria Technical Company

Fajuyi Road, Dugbe

P.M.B. 5148

Ibadan

2. Ashmit Technical Company Ltd.

55, Obafemi Awolowo Way,

P.M.B. 21121

Ikeja, Lagos

3. STORK Amsterdam B.V.

Netherlands

4. International Technological Assistance B.V,

P.O.Box 243

9670 ad. Winschoten

Netherlands
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7. Manpower Requirement

Skilled labour is required for supervisory and maintenance

positions. Young persons with secondary level education could be

easily trained as operators. The type and number of workers

regarded essential for the running of a small-scale oil palm plant

is indicated as follows:

S/No. Position Number required

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Total 16

Remuneration levels for the different positions need to be

determined in each country by taking into consideration the

situation in the local labour market and Governments' labour

legislation, if applicable.

8. Investment Requirement

The investment requirement for the project under consideration

is dependent on when and where the project is to be realized. In

some countries extensive governmental incentive schemes could be

available to small-scale industries lowering the net investment

needs. The general status of the transportation and communication

infrastructure and local construction costs also have bearings on

the extent of the investment. The study expected to be carried out

in each country prior to the implementation of the project should

indicate the size of the investment more precisely.

For general consideration an estimate is provided here, based

on a Ghanian situation along with various cost elements that need

to be adequately considered during the study of the Project. The

Manager

Production supervisors

Fitter/mechanic

Electrician

Accounting clerk

Cashier

Sales clerk

Purchasers

Storekeeper

Drivers

Secretary/typists

Security/guards

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2
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cost elements are shown on the left-hand side column while on the

right-hand side cost estimates for the major components of a one

ton per hour capacity plant is given based on cost factors in Ghana

in 1989. .

Cost Elements

A. Machinery and Equipment

Estimated investment

Cost

(US$)

- Equipment cost with 12 months guarantee 189,400

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes (% value of Equipment)

- Insurance (% total value)

- Erection and commissioning (lumpsum or % of

equipment cost)

- Spares (2 years or 20% of equipment)

- Office equipment

- Vehicle(s) 56,900

B. Construction Costs

- Cost of land ( $ /m2 or /sq. ft)

- Building and other constructions ($/irr

- Internal roads ($/m2 or sq. ft)

- Sewage (garbage) collection/disposal

C. Working Capital

- Production cost

- Fresh Fruit Bunches ($52/ton, 2 months)

- Fuel and lubricants (min. 2 months)

- Labor cost (min. 2 months)

or sq.ft)

2,200

54,100

28,600

1,600

2,500

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporation are found in many
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countries for providing long-term investment loans. ^ Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries, small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide, loans.

Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries

by commercial banks. Sugh credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes Government bodies or
banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding
financing possibilities and their advice could be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training advice on technology, marketing etc... Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc... could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.
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Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain . valuable information on trade, industrial

opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could seek solutions to

technical problems or to look for cooperation with small-industries

in other countries. Various training and consultancy services are

provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these agencies

directly or through the UNDP office found in each country.
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PALM KERNEL OIL EXTRACTION

1. Product description

Palm kernel oil is a type of vegetable oil mainly used in its

unrefined state in the manufacture of soap. It assumes the smell

of palm kernel and is colorless in its crude form. Bleaching and
deodorization can improve the color and the smell. Though such oil
is consumed by some people in the low income group, it is not
generally meant for human consumption unless further refined.

2. Process description

The process recommended for the project involves the cracking

of the palm nut to release the kernel. The kernel is then shredded
into pieces and preheated in steam kettle. It is then pressed
using screw press to expell the oil. The oil is then filtered to

remove sediments and stored ready for marketing. The cake could

be directly used for animal feed preparation. The further

processing of the cake through solvent extraction process, however,

could result in the production of more oil and the rendering of the
oil content within the cake to an acceptable level for the

preparation of animal feeds. Solvent extraction is an expensive

process and accordingly it is not envisaged within the scope of

this project.

A typical production flow chart could resemble the following.

Palm kernel Shredding Heating Pressing

Cake Oil Filtration Filtered oil Storage

3. Description of the Raw Materials and other inputs

The main raw material for palm kernel oil production is palm

nuts. Palm nuts are by-products of a palm oil plant.

Oil palm is a tropical plant cultivated in many of the

rain forest belt countries of Africa. The plant is a slow maturing

type requiring 3-4 years to bear the first fruit and reaching its

maximum yield in 9-12 years after its transplant.
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Although production statistics are difficult to come-by, the

production of oil palm in such countries as Nigeria, Ghana, Cote

d'lvoire is believed to be quite high. The fleshy part (pulp) of
the fresh fruit bunches (FFB) is separated from the hard core

inside (palm nut) in the process of palm oil manufacturing. While
the pulp is processed for edible oil the palm nut is collected as

a by-product. It is then dried and bagged for sale to local kernel

oil producers or exported.

Although oil palm harvesting is a seasonal affair, due to the

possibility of the drying of the kernel, its storage for a long
time is possible and accordingly it could be available all year

round. There are no other significant inputs required. The
project envisages that the kernels would be obtained from oil palm
estates and small palm oil producers.

4. Market study

Kernel oil that is going into soap production could be sold

to large cosmetic soap manufacturers or to local laundry soap

producers. Although the product is not meant for human

consumption, in many countries one could find low income people

depending on it for cooking their foods. The oil could also be an

export item if large quantities could be organized at a time.

At any rate the local market situation need to be properly

assessed before an investment decision is made. Such an

assessment should adequately indicate the local demand level, the

target group and its purchasing power, the possibilities of export

and the possible impact on its marketability by such competitor

products as groundnut oil, soya beans oil, palm oil etc.

5. Location Requirement

A palm kernel oil factory could be located in urban centers

within oil palm producing region. The main infrastructure
requirement for the plant is an adequate transport network, water

and electricty supplies. Water from city supply lines or from

boreholes need to be sufficiently available.

Electricity from national grids will be more economical if its

dependability could be ascertained than to generate ones own using

diesel generators.

The total land requirement for the factory does not exceed

half a hectare. If developed plots or industrial buildings could

be found in industrial estates or rural industries development
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centers, the land requirement could be even smaller and the

investment lower. The kernel cake by-product could be sold to

solvent extraction units or to animal feed manufacturers and as a

result environmental problems are not anticipated.

6. Technology

6.1 The basic technology for palm kernel oil production

involves the production steps and stages as given in the process
description section. The plant under review is envisaged to have

a production capacity of one ton of kernel an hour. In such

capacity range a number of sources could be approached for specific
offers. For quick reference the names and addresses of a few

suppliers is given herebelow. In the spirit of promoting inter-
African trade, it could be useful to consider approaching the

African suppliers first.

6.2 Possible suppliers of Equipment for the plant

1. Western Nigeria Technical Company

Fajuyi Road, Dugbe

P.M.B. 5148

Ibadan, Nigeria

2. Ashmurt Technical Company

P.M.B. 21121

Ikeja,

Lagos, Nigeria

3. Maschinenfabrik Reinartz

GMbH & CO. kg

P.O.Box 100950

D - 4040 Neuss

F.R. Germany

4. Kumar Metal Industries

50 S.B. Bhody Marg

Margaon, Bombay 400101

India

5. IBG Monforts and Reiner

GMbH & Co.

D - 4050 Monchengladbach 2

An der Waldesruh 2 3

P.O.Box 514

F.R. Germany



Position

Manager

Production supervisor

Operators

Purchaser

Sales/store keeper

Driver

Secretary/typist

Number

1

1

3

1

1

1

1
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7. Manpower Requirement

S/N

1

2

3-

4

5

6

7

The production supervisor needs to have a technical school

level, technical training while high school graduates could be

easily trained as operators. The salary levels need to be

determined locally subject to local conditions and government

legislation, if applicable.

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment reguirement would be best determined

locally. Possibly existing government small-scale industry

promotion incentive schemes could have positive impact on the

magnitude of the needed investment funds, and accordingly

prospective entrepreneurs would be best advised to explore what may

be available.

In considering the investment size the type of cost elements

as shown on the left hand side of the following column are expected

to be appropriately examined. On the right hand side of the column

an estimate of the size of investment for the major components that

may have been required to set up a similar capacity plant in Ghana

in 1989 is given for comparative purpose.

Cost element

A. Machinery and Equipment

Estimated investment

Cost in Ghana in 1989

(in US$)

Equipment cost with 12 months guarantee

Inland transportation (ton/km)

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance

Erection and Commissioning

Spares (2 years or 20% of equipment cost)

Office Equipment

Vehicle(s)

96,500
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B. Construction cost

- Land and site preparation ($/m:or sq. ft) 2,200

- Built-up area ($/m2 ) . , 18,500

- Internal roads

- Sewage (garbage) collection/disposal

C. Working capital ,

- Salaries (min. of 2 months) 1,500

- Raw materials (min. of 2 months) 34,600

- Factory overheads (power, water,telephone etc.) 1,200

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payment could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever onef s own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporation are found in many

countries for providing long term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries

by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally to

be used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes Government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.
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It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding

financing possibilities and their advice could to be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc... Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc... could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial

opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could seek solutions to

technical problems or to look for cooperation with small-industries

in other countries. Various training and consultancy services are

provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these agencies

directly or through the UNDP offices found in each country.
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TOMATO KETCHUP PRODUCTION

1. Product description

The scheme is for the processing of tomatoes to make products

such as tomato ketchup and tomato puree.

2. Process description

Fresh tomatoes received from the cultivation fields are washed

clean with water in a specially developed technique that also

preserves the fresh natural qualities of the tomatoes.

The washed tomatoes are crushed into tomato pulp, which is
strained and filtered. The filtered pulp is preheated and

concentrated into a thick mass by a continuous concentrator with
the application of steam. The concentration need to be achieved

very quickly. If quick concentration is not done the pulp will be
oxidized and becomes discolored into dark-reddish disagreeable

color losing the savory and appealing natural tomato color.

The concentrated tomato pulp is homogenized and then the

addition of salt, sugar, spices and some other ingredients are made

in the seasoning room to give the pulp the flavour associated with
tomato ketchup. The final product is then filled into bottles and

packed into carton boxes for shipment.

Tomato puree is an intermediate product before ketchup. Some

manufacturers process some of the stock into puree and the rest

into ketchup. The process equipment is the same.

The process cycle between fresh tomato washing and ketchup

production is completed in about 30 minutes.

The process flow chart and its description is given below:

Collection Charging Washing Storing

Crushing Concentration
j l

Homogenization

Flavouring Bottling Cooling
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Collection: Ripened tomato is harvested and delivered to the plant

Charging: Collected tomato is charged into washing machine

Washing: Dirt and other foreign matters are separated from the

tomato by washing and bubbling

Sorting: Good quality tomato is selected by removing rotten,

crushed or unripened tomatoes

Crushing: Washed tomatoes are crushed into pulps

Concentration: Tomato pulp is concentrated instantly by one-third
its volume, to the prescribed density

Homogenization: Tomato pulp is homogenized

Flavoring: Salt, sugar, distillation vinegar, spices etc. are added

Bottling: Ketchup is filled into bottles of glasses or of plastics

Cooling : Quick cooling is done to stop quality deterioration due
to variation in temperature

3. Description of raw materials and inputs

Tomato is a seasonal crop unless cultivated by irrigation. The

tomatoes that are suitable for ketchup production have to be of

good quality, well ripe, free from damages and fresh or not rotten.

The plant selected has a capacity of processing 500 tons of tomato

in a day. The supply of the tomatoes is based on rain fed
cultivation and accordingly the plant is assumed to be operating
for 40 days a year. In 40 days it is planned to process 15,000

tons of fresh tomato.

The other important input for ketchup production is packing
bottles. For packing the envisaged output into 400 grammes

capacity bottles, over 13 million may be required. Packing it in
larger bottles could cut-down the required number. But this must

be decided based on the market study.

The main raw materials and inputs required are the following:

Fresh tomato 500 tons/day

Packing bottles(glass bottles, recyclable) 13,250,000 pieces/year

Sugar Small quantity

salt •;
Distillation vinegar "
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Spices n

Spirite Vinegar (i

Modified Starch n

Citric acid

Onion extract 92,000

carton boxes for packing by the gross

4. Market study

Tomato ketchup is a -high income group taste and its demand in
a country is dependent on the size of this group. A proper

assessment of the local demand most importantly the affordability

of the target group must be carefully made. Export is a
possibility but competition is expected to be strong.

The market study should also cover the packing materials.
Glass bottles are more attractive to consumers but may be
expensive. Plastic bottles could be also used. Again a careful

study should be made to determine the consumer's taste as well as

the packaging costs.

5. Location Requirement

There are a number of consideration that need to be made in
advance before a location is selected. Firstly, the location should
be quite close to the tomato cultivation areas to ensure fresh
tomato supplies. Long distance transportation not only is
expensive but also could affect the quality of the tomatoes.

Secondly, an adequate supply of good quality water as well as a
dependable electric power supply should be ensured. When electric
power supply is less dependable, a standby electric generator may

be quite useful.

It is estimated that a total of 7,000 m2 of land is required
for the plant out of which the built-up areas shall be as follows:

plant building 45mx50m 2,250 m2

other buildings 2,720 m2

warehouse 20mx20m 400 m2

boiler room 10mx7 m 70 m2

6. Technology

The plant, due to its nature, should be operated at full blast

for a short span of time at a specific season. Thus it need ^to

have a rather large capacity to adequately process the raw material
that have perishable characteristics. Thus, a capacity of 500

tons/day is recommended. The final quality of the ketchup produced
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is not only based on the machinery and equipment alone but also on

the instantaneous concentration and flavoring techniques used.
Such techniques are uniquely developed by each manufacturer. It

may therefore, be necessary to Cooperate with long established

ketchup producers, at least, at the starting stage.

6.1 Major equipment required:

Item Description Quantity

1 Tomato charging machine 1 (set)

2 Tomato washing and sorting m/c 1 "
3 Continuous concentrator 1 "

4 Filter 1 "
5 Homogenizer 1

6 Seasoning mixer 1 "

7 Bottling m/c 1 "
8 Cooler 1 "
9 Labeler 1 "

10 Packing m/c 1 "
11 Water treatment facility 1 "

12 Boiler 1 "

6.2 Machinery and equipment suppliers

The following firms could be possible suppliers for equipment

and machinery.

1. Rayon Metal Works

Kondivitta Lane

Off Andheri - Kurla road

Andheri,

India

2. D. Parikh Engineering Works

115 Merol co-operation

Industrial Estate Methuradas Vissanji Road

Bombay 400059 - India

3. Best Traders Ltd.

Welldmpitiya

Colombo

Srilanka
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7. Manpower requirement

A total of twenty six workers of varying levels of skill are

estimated to be required during the production season. The salary

and wage levels are not given since these may have to be determined
locally considering-local labor conditions.

S/N

1

2

3

Position

Engineer

Skilled workers

Unskilled labour

Number

1

5

20

Total 26

8. Investment requirement

An indicative investment level that may have been required if

the plant was established in Uganda is provided on the right-hand

side column of the following table for comparison purpose only.

A more reliable estimate should be made through a proper study in

each country. In many African countries various incentive schemes

may be available for small-scale industries that could have impact

on the investment requirement. These and other factors need to be

carefully considered to determine the size of the financial

resource that may be required to set-up a tomato ketchup factory

of the size indicated.

A checklist of cost elements that need to be considered to

determine the investment size are given on the left-hand side of

the column.

Cost elements to be considered

in estimating investment size

Machinery and equipment

Estimated investment

cost for major

components

(Uganda)

Equipment with 12 months of guarantee

Inland transportation (ton/km)

Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (2 years or 20% of equipment cost)

Vehicles

Office equipment

2,000,000
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B- Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 5,000

- Building + civil works 7,500

- Sewage (garbage) treatment and disposal

C. Operating cost . ... . ■'

- Salaries and wages (2 months) 2,250

- Direct materials (min.,40 days) 3,000

- Overheads (electricity,fuel,telephone,post etc.) 1,500

- Depreciation and finance charges

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings or borrowings

from close relatives could be an ideal solution ensuring the

healthy operation of the plant without the burden of debt.

However, when such an alternative prove difficult, various sources

could be approached for credits. In most countries long-term or

investment credits are provided by development banks or Development

Finance corporations. In some countries government equity (venture

capital) programmes could be available.

Credits from financing institutions, however, is secured when

the institutions ascertain the loan repayment internal strength of

the project through a feasibility study. Equity participation by

Government institutions is also based on a study but additionally

it could entail management participation in the running of the

enterprise and also the sharing of profits.

For this project a minimum of 30% own equity is recommended

for better results.

Commercial banks credits are mainly short-term credits such

as for working capital. Such loans are paid back in about a year

and generally carry higher interest rates. Commercial banks1 type

of short-term loans, therefore, should not be used for financing

investments.

In some countries cooperative societies may be sources of

finance and accordingly it could be useful to explore what they may

be able to offer. Share holding is another method for raising

capital in many countries but restricting it to only close

relatives and friends could be a better approach in some African

countries.
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Joint ventures and technical partnership are possible but are

rare for small-scale industries.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

There are quite a number of programmes in many countries

designed to assist individuals intending to start-up small-scale

industries or to help established ones that are in difficulties.

It could be very useful for individuals planning to make investment

in new projects or to expand established units to first identify

and consult local SSI support core institutions.

Chambers of commerce could provide information, advice,

management and marketing trainings etc. Core small-scale promotion

institutions could extend, project identification, study, training,

technological information, etc. services. Development banks may

also be involved in assisting SSIs in carrying out feasibility

studies, training etc.

The number of private consulting houses are gradually

increasing in many African countries. If one is quite selective

and the fees are reasonable, such consulting firms could be quite

handy for performing some tasks.

Regional bodies such as the Management Institute for Eastern

and Southern African Countries, Continental organizations such as

the Economic Commission for Africa could provide assistance in the

areas of project profiles or schemes, training etc.

Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have developed various programmes to assist SSIs.

UNIDO, for instance, operates a global technological information

inquiry service through which solutions to many technical problems

could be secured or international firm to firm cooperation

developed. ILO has various programmes and a number of publications

on small enterprise development. Assistance from these agencies

may be requested by directly writing to them or through the local

offices of the UNDP found in many African countries.
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FRUIT JAM AND SAUCE PROCESSING

1. Product description

The products to be manufactured are canned

- pineapple jam

- tomato sauce

Such products are food items consumed in individual households

and institutions such as hotels, restaurants, boarding schools etc.

2. Process description

The process for producing fruit jam and tomato sauce involves

the washing of the fruits, the peeling of the skins, and the
inspection of the fruits to separate spoiled or damaged ones. The
fruits are then cooked with steam. After the necessary additives
and preservatives are added the jam is then packed in tin cans. Tin
sheets for making the cans are imported flat, rolled, seamed and

sterlized in the plant. After labels are fixed on to the cans the

products are packaged in cardboard boxes for distribution and

sales.

A typical process flow chart if given below.

Washing

the

fruit

Peeling Inspection Cooking Filling

Can rolling Seaming Sterilizing

Labelling Packing

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The basic raw materials required are pineapple and tomatoes.

These items are grown in many countries and are generally consumed

directly. They are seasonal products unless cultivated through

irrigation.
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The other inputs required are additives such as salt and

preservatives to increase the shelf-life of the products. Tin
sheets are also required to make the cans. In most countries tins

are imported and locally rolled and seamed. Card board boxes are

used for packaging and distribution.

4. Market study

The major consumers of these products are individual

households, institutions, such as the army, hospitals, boarding

schools etc. The items being food products, the demand for them
is believed to exist in many countries. But, the products could

be slightly expensive. There are also competitors. Accordingly
a market study is required to estimate the demand size. The
purchasing power of the target group should be also assessed

properly before the investment decision is made.

5. Location requirement

The infrastructural requirements to be taken into account for

the selection of an optimal location are transport, communication,
electricity supply, water etc. The raw materials are seasonal and
perishable in nature. Storage facilities need to be made and long

distance transportation is possible only in vehicles with
refrigeration facilities and such vehicles are costly.

The location of the plant quite close to the major source of

the raw materials could, therefore, help avoid some of the

expensive investments such as the need to have special vehicles

with cold storage facilities. A large quantity of water and a

dependable electric power supply is also needed. It is always
advisable to locate the plant where such utilities could be secured

from existing supply sources rather than to provide one's own. A

plot size of one and half acres is envisaged to be necessary for

putting-up the plant unless adequate buildings are secured in

industrial estates.

6. Technology

An economic size plant for the project is envisaged to be one

with a 500 tons a year capacity. Accordingly the product mix is

proposed to be:

Tomato sauce - 3 00 tons

Pienapple jam - 200 tons

The technology proposed is capable of producing these products

with the same machines.
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6.1 Manor equipment required

- Weighing device

- Peeler

- Slicer

- Pulper

- Sterilizer

- Seamear

6.2 Possible suppliers of machines and equipment

1. Engineers and Machine Manufacturers Ltd.

Denmark

2. Alfa-Lavel

Sweeden

3. Sud-Est Equipment Agro-Alimentaire

France

7. Manpower requirement

A total of seventeen persons are believed to be required for

properly running the plant. The positions and the number of
workers needed are indicated below. The remuneration level,

however, is expected to be decided locally by taking into account

local conditions.

5/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Position

Manager

Secretary/typist

Accounting clerk/salesman

Production supervisor

Plant mechanic

Operators

Semi-skilled workers

Driver

Watchmen

Messenger/cleaner

Number

1

1

1

1

1

2

6

1

2

1

Total 17

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such
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schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purposes an estimated

investment for a plant with the same capacity is given based on

cost factors in Kenya.

Cost elements

A. Machinery and Equipment

Estimated Investments

Cost of major components

(Kenya)

(US$)

- Equipment cost with 12 months guarantee

- Inland transportation (ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection and Commissioning

- Spares (2 years )

- Office Equipment

- Vehicle(s)

B. Land and construction cost

- land and and site preparation

- Built-up area (building)

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months)

- Direct materials (for months)

- Overheads (power, water,telephone etc.)

- Depreciation and finance charges

95,238

16,667

7,143

11,905

1,667

26,802

2,381

Total

9. Financing

Financing the proj ect from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payment could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development
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banks or Development Finance Corporation are found in many

countries for providing long term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in
relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes Government bodies or
banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are the other possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding
financing possibilities and their advice should be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up small-scale industries

or to help those already established but in difficulties.

Generally the assistances could take the form of project

identification or study, training, advice on technology, marketing

etc... Government incentive schemes such as exemption from duties
and taxes, tariff protection, loans at subsidized interest rates,

infrastructural facilities such as industrial estates etc... could

be also available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could
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provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial
opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could seek solutions to
technical problems or to look for cooperation with small-industries

in other countries. Various training and consultancy services are

provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these agencies

directly or through the UNDP offices found in each country.
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TROPICAL FRUIT NECTAR PROCESSING PLANT

1. Product description

African countries produce a variety of tropical fruits, such

as banana, papaya, guava, mango, pineapple, orange etc. which if
processed could provide delicious fruit nectars. But very few of

these fruits are industrially processed and commercialized.

Since such fruits are perishable there could be a high rate

of loss, unless they are quickly processed, after harvesting. The
processing of fruits could increase the incomes of the fruit

growers and also creates viable business for the processors.

The product of this project is fruit nectar for human

consumption.

2. Process description

The process of nectar production involves the following

operations:

Selection and seed removal: fruits are peeled manually using
stainless steel knives and are transported on a sanitary, rubber

conveyor belt. A knife is also used to separate most of the pulp
from the seed but a pulper is necessary to remove the seed

completely.

Pulp separation: in this operation all undesirable fibres are
removed, as well as the stone cells. The first pulping mill has
an opening of 0.033 inches while the second one has an opening of
0.020 inches. After passing through these mills the pulp is very

homogeneous and thin.

Formulation: the homogenized pulp is then pumped into formulation
tanks where sugar (sucrose), water and citric acid are added.
Cashew and guava have a high vitamin C content. But banana, mango,

and papaya have a very low vitamin C content, which means that an

antioxidant must be added to the pulp to avoid, oxidation, which

could alter the flavour.

The Brix/acid ratio of the nectars is normally in the range

of 18-20 but this depends on consumer preference. The final

formula of the product should be developed according to the

consumers' taste. The final pH should always be under 4.0.
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Sterilization: formulated nectars are continuously sterilized at
95°C, using a plate-type heat exchanger. This heat exchanger has

the stage where the nectar is aseptically cooled under pressure.

When glass bottles are used as containers, the minimum filling
temperature of the nectar should be 85°C. After filling, the

bottles are immediately sealed by crown corks.

Sterilized containers such as the Tetra Brik type can also be

used in which case the plate-type heat exchanger aseptically cools

the nectar and aseptically fills the sterilized containers.

Cooling: if glass containers are used, the cooling process must be
carried out in water baths at 70" C and at room temperature.

Cooling must be gradual to avoid glass breakage owing to thermal

shock.

Aseptically filled containers require no cooling because the

nectar will have already reached room temperature.

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The major raw materials required are oranges, pineapples and

mango fruits. Such fruits are widely cultivated in many tropical
African countries and are generally consumed directly when fresh.

The factory processing of such fruits both for local consumption
as well as for export is increasing in many countries. Since the
fruits are perishable by nature, their conversion into juices is
a preferred technique for extending their shelf-lives.

For pure fresh juice, no other input is required but sometimes

fruit drinks could be made by mixing sugar and water to pure fruit
juices. Glass bottles or tin cans are required to package the

products.

The plant envisaged is capable of processing 4000 kgs. of

fruits a day of any of the readily available fruit types. To
ensure the constant supply of the raw material it is advisable to

attach the processing unit to a plantation.

Depending on availability, fruits such as papaya, banana,

mango, orange, guava or pineapple could be processed. Other inputs
include citric acid, ascorbic acid as well as bottles or Tetra Brik

containers.
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4. Market study

Fruit juice can be taken at any time of the day but generally

it is consumed as a first course at breakfast. The potential
consumers are guests in hotels and guest houses, hospitals,

schools, military camps etc. Urban dwellers especially the upper

and middle income bracket are potential consumers of fruit juice.

A considerable export potential is believed to exist within the

African region as well as in Europe.

It is advisable to estimate the size of the domestic demand

as well as the export potentials through a market study before an

investment decision is made.

5. Location requirement

For best results the fruit processing plant should be located
close to the source of the raw materials, the plantations.

Whenever, this is found difficult, the plant could be located in
urban areas, provided that good access roads are available to the
supply sources. For transporting certain types of fresh fruits for
long distances, trucks with cold storage facilities may be
required. Also cold storage facilities in the plant for keeping
the fruits fresh until processing could be done, could be quite
useful during peak seasons. While fruits such as Guava are

harvested when ripe, others such as papaya, banana, mango may need
ripening after harvesting. For such purpose a ripening room with
adequate controlled atmospher may have to be provided at the plant.

The availability of a dependable electric power supply as well as

a good supply of potable water is also essential. One acre of land

is estimated to be required for putting-up the plant. If an

industrial building is available in an industrial estate, the land

development and construction cost required could be minimized and

the plant could be set-up rather quickly.

6. Technology

The technology recommended is one that has a production
capacity of processing 4000 kgs. of fruits a day. The main
components of the technology include:

- Universal fruit washing machine

- Sanitary conveyor belt

- Twin roller fruit grinder

- Pineapple juicer (semi-automatic)

- Juice collection tank (stainless stell) with agitators

- Platform juice mixer

- Piston homogeniser (400 kg/hour capacity)
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- Complete pasturization unit (500 litres capacity, stainless

St66l)

- Semi-automatic filling machine (1000 bottles of 25 cl per

hour capacity)

- Water chiller for facilities and cold rooms

- Steam boiler (complete and a capacity of 150 kg/hour) ..

- Citrus fruit brushing/punching machine for essential oil

extraction

- Citrus essential oil recovery centrifuge with balance tank.

Possible suppliers of equipment

1. Rural Agro-Allied Industrial

Development Scheme

Nigeria

2. Mochemco Limited

4, RODOU Street

GR-151 22 Maroussi

Athens, Greece

3. Simaco S.A.R.L.

11, rue de Sarreloons

BP 27, 57320 Bouzonville

France

4. Wolff H. Apparatenbau kg

Elisabeth St. 16

4937 Lage

FRG

5. Hans Binder Machinenfabrik, Isarstr .6-8,

8051 Marizling bei Freizing

FRG

7. Manpower requirement

The plant is estimated to employ 3 2 workers in various

capacities. The breakdown is provided below but the remuneration
level is expected to be decided locally based on local conditions.

S/N Positions Number

1 Manager 1

2 Food Engineer 1

3 Skilled workers 3

4 Unskilled labour 20

5 Maintenance 2
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6 Guards 2

7 Secretary/typist 1

8 Accounting clerk . 1

9 ■ • Cleaner • 1

Total 3 2

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accrodingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for a plant with the same capacity is provided based on

cost factors in Nigeria.

Cost elements Estimated Investment

Cost for manor components

(US$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment cost with 12 months guarantee 110,150

- Inland transportation (ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection and Commissioning

- Spares (2 years )

- Office Equipment and vehicle

B. Land and construction cost

- land and site preparation 4,000

- Built-up area (building) 20,000

- Waste treatment/disposal
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C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months)

- Direct materials (for 2 months)

- Overheads (power, water,telephone etc.)

- Depreciation and finance charges/months

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite
advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporation are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. ^ Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of
detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many
countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in
relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes Government bodies or
banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are the other possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could be

possible sources of finance and the relative advantages of each to

the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale promotion

agencies could provide useful information regarding financing
possibilities and their advice should be sought before decisions

are made to take loans.
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10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help
those already established but in difficulties. Generally the
assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc... Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff
protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc... could also be

available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,
development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and
the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial
opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental
organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles
such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information
for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through
which individuals in developing countries could seek solutions to
technical problems or to look for cooperation with small-industries

in other countries. Various training and consultancy services are
provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these agencies
directly or through the UNDP offices found in each country.
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CITRONELLA OIL DISTILLATION

1. Product description

Citronella oil is a type of essential oil used in soap

manufacturing to give soaps agreeable scent. It is distilled from

citronella grass.

2. Process description

The basic process of citronella oil distillation involves the

following. Freshly cut citronella grass is exposed to steam which

evaporates the oil in the grass. When the steam is condensed the

oil and water are separated.

distillati kettlThe plant, therefore, consists of distillation kettles,

condensers, water tank, florentine, hoist, boiler, piping, valves

and a scale.

During the distillation process, the material is kept in the

kettle and tightly covered as the essential oil vapour is formed

and passed into the condenser where it is cooled down. The

condensate enters the florentine where the oil is separated.

The oil separation is a continuous process that needs little

attention during distillation as it is self-regulating. There are

no by-products from the process.

Process flow chart

Citronella Grass

Condensation

Waste

Oil Separation

Storage

Sales (delivery)
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3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

Citronella grass could be cultivated in many African

countries. It generally requires a sandy loam soil which is

permeable to water. Once the grass is planted, it generally

matures in six months. There after it could be harvested three

times a year. The harvested grass need to , be distilled

immediately.

Due to the very close relationship between the grass

cultivation and the distillation process, the plant should be put-

up on a farm so that the transportation of the grass could be

minimized. Furthermore, for best results both the cultivation and

distillation activities need to be combined. This project could

accordingly be referred to as a typical agro-industry.

The economic size land requirement for the pro j ect is 6 0

hectars. The grass once planted and properly maintained, should

be harvested continously without the need to replant it

periodically. Sixty hectars of grass could be developed in two

years to supply 1,560 tonnes of grass a year.

The citronella grass, by itself has no value until it is

processed into oil. There are no other inputs required for the

process.

4• Market study

The product is mainly used as an input in soap factories and

therefore, soap manufacturers are the important consumers.

Generally it is the medium and large-scale soap producers which are

the major users of citronella oil. Accordingly the viability of

the proj ect depends on the level of the development of the soap

industry in a country.

In most countries large-scale soap manufacturers are dependent

on imported citronella oil. There is, therefore, a potential for

export. There are no known substitutes for the product.

At any rate, the magnitude of the local demand and the

possibilities of the export market need to be verified by an

appropriate market study before an investment decision is made.

5. Location requirement

The location of the plant is determined by the availability

of suitable land for citronella grass cultivation. In addition

adequate roads network could be advantageous to reach the
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consumers. Since the product is not a bulky item, transporting it

should not raise serious difficulties.

Municipal water and electricity supplies is not anticipated

since the plant need to be establ ished m a rural area. The

availability of adequate fuel wood for firing the boiler is

important. Otherwise fuel oil may have to be used.

For setting-up the plant half a hectar of land could be

sufficient but to supply enough grass to it, at least 60 hectars

of land should be available for cultivation.

6. Technology

The technology involved is grass cultivation and the

distillation of the grass through the use of steam. The capacity

tonnes of grass annually producing about 8,000 kgs(8 tons) of

citronella oil.

6.1 Equipment required

One tractor for cultivation and the transportation of

grass;

Stainless steel distillation kettle of 1,000 liters

effective capacity;

Two condensers of stainless steel;

A 3,000 liters capacity stainless steel water tank;

One Florentine of stainless steel;

A hoist;

One boiler with level regulator, safety values, pressure

gauge and level indicator

A set of pipings and valves;

Bascule (scale) of 250 kg;

A set of spares.

6.2 Possible equipment suppliers

1. International technological Assistance B.V.

P.O. Box 243

9670 ad. Winschoten

The Netherlands

2. NSIC

Laghu Udyog Bhavan

Okhla Industrial Estate

New Delhi - 110020

India
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7. Manpower requirement

Twenty one workers are estimated to be required for both the

cultivation and the processing activities. This could include:

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

Position Number

Manager 1

Accountant 1

Typist/clerk 1

Farm labour 10

Operators 5

Auxiliary workers 3

Total 21

The salary and wage levels of the workers are expected to be

determined locally.

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment that may

be needed. Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked

out in each country. For estimating the investment a check-list

of cost elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of

the investment for the major components of the plant with the same

capacity is provided based on cost factors in Ghana.

Cost elements

A. Machinery and Equipment

Estimated Investment

Cost for mai or components

(Ghana)

(US$)

Equipment cost with 12 months guarantee

Tractor

Inland transportation (ton/km)

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

Erection and Commissioning

Spares (2 years )

Office Equipment

47,900

30,000
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B. Land and construction cost

- land and site preparation 18,200

- Built-up area (building) 15,200

- Waste, treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months)

- Direct materials (for 2 months)

- Overheads (power, water,telephone etc.)

- Depreciation and finance charges/months

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporation are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industry promotion

agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in

relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes Government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are the other possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages
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of each to the entrepreneur . Small-scale promotion agencies could

provide useful information regarding financing possibilities and

their advice should be sought before decisions are made to take

loans.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up small-scale industries

or to help those already established but in difficulties.

Generally the assistance could take the form of project
identification or study, training, advice on technology, marketing

etc... Government incentive schemes such as exemption from duties
and taxes, tariff protection, loans at subsidized interest rates,

infrastructural facilities such as industrial estates etc... could

be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial

opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through
which individuals in developing countries could seek solutions to

technical problems or to look for cooperation with small-industries

in other countries. Various training and consultancy services are

provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these agencies

directly or through the UNDP offices found in each country.
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SMALL-SCALE WEAVING PLANT

1. Product description

The modern textile industries sector in most of the African
countries is relatively better developed. However, the supply of

textile fabrics has not kept pace with the demand of the
population. The cost of establishing large-scale textile mills is
increasingly becoming beyond the means of many countries and as
such significant increase in textiles supply from the large-scale

sector is expected to be unlikely.

The type of textile fabrics required by the lower-income group

of the population could be easily met by small-scale weaving plants
that may be set-up in rural towns to cater to local markets. Such
an approach has yielded positive results in many Asian countries.

This project profile is, therefore, about the setting up of
a small-scale weaving plant for the production of cotton fabrics
such as drills, sheetings and furnishing materials. This is
intended to be achieved by using power-operated handlooms and

utilizing mill-spun cotton yarns.

2. Process description

The plant will be based on a semi-automatic weaving technology

to ensure an adequate level of production without sacrifising
employment. The process involves three main departments. These

are pre-weaving , weaving and finishing departments.

In the pre-weaving department the single yarn bought from the

textile mills will be doubled and properly twisted. The doubled
yarn will be mounted on warping machines to make the warps and
wefts according to the specification of the fabrics to be made.

The weaving department will have 50 semi-automatic "Nepalis"

type looms and weaves into fabrics the yarn prepared into warp and

weft in the pre-weaving department. Then a number of operations
are carried out on it to enhance the quality. One such operations
is bleaching or whitening the grey fabrics that is normally

produced and another operation is dyeing the fabrics into desired

colors. Silk screen or block printing could also be performed for

an enhanced quality.
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The production process may be as follows:

Single

yarn

Pre-weavmg

Doubling,cone

winding,sizing,

twisting

Weaving

Finishing

- Bleaching

- Dyeing

- Prints
i

1

Sales

3. noc^ntion o^ ~» material •> an<i other inputs

The
specifications of the yarns required will be as follows

- Cotton yarn single ply No. 30
- Cotton yarn single ply No. 14
- Acrylic yarn double ply No. 24/2

project is believed to enhance the project vi
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S/N Specification

Drill

- warp single No. 30

- weft single No. 30

Sheeting

- warp single No. 3 0

- weft single No. 14

Furnishing

- warp No. 24/2

- weft No. 24/2

Sizing materials

Dyes and chemicals

Unit

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

Year 1

(Quantity)

22 763

11 002

5 372

3 325

5 701

4 989

7 233

2-10 years

(Quantity)

26 780

12 148

6 320

3 912

6 707

5 869

8 510

4. Market study

The markets for the production of this project are expected
to be the rural areas and the low income population of the urban
centres Such a segment of the population is still quite large in
many African countries. It is not, therefore, anticipated that the
plant will face marketing difficulties.

However, the actual demand in each country would have to be
determined through an appropriate market study. The demand for
textile fabrics is related to the size of the population, the
clothing habits, the weather conditions and the levels of the
disposable income of the population. Accordingly the market study

Is expected to, among other things, assess ^ I.0.0*1. "^*£
impact of competitors and the purchasing power of the target groups

before investment decisions are made.

5. Location requirements

The plant may best be established near a textile mill
access to raw materials. This may be in the same area

dependable transportation could be ensured between the
mil?s and the plant. The plant will produce quite a
cotton dust from the process and since dust ^
ventilation could not be provided for such a small unit,

for easy

or where

textile

sizeable

*nd

locating
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it far away from residential areas and where a relatively large

open space may be available should be considered.

The effluence from the finishing department could also be

toxic due to a variety of chemicals used, and effluence treatment

plant may not be economical for such a small unit. For a safe

discharge of the effluence locating the plant again far away from

residence areas prefereably close to a small river could be useful.

The plant requires quite a sizeable quantity of water a day

(1,000 m3) and as such the location selected must have either an
adequate city water supply or the underground water level of the

site selected be reasonably high enough for an economical well

sinking. An electric power supply of 100 kw has to be also

assured.

The plant will require a total of 1,500 m2 of land out of

which nearly 1,000 m2 will be built-up area for production, storage

offices etc. Due to the nature of the production activities simple

designs and cheap construction systems will meet the needs.

6. Technology

Plant capacity: A plant capacity of 300,000 meters per annum

is believed to be an economical unit. The plant could have 50

power looms out of which 31 could be producing drill, 12 sheetings

and 7 furnishing materials. Each drill weaving loom will have a

production rate of 25 meters per 8 hours working day while sheeting

and furnishing looms will be producing at 2 2 and 2 0 meters

respectively.

A production capacity utilization of 80% for the first year

of operation and 100% after the second year has been envisaged.

A production year of 300 days will give the following output in one

shift.

Year 1 Year 2-10

Product mix output fmts) output (mts)

Drill 186,000 2 32,500

Sheeting 72,000 90,000

Furnishing materials 33,600 42,000

291,600 364,500
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6.1 Machinery and equipment

S/N Description Quantity

Pre-weaving department

1 Doubling and twisting m/c:

double yarn 6-40 counts

200-250 kg/day 1

2 Cone winding m/c: high speed

cone winder winding upto 800-1000

mpm 1

3 Warping m/c: with 20 warper beams,

counter and breakage detector 1

4 Sizing m/c: high speed sizing m/c

with automatic starch moisture

control 1

5 Pirn winding m/c:

semi-automatic prim winding

m/c 20 spindle, weaving

1.5-2 million meters/day 2

Weaving department

6 Power loom, reed over pick

suitable for cotton, individual

drive with plain inside treading

motion, reed space 100 cm 40

- power loom with reed space 150 cm 5

- dobby attachement with 16 shafts 5

Finishing department

7 Semi-automatic jigger for dyeing or
bleaching 900-1000 meters capacity 2

- Two bowl mangle with drying range

of 5 cylinders 1

- Stainless steel cooking vessel

capacity 40L 4

- Wrapper beams 2 0

- Universal motion 18

- Drop box 5

- Baby cloth mercerizing m/c 1

- Felt calandering m/c 1
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7. Manpower requirement

Due to the labour intensiveness of the technology envisaged

the plant could require a total of 71 workers. The tentative list
is provided, herebelow, but the remuneration level is expected to

be determined locally.

S/N

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.1

.2

.3 '

.4

.5

1

2

3

1

2

3

Position

Administration and finance

Manager

Finance head

Typist/secretary

Cashier

Purchaser

Salesman

Guards

Pre-weavinq department

Doubler

Cone winder

Pirm winder

Warper

Sizer

Weaving department

Drill weaver

Sheet weaver

Furnishing weaver

Finishing department

Bleacher

Dyer

Printer

Number

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

10

2

2

2

1

17

18

5

2

2

2

Total 71

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement should be assessed in each

country considering local conditions. To help facilitate such

assessments a check-list of cost items is provided herebelow. For

comparision purpose an estimate of the investment size for the same

capacity plant, has been given taking the cost structure in

Ethiopia as the basis.
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Cost elements for Estimated

assessing investment Investment cost

requirements (US$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment with 12 months of guarantee 298,000

- Inland transportation,(Ton/km) 13,000

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (Warehouse to Warehouse) 5,900

- Erection/Commissioning 14,900

- Spares (2 years) 29,800

- Office Equipment & vehicles 30,000

B. Land and Construction Cost

- Land and site preparation 5,000

- Built-up area (buildings) 120,000

- Sewage (garbage)treatment/disposal 5,000

C. Operating Cost

- Salaries and Wages (2 months) 12,415

- Direct materials (2 months) (at 75%) 51,208

- Overheads (fuel,telephone,post,

electricity)(one month) 5,600

- Depreciation and finance charges 3,800

Total 594,623

9. Financing

Financing the project from onef s own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete- In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

7
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Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries

by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding
financing possibilities and their advice should be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up small-scale industries

and to help those already established but in difficulties.

Generally the assistance could take the form of project

identification or study, training, advice on technology, marketing

etc... Government incentive schemes such as exemption from duties

and taxes, tariff protection, loans at subsidized interest rates,

infrastructural facilities such as industrial estates etc... could

be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers or commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial

opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.
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UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

scale industries in other countries. Various training and

consultancy services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could

contact the agencies directly or throug;h the UNDP offices found in

each country.
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GAUZE AND BANDAGE MANUFACTURING PLANT

1. Product Description,

Gauze and bandages are pharmaceutical items required mainly
for the treatment of wounds. Such products are generaly in demand
by hospitals, clinics, health centers and households.

2. Process Description

The basic process for making gauze is weaving. Weaving may
be performed using highly automated looms or manually operated
handlooms: In order to attain reasonable production level and
ensure better productivity, however, a semi-automatic technology

may be the best for this plant.

The production process starts with the yarns. Two types of
yarns are used. One type for the making of the warp and the other
one for making the weft. For making the warp, yarn number 16 tex
count is required. A warping machine of a standard design is used
to prepare the warp according to the desired length and width. The
weft is made using the 14 tex count yarn on an automatic pirn

winder.

The weaving is carried out using semi-automatic "Nepalis" type

shuttle looms with working widths of 2000 to 2400 mis. A total of
60 looms will be required. The looms should have adjusting
attachments to ensure that the spacing of the warp and the weft on
the gauze are in accordance with standard specifications for such

products.

The other operation in the process is bleaching. This is
performed using first caustic soda for washing and removing
undesireable elements followed by hydrogen peroxide for the
bleaching. The bleached gauze after drying may be directly packed

or sterilized and packed.
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A
typical process flow chart may be as follows:

Pre-weavmg

operations

1 I ;

Weaving I -► I Bleaching

Drying
Packing Store

Sterilization

D<
cription of raw materials and other inputs

The basic raw materials for gauzes and bandages are pure
cotton yarns and some chemicals for bleaching and sterilisation.
The cotton yarns necessary are assumed to be locally available
in many countries and the specifications of the yarns for the
^commonly used gauzes are 14 and 16 tex count. The require
ments of these materials for every square meters of gauzeis
estimated to be 15-20 grammes of 16 tex and 8-10 grammes of 14 tex.
?he total requirement of cotton yarns for the capacityProposed
at an average rate, will be in the range of 90 tons off 6 and
tons of 14 tex annually. Such yarns may be bought from local
sources properly processed and ready for weaving into gauze or
alternatively they may be secured from textile mills in.semi-
processed stage and further processed (doubled, twisted and

bleached) in the plant.

The latter option has not been properly investigated at this
staqe but may have to be considered during the carrying out of the
feasibility study for the project. The chemicals necessary for
bleaching are caustic soda and hydrogen peroxide. For steriliz
ation steam or chemicals such as formaldehydes may be used. The
chemicals that may be necessary for the process may have to be
imported in many countries. But, the amount required is quite
small and importation need not raise much difficulties.

4. Market Study

The products envisaged are assumed to be in demand in many
countries. The size of the demand, however, could vary from
country to country. It is, therefore, necessary to properly assess
the local demand before an investment decision is made.
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5. Location Requirement

The plant will be best located in an industrial zone away from

residential areas. A sizeable amount of cotton dust could be

generated and the used chemicals from the bleaching process may
need treatment before they are discharged. The cotton lent that

may be generated could be used for the manufacture of sanitary
towels and disposable diapers and, therefore, should be collected

and stored.

The total electric power to be installed in the factory is
estimated to be about 90 kw including lighting. The location to

be selected should have a power supply possibility for such a

magnitude. The water requirement is estimated to be about 100m3

a day. Such a quantity of water could be supplied from city mains
in most major urban areas, but will require big storage tanks for

continuous use. A location with a high level of underground water

may be advantageous for sinking a well to meet the water

requirement of the plant.

6. Technology

The technology planned for this project is semi-automatic.

This is felt necessary to ensure quality and adequate productivity.
The production capacity envisaged is six million meters, per annum.

This capacity, however could be changed depending on the local

demand.

Requirement of major equipment

S/N Type of Equipment Quantity

1 Warping machine

2 High speed bobbin winder

3 Semi-automatic "Nepalis"

shuttle loom

4 Stainless steel bleaching vat

5 Centrifugal water extractor

6 Textile cutting machine

7 Sterilizing equipment

8 Office Equipment

Total 484,000

1

1

60

2

2

1

1

20,000

5,000

430,000

2,000

8,000

3,000

3,000

15,000
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Possible machinery and equipment suppliers

1. Weldone Enterprises, Co. Ltd.

Room 603, No. 50

Linshen N. Road, Taipei 104

Taiwan, Telex 21039 Bosines

2. Japan Consulting Institute (for enquiry only)

Hibiya Park Bldg. 1-8 Yureku-Cho

Chigoda - Ku, Tokyo, Japan

Telex: 0222-2795 Jacoin J

7. Manpower Requirement

The type and number of workers required to run the plant is

given below. The salary and wage levels, however, need to be

determined localy by considering local conditions.

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total 78

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of

investment for a plant with the same capacity is provided based on

cost factors in Ethiopia.

Position

Manager

Secretary/typist

Cashier

Account clerk

Cleaners

Guards

Drivers

Production workers

Technicians

Number

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

65

3
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Cost Elements Estimated Investment

cost

(U.S.$)

A. Machinery and equipment

Equipment with gaurantee (12 months) 469,000

Inland transportation (ton/km) 23,000

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (warehouse to warehouse) 23,450

Erection/commissioning 9,380

Spares (for 2 years) 47,000

Office equipment & vehicle 15,000

B. Land and construction cost

Land and site preparation 3,000

Built-up area (building) 98,000

Waste treatment/disposal 25,000

C. Operating cost

Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 15,035

Direct materials (for 2 months) 130,338

Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity/month 6,517

Depreciation and finance charges/month 53,140

Total 917,860

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest
payment could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.
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Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many-

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in

relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be other possible

sources of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could be

possible sources of finance and the relative advantages of each to

the entrepreneur. Small-scale promotion agencies could provide

useful information regarding financing possibilities and their

advice should be sought before decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for small-scle industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern Africa States (PTA) in Lusaka Zambia, the

Economic Communities of West African States, ECOWAS, in Lagos,

Nigeria, could provide certain valuable information on trade,

industrial opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The

continental organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry

project profiles such as this one which are intended to provide

basic information for further investigation in each local

condition.
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UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found in each

country.
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SAWMILLING UNIT

1. Product description

The product of this unit is sawn timber (plank) for use in the
construction of buildings, furniture, packing materials and other
wood products. Mature trees are cut down and sawn into various

sizes of planks depending upon the final use of the lumber.

2. Process description

The lumbering process consists of sawing chunk of logs a

number of times to obtain lumber or square timber of the desired
dimension. The first activity is the felling down of the mature

trees using diesel engine powered chain saws and debranching the

stenti which then is chopped into logs.

The process flow chart is shown below:

Felling mature

tree

Cutting into

logs

Log

quartering

Quartered log

lumbering

Storage Distribution

Felling of selected maure trees: After proper selection and
examination of the intended spicies of trees in a particular

forest, they are marked and felled.

Cutting into logs: The felled trees are then cut into logs which
proceed to the next stage - quartering.

Log quartering: At this stage the manufacturing process starts. The
log after being conveyed onto the mill is advanced to the

sawing position where it is parted into two sections along

its grains.
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Quartered log lumbering: The quartered log is advanced into the
sawing position and sawed into lumber. The sawn timber
is then conveyed to the edging process which involves the

trimming of the timber to regular shapes having parallel

sides. The lumber thus sawn is properly stacked for curing.

3. Description of Raw materials

The only raw material needed for the unit is mature lumbering
trees. Such trees are abundantly available in most of the
southern, central and west African forest areas but the
exploitation of such forests for lumber is strictly controlled by
Governments. It, will be, therefore, necessary to secure

permissions from relevant authorities for the supply of trees

before the unit could be established.

In some countries logs are export items. The local sawing of

some of the species of logs and exporting the ready-made lumber,
could increase added values to be earned by countries from such

natural resources.

Apart from the logs, no other raw material is required except
for some chemicals for the treatment of some types of lumber.

4. Market study

The demand for timber in many countries is generally very

high. This is partly due to the restrictions imposed by

governments on the felling down of trees. Timber is locally
required for many purposes. For the production of furniture,
packing materials, building construction purpose etc. There could

be also sufficient export market for such products.

In general marketing difficulties are not anticipated in many

countries. This, however, may have to be ascertained locally by

undertaking an appropriate market study.

5. Location requirement

Locating the unit in rural areas where an adequate supply of

logs could be assured could be quite advantageous. On the other

hand with good road communication it may be possible to set-up the

unit in an urban area and truck-in the logs for sawing. Mobile
lumbering units could also be used.

If a stationary lumbering unit is selected, a total land area

of about one-third of a hectar could be sufficient for the unit.
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6. Technology

The lumbering technology available is quite simple. An

operator sets the machine to cut certain sizes and the machine

moves over the stationary log and cuts it into the desired sizes.

The production capacity envisaged is of a unit that can handle

4 0 trees per day with each tree yielding an average of 0.3 m of

lumber at a recovery rate of 50%. This could be equivalent to a

daily production rate of 12-16 m3 of lumber.

At a latter stage the addition of facilities for the further

recovery of wood chips and other wastes to produce such items as

fiber boards, pulps etc could be considered with the effect of

improving the total yield from each log.

6.1 Machinery and equipment required

S/N Function Numbers

1 Forest mill, 80 HP 1

2 Two wheel trailer 1

3 Table grinder 1

4 Spares set

5 Tractor 1

6.2 Possible suppliers of Machinery and Equipment

1. Macquarrie Industries pty Ltd.

133-139 Baker road

North Coburg

Victoria 3 058

Australia

2. Lonrho Export Ltd.

Roman House, Wood Street

London EC27 5BP

England

3. Forest and Sawmill Equipment

(Engineers Ltd)

2 Bloswood Lane

Whitchurch, Hants, RG28 7AX

England
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7. Manpower Requirement
fc

5/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Position

Manager

Site forman (skilled)

Saw mill operators(skilled)

Accountant

Clerk/typist

Cutters (unskilled)

Loaders

General workers (unskilled)

Mechanic

Tractor driver

Number

1

1

2

1

1

5

5

6

1

1

Total 24

A total of 2 4 workers are estimated to be employed by the

unit. The salary and wage levels are expected to be locally

determined by taking into account prevailing labour conditions in

each country.

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for a plant with the same capacity is provided based

on cost factors in Zambia.

Cost elements Estimated investment

cost for the major components

(US$)

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months) 53,000

- Tractor 14,000

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (For 2 years)

- Office equipment 650
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B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 1,000

- Built-up area (building) 10f000

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (-For 2 months) 1,610

- Direct materials (For 2 months)

- Overheads(Fuel,telephone,post,electricity)

(2 months) 525
- Depreciation and finance charges

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one• s own source could be quite
advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payment could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever onef s own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries

by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes Government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages
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of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

industries promotion agencies could provide useful information

regarding financing possibilities and their advice should be sought

before decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up small-scale industries

or to help those already established but in difficulties.

Generally the assistance could take the form of project

identification or study, training, advice on technology, marketing

etc... Government incentive schemes such as exemption from duties

and taxes, tariff protection, loans at subsidized interest rates,

infrastructural facilities such as industrial estates etc... could

be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers or commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial

opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

scale industries in other countries. Various training and

consultancy services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could

contact these agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found

in each country.
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SMALL-SCALE FURNITURE PRODUCTION UNIT

1. Product description

The main products of the unit are wooden domestic as well as
office furnitures such as beds, sofas, dining sets, display

cabinets and wardrobes.

2. Process description

The processes involved in the production of the intended
products are quite similar as may be seen below.

Sofas

- Planning the timber to the required thickness and cutting
it to the required length

- Making the necessary joints

- Joining of the components

- Fixing the reinforced springs i
- Cutting of foam rubber and rexine to the required

measurements

- Upholstering

ninina sets

- Planning of rails, pegs and tops

- Making mortice, tenon and dovetail joints
- Assembling all pieces using glue

- Varnishing using spray gun or paint brushes.

Display cabinet

- Planning and cutting all the pieces to the required sizes
- Making groves and joints

- Assembling and varnishing

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The basic raw material is timber (plank wood). Good quality
timber is available in many of the Tropical African Countries. The
other inputs include varnish, rubber foam, glue, wood screw, nails,
glass sheets, mirrors, and hard-boards. Most of these inputs are
expected to be locally available. In exceptional cases some of
them may have to be imported. About 1,000 cubic meters of wooden
planks, 360 rolls of foam rubber, 30 kgs of wire nails, 60 gross
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wood screws are some of the important raw materials required for
a year's operation of the plant at the capacity planned.

4. Market study

In many African countries there are large-scale furniture
manufacturing firms mainly catering to the needs of large offices
and the high income bracket groups of the population.

Furniture producers for the low and middle income groups are

not that many especially in small-towns and rural areas. The
demand for furniture is also expected to incresase with the gradual

betterment of incomes in African countries.

If prices are kept reasonably low while maintaining an
acceptable level of workmanship marketing difficulties are not
anticipated in many countries. However, this has to be ascertained
by an appropriate market study assessing the demand and other

factors before investment is made.

5. Location requirement

An adequate supply of electric power, transport and
communication networks are the basic requirements for selecting the

site for this plant. The plant also would be best located in
smaller towns where no larger furniture industries exist.

6. Technology

Furniture manufacturing is a skill intensive activity.

Although appropriate machinery and equipment could be quite
helpful, skilled designers, carpenters and wood finishing workers

are also required to produce good quality products. As in the case
of an integrated process manufacturing system, the quality of the

technology is not decisive in furniture making.

The plant under consideration is envisaged to have a technical
production capacity of. about 40 sets of sofas (three seater
lounge), 40 sets of dining sets, 40 display cabinets, 40 wardrobes

and 50 beds per annum.

6.1 Machinery and equipment

S/N Description Quantity

1 Surface planner 1

2 Arbor saw 1

3 Under and overbelt sander 1

4 Hand tools assortments
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6.2 Possible source of machinery and equipment

1. Kennedy International Ltd.

Shefield

U.K.

2. NSIC

Laghu Udyog Bhavan

Okhla Industrial Estate

New Delhi - 110020

India

7. Manpower requirement

The manpower requirement is given below by type and number.
The salary level, however, need to be determined locally by
considering the conditions in the local labour market.

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total 15

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary
from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such
schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.
Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each
country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost
elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the
investment for the major components of a plant with the same

capacity is provided based on cost factors in Zambia.

Position

Manager/owner

Secretary/receptionist

Guards

Account/sales clerk

Production supervisor

Carpenters

General workers

Number

1

1

2

1

1

6

3
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cost elements Estimated investment
' costs for the manor components

(Zambia)

(US$)

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months) 7,835

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (For 2 years)

- office equipment

B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation

- Built-up area (building) 12,500
- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (For 2 months) 900
- Direct materials (For 2 months)
- Overheads(Fuel,telephone,post,electricity)

(2 months)

- Depreciation and finance charges

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest
payment could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one■s own source is found inadequate various
financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development
banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many
countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of
detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industry promotion

agencies also provide loans.
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Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries
by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in relatively short
time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or
banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital neede'd. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management
of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

.<"*- It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what
w could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding
financing possibilities and their advice should be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are^available
to help enterprising individuals to start-up small-scale industries
or to help those already established but in difficulties.

Generally the assistance could take the form of project
identification or study, training, advice on technology, marketing
etc Government incentive schemes such as exemption from duties
and taxes, tariff protection, loans at subsidized interest rates

infrastructural facilities such as industrial estates etc... could

also be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

w established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers or commerce for detailed information
on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and
the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial
opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.
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UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

scale industries in other countries. Various training and

consultancy services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could

contact these agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found

in each country.
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MANUFACTURE OF BAGS AND PAPER ENVELOPES

1. Product description

bags are wrapping materials for various itajs. Such

and other confidential messages.

The project envisges the manufacture of various sizes of paper

bags and envelopes.

(inscription

The process involves the cutting out of papers to sizes,
folding, glueing and printing when necessary.

The paper cutting is done with a die cutting machine The cut
out Dieces of papers, in the case of envelope production, are fed
?nto an automatic envelope making machine which folds them and
apply gumming materials.

in the case of paper bags the cut out papers are fed into an
automatic paper bag making machine for folding and glueing.

If prints are needed on both the envelopes and the paper bags
flexographic printing attachments could be mounted on the machines.
CuSinq left-overs could be recycled to make handmade papers egg
Says etc! and as such should be collected and sold to handmade
paper manufacturers.

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The major raw materials required by the project are kraft
paper™grease proof and khaki papers and glue. Both animal as well
as lyAthetic glues may be used. Estimated annual requirements are
provided below.
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S/N Type of Unit At 80% At 100%

raw materials
Capacity Capacity

Utilization Utilization

1 Kraft and khaki kgs 72,000 90,000

papers

2 Grease proof " 25,000 32,000

papers

3 clue -" 2,000 2,500

4 Printing ink 300 500

4. Market study

Paper bags are wrapping materials and are in demand mainly in
urban centers. The major consumers are bakeries, retail trade

shops, pharmacies, laundries, groceries etc. The demand in each
country could vary depending on the general development of the

business sector and accordingly- demand assessment should be in
order before investment decision is made. As of recently plastic
bags are increasingly becoming important wrapping materials and the

competition with such products needs to be also properly appraised.

The demand for envelopes is assumed to be increasing in many
countries due to increased literacy as well as the gradual
development of economic activities. Here again, the carrying out

of local demand analysis is highly essential.

5. Location requirement

The plant should be located in major urban centres where a

sizeable number of bakeries, laundries, shops etc. are available.

The plant may be set-up anywhere in town since there will not3be

any special requirement. The water need does not exceed 10 m a

day.

The total built-up area required for accommodating the plant

is estimated to be 500 square meters. Such a size of building is
sufficient for the factory, offices, stores etc. If industrial
estates are available the project could be accommodated in such

infrastructures.

6. Technology

6.1 Plant capacity

The plant envisaged will produce both paper bags and envelopes

of various sizes. The equipment for the production of both product
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is quite simple. A capacity of 90,000 kgs. per annum is regarded

as an economic unit.

The paper bags to be produced will have sizes of 50x100 mm,

420x600 mm and 360x500 mm. Envelopes of sizes 162x229 mm, 114x229

mm, 114x162 mm, and 81x114 mm are planned for production. These

are standard sizes acceptable in most countries.

The product mix between paper bags and envelopes is planned

to be 60% and 40% respectively. This means that annually 54 tons

of paer bags and 36 tons of envelopes of assorted sizes could be
produced. This may be equivalent to about 1.8 million of paper
bags and satchels as well as ten million pieces of envelopes. The

paper bags may include big shopping bags as well as small bags for

Pharmaceuticals.

The major machinery and equipment for the production of

envelopes and paper bags are the following:

S/N Description Quantity

1 Paper bags making m/c 1

2 Glue preparation tank 1

3 Automatic envelope making m/c

with three flexographic printing

attachments,automatic feeder, sheet

separation, glueing attachment,folding

attachment,drying unit and spares(set) 1

4 Die cutting m/c 1

5 Sets of dies and tools for various

sizes of envelopes 1

6 Stereo press 1

7 Punching m/c 1

6.2 Possible suppliers of equipment

1. National small-scale Industries Corporations

(NSIC) Okhla Industrial Estate, New Delhi-

110020, India, Telex 3162131 NSIC I

2. Simplex-Rapid machine per cartot

20139 Milano, Italy Via Bianconi 8

Telex 312681 Simple - I

3. Chung Han Incorporated C.P.O. Box 9108

Seoul, Korea, Telex K29626 SSKIM
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/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Position

Manager

Skilled labour

Semi-skilled labour

Unskilled

Typist/secretary

Storekeeper

Salesman

Number

1

5

2

5

1

1

1

Total 16

The remuneration level for the various positions is expected

to be locally determined by considering the prevailing conditions

in the labour market.

8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for a plant with the same capacity is provided based

on cost factors in Ethiopia.

Cost elements

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months)

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (For 2 years)

- Office equipment

Estimated investment

cost

(USS)

203,000

1,500

2,000

5,000

10,000

13,000
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B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 2,570

- Built-up area (building) 37,500

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (For 2 months) 3,670

- Direct materials (For 2 months) 37,000

- Overheads(Fuel,telephone,post,electricity) 430

(2 months)

- Depreciation and finance charges 4,160

Total 319,830

9• Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one■s own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries

by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale
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information regarding

decisions are made to take loans.

10.

-scale industries
——i

countries various types of indues

etc... Government subsidized interest rates

estates etc- could
be also available.

Individuals planning to

established ones who jnay f in< development institutions,

——

on
the Economic Community of West■££ on trade, indust
provide certain valuable ^°^^ etc. The Continental
Opportunities, resource ^^^^o/lfrica in Addis Ababa,
organization, the Economic C°^^!s°^le°[ndustry project profiles
Ethiopia periodically issues smallscale *£, \ZaLc information

SfS^-SSSiSiST1^ Condition.
4. • n,o TTJD in Geneva have been

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria the J,eveloping countries for
involved in assisting smal 1 ^^"^^ inquiry service through
many years. UNIDO oPer^elaJn™trieS could search for
which individuals in developing cooperation with small-
solutions to technical problems °^ to s Va^ious training and
scale industries in other ^""^^ IL0. individuals could

SnS^^%^ ONOP offices found

in each country
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PAPER RULING PLANT

1. Product Description

The objective of the project is to manufacture ruled and

squared papers (foolscap papers) by using a ruling machine with

flexographic printing process for use in schools, offices and

other establishments.

Ruled and squared papers are produced by ruling both sides

of a sheet of paper and cut to a standard size. The product

is supplied in a packet containing 240 sheets (1.65 kgs.).

2. Process Description

The proposed process is a reel to sheet printing technique

using a flexographic process. This allows that both sides of a

sheet are printed simultaneously.

Transversal (cross) lines (1 front and 1 reverse) are printed

simultaneously as the paper passes through two ruling heads which

are covered with engraved rubber cylinders.

Length (vertical) lines (1 front and 1 reverse) are printed

simultaneously by two ruling heads with shafts fitted with brass

discs. This process is required for printing squared paper.

The printed paper is then cut at the required length by

rotary-shear knives (slitting) and the cross cutting (width) at
the required width is made by a rotary cross cutter (trimming).

The sheet that is cut to size is stored in the printed sheet

accumulator, counted by sonorous and luminous sheet counter and

then transferred automatically to an electric jogging table.

Finally the sheets are packed manually and made ready for

delivery. The chart showing this process is given below.
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Ruled paper printing press
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Manually
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3. Description of Raw Materials and other inputs

The main raw material inputs required to produce foolscap or

ruled and squared papers are white bond paper, yellow kraft paper
and printing ink. Such inputs are assumed to be available xn

many African countries.

The papers are either manufactured locally or are imported
in bulk in many countries. Some countries have also capabilxtxes

for producing printing inks.

4. Market Study

Paper consumption in a country is generally related to the
level of economic and cultural development and the sxze of the
population. The Industrial Development Organization of the United
Nations (UNIDO) has estimated that a level of per capita
consumption o 30 kgs p.a. is the minimum required to achxeve full
literacy, adequate communication and educational levels for
developing countries. However, annual per capita consumption in
many countries is still very low. In Ethiopia for instance, it is
estimated to stand at 5 kg. showing a wide gap between the desired

and actual level of consumption.

The demand for ruled and squared paper emanates from schools,

government offices, business establishments, parastatal

organizations, etc.

Accordingly a big demand for such product is assumed to exist
in many African countries. The magnitude of the demand, however,
need to be determined through market study before an investment

decision is made.

5. Location Requirement

The location of the plant should be close to the market. The

site should be accessible by road facilitating the transport of raw
materials and finished products. Electricity is required to
operate the machinery. Other utilities such as water and telephone
are necessary for the smooth operation of the plant. The plant
should, therefore, preferably be located in major cities where such
facilities exist and where the demand for the products could be

high.
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6. Technology

6.1 Plant Capacity

Production capacity, printing width, cost and technical

efficiency are the main factors taken into account in proposing

an appropriate technology for this unit. Accordingly

ruled paper-making machinery of French origin is used as a

basis for this profile.

The machine has a theoretical production capacity of 12,000

sheets/hr. or 200 sheets/min. and an attainable capacity of 10,000

sheets/hr. or 167 sheets/minute or 151,250 kg. of foolscap paper

per annum. The unit is expected to operate one shift of 8 hrs/day

275 days/year. A capacity utilization of 60% and 83% of the

theoretical capacity in the first, and third years of operation is

envisaged.

6.2 Equipment Requirement

The following equipment would comprise the entire components

of the paper ruling plant.

S/N Description Quantity

1. Outlaying reelstand with single 1

shaft accepting 1 meter dia

meter reels.

2. Ruler sheeter with 2 flexographic 1

printing units and 2 disc ruling units.

3. Lengthwise slitting device with 3 sets 1

of rotary shear knives.

4. Trim extraction, fan 1

5. Rotary cross cutter 1

6. Sheet counter 1

7. Electric jogger reception table 1

8. Complete sets of engraved rubber stereo

cylinders and shafts of brass discs. 1

9. Spare parts for 2 years.

4
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Possible Machinery suppliers

1. Diffusion Construction Menanique (D.C.M.)

20, Rue Moliere

92500 Rueil - Malmaison

France

2. Fratelli La Pietra

Construzioni Macchine Grafiche

P.O.Box 22

Via Sferracavalo, 26

Sora, Italy

3. Societe pour la promotion des arts graphiques

(S.P.A.G.)

118 rue de confians - 95220 Herblay

France

4. E.C.H.Will

Postfach 54000322220

Nedderfel 100

D-2 000 Hamburg 54

Federal Republic of Germany

5. Graphicart

Tellstrasse 18

3 001 Berne

Switzerland

6. Bielomatik Leuize GmbH & Co.

Postfach 49

Maxt Planck Str. 15

D - 7442 Neuffen,

Federal Republic of Germany

7. Manpower Requirements

The ruled paper producing plant will require 13 workers

for positions shown below:-

S/N Position Number

1 Manager 1

2 Salesman 1

3 Account clerk 1

4 Storekeeper 1

5 Secretary 1
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6 Guards 2

7 Cleaner 1

8 Machine Operator-

cum-technician 1

9 Labourers 4

Total 13

Remuneration levels should be fixed locally based on

conditions in the labour market.

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each
country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for a plant with the same capacity is given based

of cost factors in Ethiopia.

Cost Elements Estimated Investment Cost

Cost

(US$)

Equipment with 63,000

guarantee(12 months)

Inland transportation(ton/Km) 3,200

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse) 1,260

Erection/commissioning 3,100

spares (for 2 years) 6,300

Office Equipment 500

B. Land and construction cost

Land and site preparation 3,770

Built-up areas (building) 33,800

Waste treatment/disposal
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C. Operating Cost

Salaries (For 2 months) 892

Direct materials (For 2 months) 38,164

Overheads (Fuel, Telephone, post,

electricity) (2 months) 1,950

Depreciation and finance charges

(2 month) - 684

Total 156,620

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payment could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions tutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis

of detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a

long time to complete. In some countries small-scale industry

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries

by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally to

be used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies

or banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible

sources of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could

be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages, of each

to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale industry

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding

financing possibilities and their advice should be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.
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10. Assistance available for Small-Scale Industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up small-scale industries

or to help those already established but in difficulties. Generally

the assistance could take the form of project identification or

study, training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. could be also available.

Individuals, planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

^ approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

^, development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area

for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia,

and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)

could provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial

opportunities resource availabilities etc. - The Continental

organization, the Economic Commisssion for Africa, in Addis Ababa.

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one, which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries

for many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service

through which individuals in developing countries could seek

solutions to technical problems or to look for cooperation with

small industries in other countries. Various training and

^^ consultancy services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could

contact these agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found

in each country.
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BRIQUETTING OF AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY RESIDUES

1. Product description

The objective of the project is to produce combustible fuel

briquettes from saw dust and other agricultural wastes as suitable
substitutes in fuel wood and charcoal burning appliances. The
briquettes to be produced will have the following characteristics:

- Cylindeircal in shape with a diameter range of 45-75 mm

- Moisture content of approximately 10%

- Low combustion point

- Calorific value of 4,500 KCal/kg

- Density of about 1,000 kg/m

- Length range of 12-300 mm

2. Process description

The process starts with the preparation of the raw material.
The materials to be used must have a minimum of 3x3x3 mm and a
maximum of 10x10x10 mm particle sizes. Larger particle sizes need

to be chopped, shreded or milled before they could be used to

improve densification. The properly sorted out raw material is
checked for its moisture content. If it contains in excess of 18%

it need to be dried, naturally in air or in driers.

Foreign inclusions such as stones, iron particles etc, are

then removed as these could damage the machine and also could

create weaknesses in the binding of the briquettes.

With some materials, it may be necessary to add additional

binders in order to improve the strength of the products. Binding
agents such as molases "from sugar plants, or bentonite are

generally used.

The general outline of a typical production process of the

briquetting plant is shown in the following diagram.
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Collecting materials

Storing, buffer

1

Preparation

4-

Storing, buffer

I

Briquetting

Packing

Distribution
I

Collecting

Raw materials are usually collected from suppliers1 premises. No

special loading equipments are necessary but they have to be of

certain standard quality.

Storing of Raw Material

The storing of the raw materials could be done indoors, outdoors,

in a silo or a building. Seasonal fluctuations in the supply of

such materials should be considered.
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Preparation

Cutting, if any, is done through chopping and crushing. Drying if
natural is done by the sun and wind, if artificial, in plain silo,
drum or cyclone dryers. The basic material is mixed throughly and

sorted out for impurities, etc. .

Briquettinq

The dosing of the basic material, powder binder and liquid binder
are first done. These are compressed when transported along the

track and finally the briquettes are cooled.

Packing

The briquettes are delivered from the outlet track loose on the

ground or in a silo. These are then collected in sacks, boxes or

other containers ready for delivery.

3. Description of raw materials and othe inputs

The basic raw materials required for the production of fuel

briquettes are saw dust, coffee husk, cotton shells, groundnuts

shells, straw, pulp residue etc. Such materials are available in
many of the tropical African countries. The other input required
is molasses which may be used as a binder whenever required and it
could be obtained from sugar factories.

Coffee husk is a waste product obtained after the processing

of coffee. Coffee is widely grown in many countries and in fact

is the chief foreign exchange earner for many.

Saw dust is a by-product of saw mills and joinery (carpentry)

enterprises. The wood processing industry in many countries
produce enormous quantity of such wood waste every year and due to

its limited use, it is posing serious disposal problems in some of

the major timber producing regions.

Molasses is a by-product from sugar industries. It could be

used for distilling alcohol and as animal feed. In some countries
it is also used for road surfacing. It is required in briquetting

processes to serve as a binder. If molasses is difficult to obtain

bentonite could be used.

4. Market study

Current users of fuelwood and charcoal are the potential

consumers envisaged for the product. In many African countries
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these two types of fuels account for a greater portion of the total

domestic energy consumption.

Briquettes are also suitable for some commercial operations

that currently use fuelwood and charcoal for heating equipment such

as in brick kilns, lime kilns, boilers, furnaces, bakery ovens etc.

Institutions such as, hospitals, universities, boarding schools and

hotels are potential consumers of briquettes for cooking and

heating.

Export is a possibility especially from forest rich countries

adjoining the sahelian zone to the Sahelian countries.

The extent of the market in each country need to be studied

in detail before investment decisions are made. The superior

heating value, the reduced storage space required compared to fuel

wood and the ease of transporting it could make the marketability
of fuel briquettes less difficult. However, this has to be

ascertained by a market study including the potential competions

from fuel wood and charcoal.

5. Location requirement

The project is quite site-specific. It has to be established

close to the sources of raw materials and the market. The location

should be accessible by road so that the transportation of raw

materials and finished products are not hampered. Electricity is

also required to operate the machines and for lighting.

A total land size of 1,000 m2 is estimated to be required with

300 m2 of it being a built-up area.

6. Technology

6.1 Type of equipment

The machinery and equipment required for the production of

fuel briquettes include:

S/N Description Quantity

1 Briquetting press 1

2 Compressing tracks (4 meters long) 1

3 Augur conveyor 1

4 Feeding augur 1
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5 Binder dosing unit 1

6 Liquid dosing unit 1
7 Control panel for manual operation 1

8 Spares (assorted)

At a latter stage briquette charcoal making equipment could

be added for expanding the product mix.

6.2 Possible sources of machinery and equipment

1. ECO Briquette APS

P.O.BOX 720

DK - 9900 Frederikshaven

Denmark

(Representatives of B & W Alpha Diesel Briquetting Plants)

CIF Price US $ 70,619

2. ABBI

Agency in Belgium for Burners Import

Place du Rinsdelle

Rinsdelle Plain 27

1040 Bruxelles

( Dealers for SPANEX Briquetting Press)

FOB Price - DM 173,990

3. PAPAKUBE CORPORATION

Energy Cube Division

6211 Rockhurst Drive

San Diego, Cal. 92120

U.S.A.

FOB Price - Ranges from US $125,900 to US$ 250,000

according to production capacity (25tons/day -

100 tons/day)

4. Bharat Industrial Corporation

100/5/1A, Surendra Nath Banerjea Rd.

Calcutta - 14, India

7. Manpower requirement

Fuel briquetting is a fairly labour intensive process. For

the unit proposed the following type and number of workers are

required.
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Position No.

1. Indirect

Manager 1

Salesman 1

Accountant 1

Secretary 1

Driver - 1

Guards 2

2. Direct

Technician 1

Machine Operator 1

Workers 10

12

Total 19

The operation and maintenance of the machine is fairly simple

requiring on-the-job training of a technician and an operator for

a short period of time. The remuneration level for each post need

to be locally determined based on the local labour market

conditions.

8. Investment

The total investment that may be required could vary from one

country to the other depending on the kind of industrial investment

promotion incentive schemes available. Accordingly a more reliable

estimate is expected to be made by interested parties in each

country prior to making investment decisions.

To assist in the estimation of the investment size, various

cost elements are given below for consideration. On the right-hand
side column of the following table an investment estimate for

Ethiopia, is provided for comparison purpose only.
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Estimated investment

cost for Ethiopia

(US$)

95,

2,

1,
2,

4,

5,

10

8,

65.

340

000

907

500

000

000

,000

000

000

Cost elements to be considered

in estimating investment size

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with 12 months guarantee

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (2 years)

- Office equipment

- Vehicle

B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation

- Building and civil works

- Sewage (garbage) treatment, disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (2 months) 1,760

- Direct materials (2 months) 5,169

- Overheads (Fuel,electricity) 3,000

- Depreciation and finance charges 15,000

Total 218,676

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings or borrowings

from close relatives could be an ideal solution ensuring the

healthy operation of the plant without the burden of debt.

However, when such an alternative proves difficult, various sources

could be approached for credits. In most countries long-term or

investment credits are provided by development banks or Development

Finance corporations. In some countries government equity (venture

capital) schemes could be available.

Credits from financing institutions, however, is secured when

the institutions ascertain the loan repayment internal strength of

the project through a feasibility study. Equity participation by

government institutions is also based on a study but additionally

it could entail management participation in the running of the

enterprise and also the sharing of profits.
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For this project a minimum of 30% own equity is recommended

for better results.

Commercial banks credits are mainly short-term credits such

as for working capital. Such loans are paid back in about a year

and generally carry higher interest rates. Commercial banks1 type

short-term loans, therefore, should not be used for financing

investments.

In some countries cooperative societies may be sources of

finance and accordingly it could be useful to explore what they may

be able to offer. Share holding is another method for raising

capital in many countries but restricting it to only close

relatives and friends could be a better approach in some African

countries.

Joint ventures and technical partnership are possible but are

rare for small-scale industries.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

There are quite a number of programmes in many countries

designed to assist individuals intending to start-up small-scale

industries or to help established ones in difficulties. It could

be very useful for individuals planning to make investment in new

projects or to expand established units to first identify and

consult local SSI support core institutions.

Chambers of commerce could provide information, advice

management and marketing, trainings etc. Core small-scale

promotion institutions could extend, project identification, study,

training, technological information, etc. services. Development

banks may also be involved in assisting SSIs in carrying out

feasibility studies, training etc.

The number of private consulting houses are gradually

increasing in many African countries. If one is quite selective

and the fees are reasonable, such consulting firms could be quite

handy for performing some tasks.

Regional bodies such as the Management Institute for Eastern

and Southern African Countries, Continental organizations such as

the Economic Commission for Africa could provide assistances in the

areas of project profiles or schemes, training etc.

Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have developed various programmes to assist SSIs.

UNIDO, for instance, operates a global technological information
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inquiry service through which solutions to many technical problems

could be secured or international firm to firm cooperation

developed. ILO has various programmes and a number of publications

on small enterprise development. Assistance from these agencies

may be requested by directly writing to them or through the local

offices of the UNDP found in every African country.
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TOOTH-PICKS AND RULER MANUFACTURING PLANT

1. Product Description

Tooth picks are thin round wooden pieces usually about 2 mm
in diametre and 7 0 mm in length pointed at both ends. They are made
of hard, tasteless and odourless wood and are used to remove
particles of food remaining between teeth after meals or to picking

foods served in the form of canape.

School rulers are simple wooden measurement tools usually 32

cms long and with graduations in 3 0 cms of their length. They are
made from hard dry clean wood which is not split and is free of
knots such that when planed produces smooth surface.

2. Process Description

2.1 Ruler

A clean and dry wood with a cross section of 35 x 35 mm is fed
into a rip saw machine where it is ripped into three slats of width
32 mm. each. Four saw blades are mounted on this machine of which
one is used as a squaring saw. At a feed rate of 4 meters per

minute the machine could have an output of 12 metres of slats per

minute.

The next process is bevelling the slats and for this, the
slats are fed into the rod moulder which is operating at a speed
of 6-8 meters per minute. The speed of the moulder depends on the
quality and hardness of the wood, and also on the cutting
efficiency of the profile cutters. For production balancing two

moulders will be required.

The bevelled (profiled) slats are then cut in bundles to the

required length with the help of a cross-cut saw. Thismachine
works quite fast and ten or more slats could be cut at the same

time.

The cut and profiled slats are automatically fed into the hot

embossing machine where the graduations are printed. The

imprinting of the rulers will be done by means of the so-called
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"hot embossing process", with the help of a coloured foil.As in the
case of a typewriter ,the embossing foil is transported foreward

after every printing process.

Finally the printed rulers are lacquered, packed and

transferred to the store.

2.2 Tooth-picks

The process of tooth-picks making is similar to rulers

manufacturing upto the rod moulding stage. But the stock fed to

the rip-saw is a wood of cross section 60 x 25 mm. Five blades of

which one is a squaring saw will be fixed on the machine and four

strips of width 55 mm will be obtained in one cut. The cut strips
are fed into the rod moulder where the final round shape is

obtained.

The round sticks in bundles will be fed into the tooth-picks

pointing machine where sticks are cut to size and pointed at
bothends. Finally the pointed tooth-picks are packed and

transferred to the store.
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3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The major raw material input for the plant is wood. For the
production of tooth-picks, hard, tasteless and odourless wood

required. For ruler manufacturing any hardwood is suitable.

Foil of ink is also required for printing the scale graduations

on the ruler. Such ink in many countries may have to be imported.
Lacquer is another input necessary for lacquering the ruler and
this item is also imported in many Countries. But the quantity of
the imported items is not very big and as such it is not
anticipated that production difficulties could arise.

The annual requirement of wood for the plant at 100% capacity
utilization is estimated to be 1200 m3. Such a quantity of lumber
is believed to be adequately available in the tropical African
countries. Bamboo could also be suitable for tooth picks
production but it will require different tooling.

4. Market Study

Tooth-picks are mainly in demand in hotels, restaurants,

and private homes. They are also in demand, to a limited extent,
in hospitals. There is also a good export possibilty for such
items as there is an assumed demand for them in many developed
countries. The transportation cost is also relatively low making
such products potentially quite competitive.

Rulers are mainly in demand in schools, universities, offices
and some homes. The size of the demand is very much related to

the number of students and the general development of the

educational system in a country.

There could be a number of substitutions for both products

plastic rulers are quite common but not so much plastic tooth
picks. But there are various traditional methods of removing
particles of food from one's teeth in many countries. Tooth-picks
are generally in demand by people in the middle to high income

group.

Accordingly a systematic study of the market situation need
to be made in each country before an investment decision is made.

5. Location Requirements

The plant should be located close to where the demand is

expected to exist for the products i.e. urban areas. The annual
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raw material requirement is not very big and hence the plant could

be located further away from the source of raw materials. However,

electricity is necessary to operate the machines. The electric
power requirement is 43 kw. The existence of an adequate water,

telephone and other utilities will facilitate the smooth

operation of the plant.

The plant should be accessible by road in order not to hamper

transprotation of the raw materials as well as outputs.

The factory should consist of a production hall, storage,

office and amenities. The total land requirment is about 800 mz of

which 2 00m2 is a built up area.

6. Technology

6.1 There are at least two ways of manufacturing tooth-picks and

rulers. One method is to utilize separate machines for each item.
The other method is to use compact and combined process whereby

both are produced by the same machine with some attachments. The

latter option is found more economical and accordingly this project
is based on it. The machine envisaged has a production capacity

of 450,000 packets of tooth-picks or 2.15 million rulers in 300
working days. In some countries very high capacity utilization is

not expected in the first few years.

The major machinery and equipment is given below.

S/N Description Quantity

1. Wooden Rip-Saw Special 1

2. Multi-rod Moulder 1

3. Hot embossing press 1

4. Tooth-picks Pointer 1

5. Wood Cross-cut saw 1

6. Tool grinder 1
7. Accessories (assorted)

6.2 Possible sources of Machinery and Equipment

1. Munz Maschinenbau kg

Postfach 1249

Schillerstrasse 17-3 3

D-7063 Welzheim

FRG
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2. NSIC

Okhla Industrial Estate

New Delhi

India

7. Manpower Requirement

A total of seventeen workers will be required to properly

operate the plant. The functions and the number are given below
but salary level is expected to be locally determined taking into

account the local labour market realities.

S/N Position Number

1 Manager 1

2 Secretary/record keeper 1

3 Cashier 1

4 Storekeeper 1

5 Chief techncian 1

6 Junior technician 1

7 Semi-skilled workers 3

8 unskilled labour 4

9 driver 1

10 guards 2

11 cleaner 1

total 17

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement should be assessed in

each country considering local conditions. To help facilitate

such assessments a check-list of cost items is provided herebelow,

For comparison purpose an estimate of the investment

size for some of the major elements has been given for the same

capacity plant, taking the cost structure in Ethiopia.

Cost elements for

assessing investment Estimated Cost

requirement Ethiopia (US$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment with 12 months of guarantee 155,000

Inland transportation (Ton/kw) 3,000
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Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (Warehouse to Warehouse) 3,200

- Erection/Commissioning 1,500

- Spares (2 years) 20,000

Office Equipment 2,000

- Vehicles 7,000

B.Land and Construction Cost

Land and site preparation 3,000

Built-up area (buildings) 35,000

Sewage (garbage)treatment/disposal

v

C.Operating Cost

Salaries and Wages (2 months) 1,500

- Direct materials (2 months) (at 75% capacity) 40,000

Total 271,200

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings or borrowing

from close relatives could be an ideal solution ensuring the

healthy operation of the plant without the burden of debt. However,

when such an alternative proves difficult, various sources could

be approached for credits. In most countries long-term or

investment credits are provided by development banks or Development

Finance corporations. In some countries goverment equity (venture

capital) schemes could be also available.

Credits from financing institutions, however, are secured when

the institutions ascertain the loan repayment internal strength of

the project through a feasibility study. Equity participation by

government institutions is also based on a study but additionally

it could entail management participation in the running of the

enterprise and also the sharing of profits.

For this project a minimum of 3 0% own equity is recommended

for better results-
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Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have developed various- programmes to assist SSIs.

UNIDO, for instance, operates a global technological information

inquiry service through which solutions to many technical pro

blems could be secured or international firm to firm cooperation

developed . ILO has various programmes and a number of public

ations on small enterprise development. Assistance from these

agencies may be requested by directly writing to them or through

the local offices of the UNDP found in every African country.
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Commercial bank credits are mainly short-term credits such

as for working capital. Such loans are paid back in about a

year and generally carry higher interest rates. Commercial banks'

type short-term loans, therefore, should not be used for financing

investments.

In some countries cooperative societies may be sources of

finance and accordingly it could be useful to explore what they may

be able to offer. Share holding is another method for raising

capital but restricting 'it to only close relatives and friends

could be a better approach in some African countries.

Joint ventures and technical partnership are possible but

are rare for small-scale industries.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

There are quite a number of programmes in many countries

designed to assist individuals intending to start-up small-scale

industries or to help established ones in difficulties. It could

be very useful for individuals planning to make investment in new

projects or to expand established units to first identify and

consult local SSI support core institutions.

Chambers of commerce could provide information, advice

management and marketing trainings etc. Core small-scale

promotion institutions could extend, project identification,

study, training, technological information, etc services

Development banks may also be involved in assisting SSIs in

carrying our feasibility studies, training etc.

The nuber of private consuting houses are gradually increasing

in many African countries. If one is quite selective and the fees

are reasonable, such consulting firms could be quite handy for

performing some tasks.

Regional bodies such as the Management Institute for

Eastern and Southern African Countries, Continental organizations

such as the Economic Commission for Africa could provide

assistances in the areas of project profiles or schemes, training

etc.
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LEATHER, HIDES AND SKINS
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LEATHER TANNING PLANT

1. Product Description

The tannery will produce, mainly light leather which will be

used for the manufacture of shoes and other leather goods.

2. Process Description

The tannery will be processing raw hides and skins into

finished and semi-finished, leather. The tanning process converts

the protein of the raw hide or skin into stable but flexible
material which is suitable for a wide variety of purposes.

The process selected for this unit is the chrome tanning
technique. It involves the process of soaking, liming, deliming,

bating, picking, tanning, dyeing, fatliquoring, drying and

finishing. The tannery will be operating on a batch process basis
and the production cycle is expected to last 10 days. The process

flow chart is provided below.
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3. Description of Raw Materials and other inputs

The basic raw materials required are hides and skins. Such

raw materials are extensively produced in many African countries

mainly as by-products of slaugther houses. Much of such raw

materials are exported -to tanneries in Europe but the local

processing of these items into finished or semi-finished products

could lead to better value added earnings for producer countries.

The raw materials are not seasonal, they could be perishable,

.*-* however, if not properly treated.

Others inputs are also required for the tanning process.

These inputs include chemicals such as Sodium sulphide, Ammonium
sulphate, Sodium bisulphate, sulphuric acid, common salt,

fungicides, retanning agents, fatliquors, dyestuffs, formic acid,

pigments, binders, diluents, dullers, slip agents. About 280 tons

of these chemicals will be required per year for the capacity of

the plant envisaged. About 30 million liters of water, and

packaging materials such as wodden pallets as well as water proof

polythene bags are required. Fuel oil to the extent of 210 tons

may also be required every year.

4. Market study

In general a growing local demand for leather and leather

products is expected for many African countries. Leather is mainly

used to manufacture shoes, bags, garments, upholstery and similar
products. The demand for such products is influenced mainly by the

size of the population of a country and its rate of growth, level

w of income and its growth rates, fashion trends and the competitions

from synthetic substitutes.

Given the gradual betterment of incomes in many countries the

demand for leather goods is estimated to gradually increase.

Leather export is another possibility with big potentials provided

the quality of the leather produced meets international

specifications. The industrialized countries such as Italy, Spain,

France, Britain, Japan, Yugoslavia, etc account for about 70% of

total world imports of leather (semi-finished and finished) and

such countries, therefore, provide the best export market for such

products.
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A thoroughly detailed study of both the internal as well as

the export market conditions need to be undertaken before

investment is made. Such a study should establish the size of the

demand and the purchasing power or the affordability of the

domestic target group for such products. Furthermore the possible

impacts of substitutes and the competition from established

tanneries should be properly evaluated.

5. Location Requirement

The first consideration for selecting the plant location

should be accessibility to the raw material sources. Although

dried hides and skins could be transported for long distances, it

is always preferable to locate tanneries as close to the main

supply areas as possible.

The availability of an adequate supply of water is a critical

factor in deciding on a location. The process requires a huge

quantity of water every year (approximately 30 million liters).

A rather high volume of effluence is also produced from the process

that requires treatment and disposal. Tannery effluences contain

high amounts of putrefactive organic materials as well as

potentially toxic inorganic substances both in the dissolved and

suspended states. Such effluences need to be treated to remove the

toxic materials to acceptable levels before the waste is discharged

into the environment. Accordingly, the plant need to be located

outside major urban centers.

A land size of about 10 hectars is estimated to be required

to put-up the unit with the necessary facilities. A dependable

electric power supply is also necessary.

6. Technology

6.1 The major pieces of production equipment include:

- Drums for dyeing, soaking, liming and tanning

- Fleshing machine

- Sammying "

- Splitting "

- Shaving "

- Setting-out "

- Buffing and staking machine

- Drying and finishing units
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6.2 Possible Suppliers of Tannery Machinery

1. Moenus - Turner

Machinenfabrik Moenus - Turner GMBH

P.O.BOX 1580

D-6370 OBERURSEL - GATTENNOFERWAG 25

Telex 410746

FRG

2. ALETTI GIOVANNI & FIGLI S.A.S.

Machine PER CONCERIA

21100 VARASE Italy

Via Tiepolo, 14

Telex 380266

Italy

3. STROJIMPORT

VINOHRADSKA 3

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

4. FINVAC U.S.A.

6800 Industrial Loop

Greendale, Wisconsin. 53129

U.S.A.

7. Manpower Requirement

The process of leather tanning requires highly skilled key

personnel in leather technology, production technology and

mechanical engineering. Special effort need to be made to ensure

the availability of such specialists among the manpower of the unit

at all times. The estimated manpower requirement for the unit is

given below. The salary and wage levels are expected to be

determined locally by considering local labour conditions.

S/N Position " Number

1 Manager 1

2 Production Chief (leather techno- 1

logist)

3 Leather technologist 1

4 Technicians (mechanical engineering) 2

5 Technicians (electrical " ) 2

6 Machine operators 2 5

7 Unskilled labour 12

8 Accountant 1
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9 Sales Chief !

10 Sales persons 2
11 cashiers/book-keppers 2

12 Guards 2

13 Drivers 2
14 Secretary/typist 1

15 Store-keepers ^ 2

Total 57

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carrefully worked out in each
country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for a plant with the same capacity is provided based on

cost factors in Kenya.

Cost Elements Estimated Investment Cost
of major components

(Kenya)

(US$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months) 936,786

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (for 2 years) 71,095

- Office Equipment + Vehicles

B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 19,048

- Built-up area (building) 350,000

- Waste treatment/disposal
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C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 15,290

- Direct materials (for 2 months) 107,098

- Overheads (Fuel Telephone, Post,

electricity) (2 mo'nths)

- Depreciation and finance charges/month 26.178

Total

9. Financing

Financing the proj ect from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in

relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be other possible

sources of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could be

possible sources of finance and the relative advantages of each to

the entrepreneur. Small-scale promotion agencies could provide

useful information regarding financing possibilities and their

advice should be sought before decisions are made to take loans.
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10. Assistance available for small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern Africa States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, the

Economic Community of West African States, ECOWAS, in Lagos,

Nigeria, could provide certain valuable information on trade,

industrial opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The

Continental organization, the Economic Commission for Africa in

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry

project profiles such as this one which are intended to provide

basic information for further investigation in each local

condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found in each

country.
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LEATHER GOODS PRODUCTION UNIT

C

1. Product description

The products planned are ladies leather handbags, travelling

bags, purses and belts.

2. Process description

The production process consists of six stages:

a) Tracing out designs on the material
bl Cuttinq out the pieces using shears
c Assembling-folding and glueing the cut pieces
S sti?china-ioining the pieces with a sewing machine
e) Finishing-removing excess glue and cutting out protruding

threads

f) Packing

The process flow looks like the following:

Tracing

Designs

Cutting Assembly Stiching

Finishing Packing

3.
of Raw materials and other inputs

The most important raw material is tanned (processed) leather.
Other inputf include, nylon sewing threads ^ue«ps cardboard
and poplin lining. Estimated raw materials and other inputs tor
the manufacture of one hand bag is given below.

Raw material (inputs)

Rexine (leather)

Glue

Thread (nylon)

Zips

Cardboard

Poplin lining

Requirement per bag

0.666 sq. meter

100 mis

25 meters

3

20 g

0.75 sq. meter
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S/N Description Quantity

1 Flat bed industrial sewing machines 2

2 Button press 1

3 Work table 1

4 Pairs of scissors 3

5 Hammers 3

6 Chairs „ 3

Most of the equipment required is believed to be readily

available from local sources in most countries.

7. Manpower requirement

A total of twelve persons could be employed in the project.

Most of these people, however, should be quite skilled. The

position and number of workers required is given below. The salary

levels are, however, expected to be determined locally by taking

into consideration the prevailing situation in the skilled labour

market in the country.

ZN

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Position

Manager/promoter

Designers/cutters

Tailors

Assemblers

Finishing and quality control

Accounts/sales clerk

General workers

Number

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

Total 12

8. Investment requirement

The total investment'requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-1ist of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for the major components of a plant with the same

capacity is provided based on cost factors in Zambia.
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In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding
financing possibilities and their advice should be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up small-scale industries
or to help those already established but in difficulties.

Generally the assistance could take the form of project
identification or studies, training advice on technology, marketing
etc... Government incentive schemes such as exemption from duties

and taxes, tariff protection, loans at subsidized interest rates,

infrastructural facilities such as industrial estates etc... could

be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers or commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could

provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial
opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.
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UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

scale industries in other countries. Various training and

consultancy services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could

contact these agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found

in each country.

C
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3. Description of Raw Materials and other inputs

The raw materials required for the production of shoe soles
are good quality leather board, which xs assumed to *>e l°c^
available in many countries, and PVC compound or replan Col(TR)
which are generally imported items. The estimated quantity of
these raw materials that may be needed yearly for the capacity

envisaged is given belowi

Type of raw materials Unit Quantity

1. Leather board kg 4 3,2 00
2. PVC/TR kg 39,2 50

4. Market Study

The demand for sole is determined by the local demand for
leather shoes in a country. Leather shoes are prefered to other
types of shoes both for health and aesthetics reasons But, such
shoes are relatively expensive. It is, important, therefore to
carefully assess the local demand for leather shoes and the
magnitude of the demand for soles by the local shoe manufacturers.

If a rather good quality leather board is used for making the
soles, the export potential for such products may be quite high.
Such a possibility also deserves a careful assessment before an

investment decision is made.

5. Location Requirement

The optimal location for such type of industry would be where
there are a number of leather shoe factories and where the supply
of local inputs such as leather boards are assured. The
availability of an adequate supply of proper utilities such as
electricity and water are important for the proper running of the

unit.

The plant is estimated to require a total of 750 sq. meters
of land out of which the built-up area would be 250 sq. meters.
Locating the unit in an industrial estate could be highly desirable
if such an infrastructure is available.
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elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for a plant with the same capacity is provided based on

cost factors in Ethiopia.

Cost Elements Estimated Investment
Cost

(US.$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

Equipment with'guarantee (12 months) 288,345

Inland transportation (ton/km) 12,000

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (warehouse to warehouse) 5,767

Erection/commissioning 5,000

Spares (for 2 years) 15,000

Office equipment & vehicle 2,000

B. Land and construction cost

Land and site preparation 2,000

Built-up area (building) 36,232

Waste treatment/disposal 2,000

C. Operating Cost

Salaries and Wages (for 2 months) 2,126

Direct materials (for 2 months) 62,884

Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity) 3,144

Depreciation and finance charges 28,234

Total 465,332

9. Financing

Financing the proj ect from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payment could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.
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UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found in each

country.
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LEATHER SHOE MANUFACTURING PLANT

1. Product description

Shoes may be regarded as one of the basic necessities of life

expend ^ermenfof the economic conditions in most
countries, the demand for shoe is anticipated to rise.

under consideration is aimed at the production

:^jssms^s.i^sr- ass
uppers and PVC soles.

2. Process description

The production process of leather shoes starts with the design

lasting machines. Heel lasting will, however,be done manually.

PVC soles are skived and polished for glue application by a
combined rinishing machine. Both the uppers and soles are glued
ZfJZt fnd'the upper will pass through a ^at setting machxne
where it will be humidified and dried so that it will gain
Strength' ^he upper after ironing, will be attached to the glued
sole by pneumatic sole attaching machine. Leather soles are sewed

to the uppers.

Lasts are eventually removed manually and the finished shoes
will be taken to the soil stamping machine where the respective
sizes are stamped. This machine could also be used to correct
defects on the attachments of soles and insoles.
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Finally, after checking for guality, the shoes are painted
and packed into stapled boxes and then sent to the finished

products store for delivery.

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The basic raw materials that are required for the production
of leather shoes are leather soles, leatherboard, stiffner, shoe
nails, thread, buckles, eyelets, adhesive, laces, rivets,
fasteners, and ornamentals. Of these inputs leather is
the major raw material accounting to 92 per cent of the total

raw material inputs.

Accordingly this project could be viable in countries with
adequate leather tanning capabilities. The smaller items such

as eyelets could be imported initially.

For the capacity envisaged the raw materials requirement shall

be as follows:

Type

Leather

PVC sole

Leather sole

Glue

Others

at 85%

Capacity Utilization

Unit Quantity

Sq.ft

Pcs

Sq.m.

Kg.

Assorted

21,250

14,025

7,225

425

at 100%

Capacity Utilization

Quantity

25,000

15,000

10,000

500

4. Market study

An appropriate market study is expected to be carried out,
locally to establish the magnitude of the demand for leather
shoes. For the capacity of the plant planned marketing difficulties
are not anticipated in many of the African countries.

Due to the skill-intensive nature of the process and the

nature of the basic raw materials used, leather shoes are

relatively expensive. Accordingly, the target group for the
products of the unit is assumed to be the middle income bracket.
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S/N

1

2

3

4

5

Position

Manager

Modellist/stylist

Skilled workers

Semi-Skilled workers

Technician

Total

Number

1

1

13

4

1

20

The remuneration level for the various categories of workers
need tfbe locally determined by taking into account the conditions
in the labour market.

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary
from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale i™*™^"- ^
schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.
According^ the details need to be carefully worked out in each
country? For estimating the investment a check-list of cost
elements is provided. For comparison purpose, the size of the
?nves?ment for a plant with the same capacity is given based on
cost factors in Ethiopia.

Cost Elements

A. Machinery and Equipment

Estimated Investment

Cost

(U.S.$)

Equipment with gaurantee (12 months)

Inland transportation (ton/km)

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (for 2 years)

Office Equipment + vehicle

51,208

2,400

1,024

2,560

5,120

2,000
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Quantity.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Hydraulic clicking press

Skiving machine

Sewing machines

Eyeletting machine
Lock stitching machines

Lasting machine

Side lasting machine
Hand operated sole splitting

machine

Sole cutting machine
Combined finishing machine

Heat setting machine
Pneumatic sole attaching machine

Sole stamping machine
Hand operated attaching machine

Compressor

Spare parts (2 years)

6.2 pg^slble_sources^f^achinP.rY and equipment

1. Torielli rag. Pietro and Co. S-P.A.

p.Box 116

27029 Vigevano

Corse Torine, 127

Telex 334336

Italy

2. Boffino, Gagliani & Co.
Via V, Vellini, 23-27029 Vigevano

Italy

3. Mecchi .
27100 Pavia - Via Rismondo, 78

Italy

4. Sebino S.A.S.

Via Michele, 1

24060 Foresto Sparaso (GB) T

Telex 301293 PQBSAT

Italy

1

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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B. Land and Construction Cost

Land and site preparation

Built-up area (building)
Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating Cost

2,

48,

2,

8,

27,

If

If

000

000

000

164

577

771

167

Salaries and wages (for 2 months)
Direct Materials (for 2 months)
Overheads (fuel, telephome, post

electricity/ioonth)

Depreciation and Finance charges/month

Total 154<991

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite
advantaged The project could be realized quickly and interest
parents could be avoided making the financial position of the
project, at least initially, quite strong.

time to complete. In some countries small-scale

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries
by co^ciaHanks. Su! credits are repaid in ™^^y^
time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

in some countries capital participation (venture capital)
schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies
orbanks could make financial contributions towards raising

IL Investment capital needed. Such participates however,
could entail profit sharing as well as participation in the
management of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be
possible sources of finance in some countries.
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ARTIFICIAL LEATHER MANUFACTURING

1. Product description

or limitation leather production is a

the consumers.

Artificial leather is especially suitable £* a~*"e

leather.

Artificial leather is manufactured from knitted cotton fabrics
with V.VC and P.V- (which are petroleum products) coatings.

2. Process description

The process for the manufacturing of artificial leather

involves :

(1) Mixing of PVC powder with additives to form paste
components for the coating

(2) Coating in stages, that is by silicon paper

(3) The finishing processes of printing and embossing

A simple flow chart may be as follows :
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PVC and additives

Mixing

Coating (in stages)

(silicon paper)

Drying

Printing

Embossing
Inspection Packing

3.

c

For the production of artificial leather

required are knitted fabrics, P.V.C. (PolJ Vi
Urathrene) and additives as well as silicon

follows :

Item

PVC/PV + additives

Knitted fabrics

(base material)

Silicon paper

PVC/PV,

Unit
—

5 Kg

Mts.

Mts.

Year 1-2

at (60%)

■

Quantity

I

100,000

650,000

850,000

J —

Year 3-4

at (80%)

Quantity

150,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

Year 5-10

at (100%)
—

Quantity

I 250,000

1,200,000

1,400,000

—
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6.1 Basic machinery and equipment

S/N

1

2

3

4

Description

Coating- machine

Mixing machine

Boilers

Accessories (cooling system

compressor, electrical

apparatus (etc.)

Quantity

1

1

2

6.2 Possible machinery and equipment suppliers

1) Cllachinex Agencies

Gulmochar Cross Road

12, J.V.P.D. Scheme

Bombay - 400049, INDIA

2) STORK

Wimde Korverstraat 43a

P.O.Box 9

5830 A.A. Boxmeer Holand

Netherlands

Telex 37281

3) MATEX S.N.C.

3 604 0 Brendole ITALY

VIA Enrico matteil/5

Telex 480823 matex-I

7. Manpower requirement

An indicative manpower requirement for the plant under

consideration is given below. The remuneration level is expected

to be determined locally in each country taking into account

conditions in the local labour market.
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B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 3,000

- Built-up area (building) 60,000

- Waste treatment/disposal 2,000

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages £for 2 months) 3,600

- Direct materials (for 2 months) 268,000

- Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity/month) 9,000

- Depreciation and finance charges 4,500

Total 872,600

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. ^Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in
relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be other possible

sources of finance in some countries.
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LAUNDRY SOAP MANUFACTURING UNIT

1. Product Description

The proposed product is bar soap, 600 grammes in weight which
may be used for washing clothes and dishes and is a valid
alternative to the more expensive detergents and other washing
soaps Such soap is a compound formed from fatty acid and alkali.
Although the initial aim of the project is to Produce bars^ap
through modifications in the production process, ^ood quality
toilet soap, shoe and floor polishes, wax candle and glycerine

could be produced at a latter and advanced stage.

2. Process Description

Laundry soap is prepared as follows:

a) Animal fat (tallow) is smelted slowly in a drum in a
ratio of 7:1 (7 of tallow or cotton seed oil or coconut

oil to 1 of caustic soda)

b) The required amount of caustic soda or sodium silicate
is slowly added and stirred and brought to a boil whilst

adding water.

c) After boiling, the fire is removed and the liquid soap
allowed to cool with occasional stirring. It is at this
stage that colouring and perfume may be added to the soap
and poured into moulds or trays for cooling and hardening
after which it is cut into the required sizes and packed

for sale.

There are three main conventional methods of producing Soap:
Cold Process, Semi-Boiled Process and Full or Settled Process.
The first two are the most suitable for small scale manufcturers.
The cold process requires good quality oils and fats with high
saponification values. The Saponification process is described
separately under chemical reactions. The semi boiled process
offers the following noteworthy advantages over the cold process.
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The process flow could be as follows:

Tal

and

low

oil

—-

Homogenizing

Blending

and

deodori

zing

>-

cooling

Saponi

fication

->- Graining

•

1

Glycerol

recovery

Finishing

additives

Chemical Reaction

Soap comprises sodium or potassium salts of various fatty
acids but Sly of oleic (C18H34O2) , stearic (C18H36O2) and mynstic
(C14H28O2) acids.

Saponification reaction is the basis of soap manufacture.

This reaction can be sumed up as follows:-

3Na OH +

CH2* - 0 - COR

CH - 0 - COR 3Na COOR

Sodium

Hydroxide Fatty Oil

CH2 - 0 - COR

Soap

CH, - OH

CH - OH

CH2 - OH

Glycerol
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S/N Item Quantity (tons)

1 Tallow 42
2 Vegetable unrefined oil 42

3 Caustic soda 6
4 Sodium Silicate 6
5 Sodium Hydroxide 4
6 Colouring and Perfume

At least, the first two items (tallow and crude vegetable
oils) should be locally available for enhancing the viability of

the project.

4. Market Study

There is a general shortage of laundry soap in many countries.
Maior manufacturers of laundry soap include multinationals and
their prices of such products have been constantly increasing in

many countries. There is, therefore, a need to provide cheaper
alternatives especially to the low income urban group and residents
of rural areas. Since the washing properties of the soap envisaged
will not differ much from those already known in the market, the
marketing potential for the proposed product is deemed to be quite

wide.

This, however, need to be ascertained by a market study in

each country.

5. Location Requirement

The plant could be located anywhere, where there is an
adequate supply of electricity and water. A plot of land about
800 square meters is estimated to be required to accommodate the
plant. A site with accessibility to the source of tallow and oil
could be quite advantageous in cutting down transport costs.

6. Technology

The technology for laundry soap manufacturing is rather simple
and easy to operate. Most of the equipment could be locally
produced in many countries in metal processing workshops. There
are also many equipment suppliers on a turn-key basis.

The capacity of the plant proposed is 84 tons of soap per
annum Glycerol could be produced as a by-product which could_be
further processed into Glycerine. At the initial stage Glycerine

production is not envisaged in this project.
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8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the proejct could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. F,or comparison purpose the size of the

investment for the major components of a plant with the same

capacity is provided based on cost factors in Zambia.

Cost Elements Estimated Investment

Equipment with guarantee(12 month) 5,580

Inland transportation (ton/Km)

Customs duties and taxes

Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (for 2 years)

Office Equipment

B. Land and construction cost

Land and site preparation

Built-up area (building) 18,500

Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

Salaries and wages (For 2 months) 1,033

Direct materials (For 2 months) 3,400

Overheads (Fuel, Telephone, post,

electricity 2 months) 470

Depreciation and finance charges

(2 month)

1,280

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.
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Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or development finance corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions tutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis

of detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a

long time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries

by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies

or banks could make financial contributions towards raising

the investment capital needed. Such participations, however,

could entail profit sharing as well as participation in the
management of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be

possible sources of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-

scale promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding

financing possibilities and then advice should be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for Small-Scale Industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or

studies, training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tariff

protection, subsidized interest rate loans, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. Could be available.

Individuals, planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.
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Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade

Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka

Zambia, and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)

could provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial

apportunities, resource availabilities etc - The Continental

organization the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issue small-scale industries project profiles

such as this one which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries

for many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service

through which individuals in developing countries could search

for solutions to technical problems or seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP Offices found in each

country.
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COCOA BUTTER SKIN CREAM MANUFACTURING

1. Product description

The proposed product is cocoa butter skin cream for use

on human bodies, particularly on females. The skin cream is to be

based on cocoa butter rather than wax as is often the practice in
the preparation of such creams. The product could be developed

into various types of creams through various formulations and the

use of various packaging techniques.

2. Process description

The production process envisaged is rather simple. The cocoa

butter is melted in stainless steel tank. The liquid mass is then

transferred to a preparation kettle where the necessary additives

for preservation, color, scent etc. are added. From the

preparation kettle the formulation is transferred to a stainless

steel cooling tank. Further the mass is homogenized in a piston

type homogeniser machine before it is transferred into a

semiautomatic filling machine for packing into suitable containers.

The process flow chart is as follows.

Melting

tank

Preparation

kettle

Filling

Machine

cooling

tank

Homogeniser

Cream in

packs

3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

Cocoa buter is produced in many tropical African countries.

The product has been mainly exported to markets in the USA and

Europe. Other inputs required are refined palm kernel oil, treated

water, emulsifiers, preservatives, cooling and scenting compounds.
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4. Market study

The potential consumers are in practically all income levels,

except the very low income earners who may still use local oils

for rubbing their bodies. Residents of urban centres often use

skin cream. Through variations in formulations and packaging

techniques, various brands could be developed to cater for a wide
range of income levels. Due to strict secrecy maintained in the
cosmetic industry, it -may be difficult to provide precise
formulation for the cream in this project profile. It may be

advisable to obtain
such formulations from established manufacturers. One such

possible source may be FIIRO, P.M.B. 21023, Ikeja, Lagos, Nigeria.

It is essential to determine the local demand through a market

study before investment is made. The market study should also
consider competitor products, substitutes as well as the purchasing

power of the target population.

5. Location Requirement

The infrastructural requirements to be taken into account for

the selection of an optimal location are the following.

Water: The process requires 40 kg of treated water for every

100 kg of cream. This is not much and any city water

supply system should be able to provide such a quantity.

Energy: Adequate supply of electrical energy is important.

Land: A plot size of 20 x 25 meters is estimated to be adequate

for the project.

Transport: Good quality access roads are essential for the
transportation of raw materials and finished goods

in vans.

6. Technology

The technology proposed involves a simple set of equipment.

The critical component of the technology being the homogeniser
which is recommended to have a capacity of 200 kg per hour. The

annual production capacity is fixed at 250 tons. Such a capacity

is believed to be suitable to small markets.

The technology is simple to operate and does not produce

any by-products.
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6.1 Machinery and Equipment

S/N Description Quantity

1 Stainless steel melting tank, capacity 3001ts. 1

2 Stainless steel preparation kettle 1

3 Stainless steel cooling tank 1

4 Transfer pump 1

5 Piston type homogeniser, with capacity

of 2 00 kg/hr 1

6 Semi-automatic filling machine 150 kg/hr 1

7 Water treatment apparatus 5001ts/hr. 1

6.2 Machinery and Equipment Supplier

Ij Mochemco Limited

4 Rodou Street

GR-151 22 Maroussi

Athens, Greece

2) FIIRO

P.M.B. 21023

Ikeja, Lagos

Nigeria

7. Manpower Requirement

A tentative list of the manpower required to operate the

plant is given below. The remuneration level, however, is

expected to be set locally.

S/N Position Number

1 Manager/production supervisor 1

2 Skilled operators 6

3 unskilled labour 2

Total

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each
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country. For estimating the investment a checklist of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for the major components of a plant with the same

capacity is provided based on cost factors in Nigeria.

Cost Elements Estimated Investment

Cost

(U.S.$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months) 50,000

- Inland transportation (ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (for 2 years)

- Office Equipment and vehicles

B. Land and Construction Cost

- Land and site preparation 2,500

- Built-up area (building) 12,500

- Waste treatment/disposal -

C. Operating Cost

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 1,670

- Direct materials (for 2 months) 240,000

- Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity /month) 12,000

- Depreciation and finance charges/month 3,000

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be

quite advantageous. The project could be realized quickly

and interest payments could be avoided making the financial

position of the project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or development finance corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a

long time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.
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Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries

by commercial banks, Such credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

in- dustry promotion agencies could provide useful information

regarding financing possibilities and their advice should be sought

before decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available for Small-scale Industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already estblished but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes tariff

protection , loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc. could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

establishments who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area

for Eastern and Southern African States, (PTA) in Lusaka, the

Economic Communities of West African States, ECOWAS, could provide

certain valuable information on trade, industrial opportunities,

resource availabilities etc. The continental organization, the

Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles such as

this one, which are intended to provide basic information for

further investigation in each local condition.
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UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries

for many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service

through which individuals in developing countries could search

for solutions to technical problems or seek cooperation with

small-industries in other countries. Various training and con

sultancy services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could

contact these agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found

in each country-
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FEATHER PILLOWS PRODUCTION PLANT

1. Product description

Feather pillows and comforters are pillows made from washed,

curled and dried feathers stuffed into sacks of cloths and sewn.

Such products are hygienic to use and are in demand especially in

hot and humid climates, since they do not absorb moisture. 600

grammes of poultry feather is required to produce an average size

pillow.

2. Process description

There are various processes for producing feather pillows and

similar comforters. The process description given below is based

on a German technique.

Raw feathers are put into a washing machine manually. The

machine is a cylinder coated inside with abraision proof synthetic

material and has an agitator for proper washing. It has an

injection nozzle for liquid soap and detergent. Properly washed

feathers are flushed through an outlet flap to a hydroextractor

where the major proportion of water is extracted. This machine has

a double-drum unit in which the inside one is perforated and driven

by an electromotor. Water from the feathers escapes through the

perforations by centrifugal force. The feathers are then conveyed

to a drying and cooling equipment by a suction force.

The drying cylinder is electrically heated and the temperature

is infinitely adjustable by thermostat. Dried feathrs are

automatically transferred to a cooling chamber. The cooling media

is air. The sorting equipment which is attached to the

dryer/cooler separates feathers into small and large sizes. After

sorting the feathers are transferred to a curling machine where

they are stripped and curled. A magnet is attached to the feeding

channel to catch foreign matters 1 ike nails, wire, etc. The

machine works with two radially arranged tooth discs. One of the

disc is rotating and the other is stationery. The clearance

between them is infinitely adjustable depending on the required

fineness.

Feathers are weighed and filled into pillows by a moveable

filling and weighing machine. This machine can be adjusted to

release up to 11 kg of feather at a time. Finally pillows are sewn

and transferred to the store.

1
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Process flow chart of feather pillow

making plant
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3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The raw materials required for the production of feather

pillows are poultry feather, fabric material, threads, liquid soap

and packing materials. The poultry feather is the major raw

material and it is envisaged to be secured from slaughter houses.

For the capacity recommended a total of 38,572 kgs of feather is

required per annum.

Fabric materials and threads are expected to be available in

most countries and the annual requirements are 75,000 meters and

100 rolls respectively. Liquid soap and disinfectants are

necessary for washing the feather and disinfecting it.

Approximately 400 kgs of liquid soap and between 200-300 kgs of

disinfectant may be required every year.

4. Market study

Pillows are standard bedding articles which are necessary for

proper rest and comfort. The demand for feather pillows increases

with the growth in population, increases in levels of income and

the general standard of living as well as the weather condition of

a country.

Such pillows are in demand in hospitals, hotels and individual

households. Export is also a possibility especially to hot and

humid countries.

A thorough evaluation of the local market situation need to

be made before making an investment. Potential competitors such
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as traditional pillows, plastic foam pillows etc. need to be

properly considered. Most of all, feather pillows being relatively

expensive, the affordability of the target population should be

carefully assessed.

5. Location requirement

The location of the plant must be close to commercial poultry

farms, particularly to slaughter houses. Such location could

minimize transportation costs. The plant will require about 45 kw

installed electric power and approximately 2 m3 of water for every
batch.

recommended that the plant be set-up in rural areas or on the

outskirts of towns. The plant requires a total area of 700 m2 of

which 162 m2 will be built-up area comprising of a production hall,

raw materials and finished goods stores and an office.

6• Technology

The plant proposed has a production capacity of 90 kgs of

poultry feather a day and requires the following equipment.

6.1 Type of machinery and equipment

The machinery and equipment required for the production of

feather pillows include:

1. Washing and rinsing machine

2. Hydro-extractor

3. Drying apparatus

4. Sorting equipment

5. Stripping & curling machine

6. Filling and weighing machine

7. Sewing machines (2)

8. Spare parts.

6.2 Possible source of machinery and equipment

L.H. Lorch AG. Machinenfabrik

Postfach 385

D-7300 ESSLINGEN

Federal Republic of Germany
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7. Manpower requirement

The plant requires about 14 workers when fully operational.

The functions and number of persons required is given below. The

remuneration levels, however, need to be determined in each country

by taking into consideration the local conditions.

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total 14

8.Investment requirement

The total investment for the project is expected to be worked

out during the feasibility study phase of the project. Depending

on the differences of conditions in each country the investment

requirement could vary. Governmental SSI promotion schemes could

have some impact on the final magnitude of the financial resources

requirement.

In estimating the capital requirement various cost elements

need to be considered and a check-list of such elements is provided

on the left-hand column of the table below. For comparison
purpose, the investment that may have been required if the project
was implemented in Ethiopia in 1989 is given on the right-hand-side

column.

Cost elements to be considered Estimated investment

in estimating investment size i

Position

Manager

Cashier/storekeeper

Saler

Driver

Janitor

Technical supervisor

Machine operators

Unskilled labour

Gaurds

Number

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

4

2

(US$)

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with 12 months 150,000

guarantee

- Inland transportation (Ton/km) 2,600
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- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse) 3,000

- Erection and commissioning

- Spares ( for 2 years) 7,500

- Office equipment 8,000

- Vehicle 5,000

- Customs duty and tax 12,000

B. Land and construction -cost

- Land and site preparation 4,000

- Building and civil works 4 0,000

- Sewage (waste) disposal

C. Operating cost 12,000

- Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 1,400

- Direct materials (2 months) 16,000

- Overheads (Fuel, electricity, telephone etc.) 5,000

(2 months)

- Depreciation and finance charges 6,000

Total 272,500

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings or borrowings

from close relatives could be an ideal solution ensuring the

healthy operation of the plant without the burden of debt.

However, when such alternatives prove difficult, various sources

could be approached for credits. In most countries long-term or

investment credits are provided by development banks or Development

Finance corporations. In some countries government equity (venture

capital) schemes could be available.

Credit from financing institutions, however, is secured when

the institutions ascertain the loan repayment internal strength of

the project through a feasibility study. Equity participation by

government institutions is also based on a study but additionally

it could entail management participation in the running of the

enterprise and also the sharing of profits.

For this project a minimum of 30% own equity is recommended

for better results.

Commercial bank credits are mainly short-term credits such as

for working capitals- Such loans are paid back in about a year

and generally carry higher interest rates. Commercial banks' type
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short-term loans, therefore, should not be used for financing

investments.

In some countries cooperative societies may be sources of

finance and accordingly it could be useful to explore what they may

be able to offer. Share holding is another method for raising

capital in many countries but restricting it to only close

relatives and friends could be a better approach in some African

countries.

Joint ventures and technical partnership are possible but are

rare for small-scale industries.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

There are guite a number of programmes in many countries

designed to assist individuals intending to start-up small-scale

industries or to help established ones in difficulties. It could

be very useful for individuals planning to make investment in new

projects or to expand established units to first identify and

consult local SSI support core institutions.

Chambers of commerce could provide information, advice on

management and marketing, trainings etc. Core small-scale

promotion institutions could extend, project identification, study,

training, technological information, etc. services. Development
banks may also be involved in assisting SSIs in carrying out

feasibility studies, training etc.

The number of private consulting houses are gradually

increasing in many African countries. If one is quite selective

and the fees are reasonable, such consulting firms could be quite

handy for performing some tasks.

Regional bodies such as the Management Institute for Eastern

and Southern African Countries, Continental organizations such as

the Economic Commission for Africa could provide assistance in the

areas of project profiles or schemes, training etc.

Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have developed various programmes to assist SSIs.

UNIDO, for instance, operates a global technological information

inquiry service through which solutions to many technical problems
could be secured or international firm to firm cooperation

developed. ILO has various programmes and a number of publications

on small enterprise development. Assistance from these agencies

may be requested by directly writing to them or through the local

offices of the UNDP found in every African country.
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SMALL-SCALE "BROWN" SUGAR MILL
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finally packed Lto jute or polythene bags for marketing

Typical flow chart for "brown" sugar production

3.
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np«3criDtion of raw materials and other inputs

The main raw material for this project is sugar cane and t
in many African countries. Other inputs include fresh
water and jute or polythene bags for packing.

4. Market study

Generally, everywhere in Africa there is a shortage of sugar.
This a^o^be bor^ out by World .statistical figures The per
capita consumption figures for African is f1" ffr belr°w ™|
world average. Accordingly marketing difficulties are nor
Anticipated for this product in many countries. However the
product? though tastes the same, due to its looks it may not be
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acceptable to some people. Accordingly adequate market study need
to be carried out locally to gauge the demand size, the
acceptability of the product, the competition from white sugar and

other substitutes.

5. Location requirement

The plant must be situated in areas where an adequate number
of small sugar cane growers are available and where the possibility
for the expansion of the plantation, for instance, through
intensive irrigation is likely. Areas where cane growers

cooperatives are formed could be advantageous. The factory is
envisaged primarily to secure its supply of cane from outgrowers
Whenever possible the utilization of electricity from national grid
is advisable rather than resorting to the use of own diesel
generators. The availability of adequate road communication could
enhance the smooth operation of the plant.

A total land size of 2 hectares should be quite adequate for
the factory envisaged. The plant will be best established outside
urbans areas and generally sanitary environment need to be

maintained due to the nature of the product.

6. Technology

Due to the simplicity of the process, and the size of the
plant a number of sources for technology exist. The factory_is
envisaged to have a daily cane crushing capacity of 6,000 kgs with
an average "brown" sugar production of 700 kgs.

6.1 Equipment required

Item Description Quantity

1 Sugar cane crusher (diesel engine 1
optional)

2 Sieve and pipe 1
3 Boiling pans 3
4 Cooling board 1
5 Tools and accessories 1 (set)

6.2 Possible sources of equipment

1. Agricultural Engineers Ltd. (AGRICO)

Ring Road West Industrial Area

P.O.Box 3707

Accra - Ghana
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2. Ghana National Trading Corporation (GNTC)

Technical Department

P.O.Box 67

Accra - Ghana

3. Agbemsko Engineering Ltd.

P.O.Box 1

Kaneshie - Accra

Ghana

4. CO CO CO

P.O.Box 8

Ibaraki City

Osaka Pref. 567

Japan

5. Raja Trading Co.

P.O.Box 250

Madras 600001

India

6. CIMAG

Comercio & Industria De Maquinas

Agricolas LTDA

Rua Padre Rogue No. 1840

BRASIL

7. Manpower Requirement

A total of twenty workers are estimated to be required to
operate the plant. The following is the position and number of

workers required.

S/N Position Number
1 "

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Manager (chemist)

Engineer

Skilled workers

Unskilled labour

Secretary/typist

Accounting clerk

Sales man

1

l

10

5

1

1

1

Total 2 0

Remuneration levels are expected to be determined locally

considering the situation in the labour market.
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8. Investment requirement

The total investment requirement could vary from country to

country depending on the local conditions and the availability of
special schemes for small-scale industries. The details of the
investment size is expected to be concretized during the

feasibility study stage. The following is an indication of the

cost elements that need to be considered during such a study. For

comparison purposes an estimated investment size for the major

components of the plant for Ghana is given.

Cost elements Estimated investment
cost in Ghana

(US$)

A. Machinery and equipment

- Equipment with guarantee (12 months) 12,500

- Inland transportation (Ton/km)

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning

- Spares (For 2 years)

- Office equipment

B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 3,150

- Built-up area (building) 3,500

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

- Salaries and wages (For 2 months)

- Direct materials (For 2 months)

- Overheads(Fuel,telephone,post,electricity)

(2 months)

- Depreciation and finance charges

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project from one's own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

4

2

3

600

,800

,483

,020
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Whenever one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporation are found in many

countries for providing long term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term or working capital is provided in many countries

by commercial banks. Sucji credits are repaid in relatively short

time and are expensive. Short-term credits are not generally used

for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

w banks could make financial contributions toward raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be possible sources

of finance in some countries.

It will be quite useful, therefore, to first examine what

could be possible sources of finance and the relative advantages

of each to the entrepreneur when loans are required. Small-scale

promotion agencies could provide useful information regarding

financing possibilities and their advice could be sought before

decisions are made to take loans.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

In many countries various types of assistance are available

to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help

those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

assistance could take the form of project identification or study,

training, advice on technology, marketing etc... Government

incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes, tarriff

protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructural

facilities such as industrial estates etc... could be available.

Individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or

established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should

approach core small-scale industry development institutions,

development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information

on what may be available in each country.

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) in Lusaka, Zambia, and

the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) could
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provide certain valuable information on trade, industrial

opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The Continental

organization, the Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia periodically issues small-scale industry project profiles

such as this one which are intended to provide basic information

for further investigation in each local condition.

UNIDO in Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been

involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for

many years. UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service through

which individuals in developing countries could search for

solutions to technical problems or to seek cooperation with small-

industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

services are provided by the ILO. Individuals could contact these

agencies directly or through the UNDP offices found in each

country.
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PREPARATION OF OXALIC ACID

1. Product Description

acid is the'simplest dicarboxylic acid. It occurs

e

industries.

It is used in the textile industry to remove calcium and iron
and is also wtdely used as a bleach to remove iron straxns in a
variety of materials.

Oxalic acid is also used as a radiator cleaner in the

automobile industry.

In the dye-stuff industry, oxalic acid is used mainly as an
inter2d£L%ut. It is ali a raw material for ^^^S
of diethyloxalate which in turn is used for the manufacture or
sulphamethaxazole, one of the newest sulpha drugs being used xn
combination with, trimethoprim in various formulation as a broad

spectrum antibiotic.

The acid (oxalic) is also used as a purifying agent as a
catalyst and as a stripping agent for permanent press resins.

Oxalic acid crystalizes from water as dihydrate (HOOC-COOH.
2H20) and is a colourless crystalline solid as a monoclimc prisms.

Molecular weight 12 6.07
Melting point 101.5°C

Specific gravity 1>9

It loses water of crystallization at lOO-C and solubility in

ystal) and analytical grades are the dihydrates.
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2. Process Description

Oxalic acid is prepared by the oxidation of carbohydrates such

as glucose, sucrose (sugar), starch, dextrin and cellulose by

nitric acid. Alkali (potassium or sodium hydroxides) fusion also

yields oxalic acid. The fusion method is particularly useful when

waste materials such as cellulosic materials (e.g. sawdust), corn

cobs/stalks, etc- are used.

The process described here is based on the use of

sugar/molasses/(crude unrefined brown sugar from a mini sugar
plant), nitric and sulphuric acid mixture as basic raw materials.

The starch could be obtained from cassava and also sugar from mini

sugar plants is suitable.

The mother liquor (which may consist of residual oxalic acid,

sulphuric and nitric acids and catalysts) of a previous batch, is

taken into the reactor. Sulphuric acid is then added. The quantum

of sulphuric acid to be added depends upon the specific gravity of

the mother liquor. Addition of sulphuric acid increases the

temperature of the reactor (3 0-3 5°C) and this should be brought

down to about 20-25°C by using chilled water which should be

circulated through the cooling coils. Nitric acid is gradually

added to the reaction mixture at a slow rate from a feed tank.

After the nitric acid addition, sugar is slowly added to avoid

sudden temeprature increases. After about 4-5 hours addition of
sugar at a slow rate, controlled by crew conveyor, the rate of

addition is then increased.

The temperature of the reactor is maintained below 60 6C during

the reaction. Oxides of nitric acid generated during the reaction

are abosrbed in a series of three absorbers. The mother liquor of

previous batch is circulated in columns via heat exchangers. The

unabsorbed oxides and air mixture is fed to the bottom of the next

absorber again running on the mother liquor. Water is used in the

third absorber.

The scrubbed acid is recirculated through absorber via chilled

water tanker so as to obtain nitric acid of higher concentration.

When the required concentration of nitric acid is obtained, it is

again used in the reaction mixture.

After completion of the reaction in the reactors, the product

is cooled, and centrifuged to separate the crystals of oxalic acid.

The mother liquor is used again in the next batch for absorption.

The oxalic acid crystals are then recrystallized in water,

recentrifuged and the crystals dried in an oven.
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3. Description of raw materials and other inputs

The basic raw materials required for the process are sugar

molasses, brown sugar, or agricultural residue such as saw dust,

corn, cobs stalks etc. Also other inputs are required such as

nitric acid, sulphuric acid, a catalyst (mainly vanadium

pentoxide). For the capacity of the plant envisaged, the quantity

of these materials that may be required per annum is given below.

S/N Raw material Unit Quantity

1 Sugar (or equivalent of saw dust,

stalks etc.) M.T. 225

2 Nitric acid M.T. 320

3 Sulphuric acid M.T. 100

4 Vanadium pentoxide kg 3 0

4. Market Study

The annual production of oxalic acid is planned to be 300

metric tons (MT).

As was described earlier, oxalic acid has a variety of uses

and as such it is quite in demand. The extent of the demand,

however, need to be determined locally through a detailed

feasibility study.

5. Location reauirement

The plant should be located on the outskirts of towns. Due

to the possible danger of pollution it could cause, it should not

be located in the same area with other industries. Chemical works,

such as this project, require extra care, and accordingly the site

should be reliably fenced-off. A total land of half an acre is

believed to be required.

6. Technology

Chemical industries do not generally require a lot of

mechanical machinery. The most important input for such industries

is know-how. It is recommended that a qualified chemist be

included in the labour force.

The envisaged capacity of the plant is 3 00 M.T. and the

general equipment required is the following.
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6.1 Basic equipment required

Storage tanks

Mother liquor tanks

Pumps

Feed vessels

Reactors

Absorption columns

Centrifuges

Dissolving ranks

Crystallizers

6.2 Possible suppliers of equipment

The basic equipment, except the centrifuges, pumps, motors and

crystallizers are generally believed to be adequately supplied by

any one of the following suppliers. But as stated earlier, the key

factor in most chemical works is the know-how, and for that

collaboration with known producer of such acids, is recommended at

least, at the initial stage.

1. M/S Smet India Pvt. Ltd.

Panch Pakhadi

Thana, India

2. M/S D.P. Pulverizer Works

19 Bakehouse Lanes

Bombay

India

3. Agbemsko Engineering Ltd.

P.O.Box 1

Kaneshie, Accra

7. Manpower requirement

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such

schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment or a plant with the same capacity is provided based on

cost factors in Ghana.
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Cost Elements Estimated Investment

Cost

(U.S.$)

A. Machinery and equipment

Equipment with guarantee (12 months)

Inland transportation (ton/km)

Customs duties-and taxes

Insurance (warehouse to warehouse)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (for 2 yeas)

Office equipment

B. Land and construction cost

Land and site preparation

Built-up area (building)

Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating cost

Salaries and wages (for 2 months)

Direct materials (for 2 months)

Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity 2 months)

- Depreciation and finance charges

Total 1.5-3,000,000

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings or through

borrowings from close relatives could be an ideal solution ensuring

the healthy operation of the plant without the burden of debt.

However, when such alternatives provide difficult, various sources

could be approached for credits. In most countries long-term or

investment credits are provided by development banks or Development

Finance corporations. In some countries government equity (venture

capital) programmes could be available.

Credit from financing institutions, however, is secured when

the institutions ascertain the loan repayment internal strength of

the project through a feasibility study. Equity participation by

government institution is also based on a study but additionally

it could entail management participation in the running of the

enterprise and also the sharing of profits.
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For this project a minimum of 30% own equity is recommended

for better results.

Commercial banks credits are mainly short-term credits such

as for working capital. Such loans are paid back in about a year

and generally carry higher interest rates. Commercial banks' type

short-term loans, therefore, should not be used for financing

investments.

In some countries cooperative societies may be sources of

finance and accordingly it could be useful to explore what they may

be able to offer. Share holding is another method for raising

capital in many countries but restricting it to only close

relatives and friends could be a better approach in some African

countries.

Joint ventures and technical partnership are possible but are

rare for small-scale industries.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

There are quite a number of programmes in many countries

designed to assist individuals intending to start-up small-scale

industries or to help established ones in difficulties. It could

be very useful for individuals planning to make investments in new

projects or to expand established units to first identify and

consult local SSI support core institutions.

Chamber of commerce could provide information, advice

management and marketing trainings etc. Core small-scale promotion

institutions could extend, project identification, studies,

training, technological information, etc. services. Development

banks may also be involved in assisting SSIs in carrying out

feasibility studies, training etc.

The number of private consulting houses are gradually

increasing in many African countries. If one is quite selective

and the fees are reasonable, such consulting firms could be quite

handy for performing some tasks.

Regional bodies such as the Management Institute for Eastern

and Southern African Countries, Continental organizaions such as

the Economic Commission for Africa could provide assistance in the

areas of project profiles or schemes, training etc.

Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have developed various programmes to assist SSIs.

UNIDO, for instance, operates a global technological information
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inquiry service through which solutions to many technical problems

could be secured or international firm to firm cooperation

developed. ILO has various progrmmes and a number of publications

on small enterprise development. Assistance from these agencies

may be requested by directly writing to them or through the local

offices of the UNDP found in every African country.
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THE PROCESSING OF OYSTER SHELLS

1. Product Description

Oyster shells are the hard outer coverings of shell-fish.
Oysters are found in deep or shallow ocean water and brackish

water of river estuaries.

The Volta River in Ghana, for instance, is quite a rich
source of oyster shells which had been deposited along the

banks of the river over many years.

Oyster shell contains over 90% pure calcium carbonate
(CaCO3) and serves as a raw material for the manufacture of lime
(CaO) for white washing of walls of buildings, in the manufacture
of caustic soda, putty cement, glass, iron and steel smelting, gold
and aluminium refining, as supplement in poultry and animal
feeds and in the purification of water.

2. Process Description

Two slightly differing processes may be used depending on the
intended use of the final product. For producing ground shells
that may be used, for instance, as feedstock additives the process

involves the washing, drying and grinding of the shells until the
desired grain powder is achieved. If lime is to be the final
product planned, after the shells are washed, and dried they are
burned in roasting kilns to a temperature of 800 -900°C and then

ground to fine powder lime.
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The process
flow chart for both products is shown below

Shells with

sand/clay

Washing

Clean shells

Drying

Dry shells

Grinder

Product

(Ground shells)

Burning in

kilns

Lime

Grinding

Product

Lime powder

3. Description of "Raw Materials

deposits could be found

sandrandSclay anTare^ov'er 100 years old

2
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2. The fairly recent accumulation of shells that are

deposited along the sand banks of rivers and, therefore,

only slightly covered by sand and clay.

3. The new shells which are dumped along the banks of

rivers and not covered at all by sand or washed away by

the river.

The other source of oyster shells is the consumption of

fresh oysters by humanbeings. In Ghana, for instance, an estimated
quantity of nearly 6000 tons of shells are produced annually from

human consumption of oysters in the country.

The study for the implementation of the project should

therefore, ascertain the availability and quantity of shells in
each country. Limestone could be a substitute for oyster shells.

4. Market Study

The main demand for lime in a country emanates from the

construction industry. The product is used for the white washing
of buildings, putty cement etc. As animal food supplement, ground

oyster shell is mainly used in poultry farming.

Although in general, the demand for such products is assumed

to be large in many countries, it may have to be verified more

thoroughly. As already indicated, since limestone could be a

substitute for oyster shells, the competition and the relative
advantages need to be evaluated for both.

5. Location Requirement

The plant should be located near the shell deposits and
should be well served with good roads to facilitate the trans

portation of the product to the consuming centres.

6. Technology

An economic small-scale plant for many countries could be a

3-8 tons per day capacity. Since electricity is not expected to

be available in rural areas where the project is envisaged to be

installed, a diesel engine should be included. The basic machinery,

is the oyster shell grinder and the rest such as the kiln for

roasting the shells for lime production should be locally built.
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Possible Machinery suppliers

1. AGRUCO Limited,

P.O.Box 12127

Accra - North

Ghana

2. M/S. D.P. Pulveriser Works,

19 Bakehouse Lane,

Bombay - 1 - India

3. M/S. Smet India PVt Limited,

Panch Pakhadi,

Thana - India.

7. Manpower Requirement

The type and number of workers estimated to be required

are given below. Salary and wages are expected to be determined

locally based on prevailing conditions.

S/N Position Number

1. Manager 1

2. Skilled worker 1

3. Semi-Skilled workers 2

4. Unskilled labour 4

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could

vary from one country to the other. In some countries, there

are various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries.

Such schemes could have impact on the size of the investment

needed. Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out

in each country. For estimating the investment a check-list of
cost elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of

the investment for the major components of a plant with the same
capacity is provided based on cost factors in Ghana.
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Cost Elements Estimated Investment

Cost (U.S.$)

A. Machinery and Equipment

- Equipment with guarantee(12 month) 6,000

- Inland transportation (Ton/km) 250

- Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance(Warehouse to warehouse)

- Erection/commissioning 650

- Spares (for 2 years)

- Office Equipement

B. Land and construction cost

- Land and site preparation 5,850

- Built-up area(building)

- Waste treatment/disposal

C. Operating Cost

- Salaries and Wages (For 2 months) 840

- Direct materials (for 2 months) 1,300

- Overheads(fuel, Telephone, post,

electricity)

- Depreciation and finance charges

Total

9. Financing

Financing the project out of one's own savings or borrowings

from close relatives could be an ideal solution ensuring the

healthy operation of the plant without the burden of debt.

However, when such alternatives prove difficult, various sources

could be approached for credits. In most countries long-term or

investment credits are provided by development banks or Development

Finance corporations. In some countries government equity (venture

capital) schemes could be available.

Credit from financing institutions, however, is secured when

the institutions ascertain the loan repayment internal strength
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of the project through a feasibility study. Equity participation

by government institutions is also based on a study but

additionally it could entail management participation in the

running of the enterprise and also the sharing of profits.

For this project a minimum of 3 0% own equity is recommended

for better results.

Commercial bank credits are mainly short-term credits such

as for working capital. Such loans are paid back in about a year

and generally carry higher interest rates. Commercial banks1 type

short-term loans, therefore, should not be used for financing

investments.

In some countries cooperative societies may be sources of

finance and accordingly it could be useful to explore what they may

be able to offer. Share holding is another method for raising

capital but restricting it to only close relatives and friends

could be a better approach in some African countries. Joint

ventures and technical partnership are possible but are rare for

small-scale industries.

10. Assistance available to small-scale industries

There are quite a number of programmes in many countries

designed to assist individuals intending to start-up small-scale

industries or to help established ones in difficulties. It could

be very useful for individuals planning to make investments in

new projects or to expand established units to first identify

and consult local SSI support core institutions.

Chambers of commerce could provide information, advice on

management and marketing, trainings etc. Core small-scale

promotion institutions could extend, project identification, study,

training, technological information, etc. services. Development

banks may also be involved in assisting SSIs in carrying out

feasibility studies, training etc.

The number of private consulting houses are gradually

increasing in many African countries. If one is quite selective

and the fees are reasonable, such consulting firms could be quite

handy for performing some tasks.

Regional bodies such as the Management Institute for Eastern

and Southern African Countries, Continental organizations such as

the Economic Commission for Africa could provide assistance in the

areas of project profiles or schemes, training etc.
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Global organizations such as the United Nations bodies such

as UNIDO and ILO have developed various programmes to assist SSIs.

UNIDO, for instance, operates a global technological information

inquiry service through which solutions to many technical problems

could be secured or international firm to firm cooperation

developed. ILO has various programmes and a number of publications

on small enterprise development. Assistance from these agencies

may be requested by directly writing to them or through the local

offices of the UNDP found in every African country.
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MOLASSES BASE ALCOHOL

1. Product Description

Tnrt,,*i-rial alcohol is an important input in the manufacture
of pha^tuticaf aCn°d Veterinary Spirits, perfumers, and alcoholic
beverages.

2 Process Description

extracted. The process flow chart is given below

Molasses

Water
Reception Dilution

Yeast

Diluted Molasses

— Fermentation

Fermented Molasses

Barms

Distilation - Rectification

Risiduary

liquor

Alcohol

1
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intion of Raw Materials an^ other inputs

The important raw material for alcohol distillation is

factories.

The other inputs for alcohol production include ^Iphuric aoid

in many countries and due to the saliness ot qserious
required, the importation is not expeciea

difficulties.

4. Market Study

mmssm
Before an invesment decision is made however, a thorough

also properly assessed.

5. T.ocation Recfuriement

The following points need to be considered when selecting the

location of the plant.

- the distillery should be located near * sugar factory -
as to cut down on transportation cost of the raw

material,

the site should have an adequate supply of water and
electricity and should be accessible by road,

a total land area of 10,000 m> should be available to

properly accommodate the unit.
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6. Technology

The technology envisaged for< the plant is based on
fermentation and alcohol extraction in column distilleries. For
this prupose the following equipment and facilities are required.

equipment for receiving and diluting molasses
prefermentation and fermentation equipment

distillation equipment

storage tanks -

steam boiler and electric generating set

laboratory equipment i
truck mounted tanker for transporting the molasses

The production capacity planned is capable of handling 18 tons
of molasses a day or 5,400 tons _annually yielding 15,000

hectoliters (hi) of alcohol. The minimum ^od^tion level to
ensure economic profitability is estimated to be 7,000 hi. or

alcohol.

Potential Supplier^ of Equipment

1. A.P.V. Zone Industrielle No. 2-6

Rue Jacquard - 27006 Evreux

La Madelaine - BP 92 - 27006

Evreux Cedex, France

2. ETS Mareste - Fils

117, Rue Aristide - briand

BP 65, 16102, COGNAC, France

7. Manpower Requirement

A total of 45 workers are estimated to be required to properly
run the unit. This include both administrative as well as
technical personnel. Qualified personnel are needed to man the
fermentation and distillation processes and the availabilityjjjfan
adequate number of such workers is quite critical for the smooth

operation of the unit.

S/N Position number

1 General manager _ 1
2 Production manager (chemical engineer) 1

3 Administrative assistant x
4 Finance officer |
5 Secretary/typist *

6 Drivers
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7

8

9

10

11

Production supervisors

Production/maintenance workers

Laboratory assistants

Labourers

Watchmen

Total

4

22

4

4

4

45

The salary levels are expected to be determined locally by

taking into account the local labour condition.

8. Investment Requirement

The total investment requirement for the project could vary

from one country to the other. In some countries, there are

various incentive schemes given to small-scale industries. Such
schemes could have impact on the size of the investment needed.

Accordingly the details need to be carefully worked out in each

country. For estimating the investment a check-list of cost

elements is provided. For comparison purpose the size of the

investment for the major components of a plant with the same
capacity is provided based on cost factors in Benin.

Cost Elements

A. Machinery and Equipment

Estimated Investment

Cost

(U.S.$)

Equipment with guarantee (12 months) 116,700

Inland transportation (ton/Ian)

Customs duties and taxes

- Insurance (warehouse to warehosue)

Erection/commissioning

Spares (for 2 years)

Office Equipment and vehicle

B. Land and Construction Cost

Land and site preparation 6,600

Built-up area (building) 266,700

Waste treatment/disposal
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C. Operating Cost

Salaries and wages (for 2 months) 11,000

Direct materials (for 2 months) 106,700

Overheads (fuel, telephone, post,

electricity/month) 194,300

Depreciation and finance charges/month

Total

9. Financing

Financing the proj ect from one•s own source could be quite

advantageous. The project could be realized quickly and interest

payments could be avoided making the financial position of the

project, at least initially, quite strong.

Whenever, one's own source is found inadequate various

financing institutions could be approached for loans. Development

banks or Development Finance Corporations are found in many

countries for providing long-term investment loans. Such

institutions consider granting loans, however, on the basis of

detailed feasibility studies and such studies generally take a long

time to complete. In some countries small-scale industries

promotion agencies also provide loans.

Short-term fund or working capital is provided in many

countries by commercial banks. Such credits are repaid in

relatively short time and are expensive. Short-term credits are

not generally used for investments.

In some countries capital participation (venture capital)

schemes are available. Through such schemes government bodies or

banks could make financial contributions towards raising the

investment capital needed. Such participations, however, could

entail profit sharing as well as participation in the management

of the enterprise. Co-operatives are found to be other possible

sources of finance in some countries.

It would be quite useful, therefore, to examine what could be

possible sources of finance and the relative advantages of each to

the entrepreneur. Small-scale promotion agencies could provide

useful information regrding financing possibilities and their

advice should be sought before decisions are made to take loans.
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10• Assistance available for small-sole industries

to hJn !n?Y COUntries various types of assistance are available
to help enterprising individuals to start-up business or to help
those already established but in difficulties. Generally the

?rain?nSCe 7" ^ ^ fOra °f Pr°^Ct identification or s^tudy?
training, advice on technology, marketing etc. Government
incentive schemes such as exemption from duties and taxes tariff
protection, loans at subsidized interest rates, infrastructure^
Tn^v-H16? SUCl? aS- indust^l estates etc. could be avaUaWe
individuals planning to start-up small-scale industry or
established ones who may find themselves in difficulties should
approach core small-scale industry development institutions?
development banks or chambers of commerce for detailed information
on what may be available in each country. inrormation

Regional institutions such as the Preferential Trade Area for
Eastern and Southern Africa States (PTA) in Lusaka Zambia the
Economic Communities of West African States, ECOWAS Tn Laaos
l^^no?^1^ Certai" ValUable information' on trade!

opportunities, resource availabilities etc. The
orj>an"ation, the Economic Commission for Africa in

^hlOPia Pe«°dicall i loroiect nr^n!thi°Pla Pe^i°dical]-Y issues small-scale industry
basic iPfn™f SUC£ aS .thlS °ne Which are intended to provide
conation rmatl°n f°r fUrthSr investigation in each' local

.V.D"IDO in .Vienna, Austria, the ILO, in Geneva have been
involved in assisting small enterprises in developing countries for
many years UNIDO operates a technology inquiry service, throuah
solutionfr"1^15. ^ devel°Ping countriel could seLch f

J* industries In^n?},niCa Pr°b.lelns or to seek cooperation with small-
-^ industries in other countries. Various training and consultancy

age^es Sv^^^ Individ-1- °™™ contacfth^S
county dlrectlv or through the UNDP offices found in each




